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ABSTRACT 
A brief review of t he variou s models prop osed to account for the 
Bushveld Complex shows that there are two ma in hypotheses. These are the 
Mult iple I ntru sion hypothesi s and the ~ Situ Crystal l izatio n hypothesis. 
The latter al so allows for multiple additions to the c rystall izi ng mag ma , 
a nd several varian ts involving the nu mb e r of these inputs , their com-
position, volu me and timing have bee n proposed. 
To facilitate description and investigation of the stu dy se ct ion , the 
stratigraphic nomen c lature of this part of t he Rustenberg Layered Suite i s 
revised and clarified. It is proposed tha t the boundary between the 
Critical Zone and Main Zone be placed at t he base of the f~erensky cyclic 
unit, and thus the wh ole of the Merensky and Bastard cycli c un it s are 
in c luded in th e Main Zone. 
Furthermo re, the extremely con f used tenninology fo r smal ler units 
withi n the Merensky and Bastard cyclic units is resolved by disc arding the 
term Reef a s a formal term and substituting lithological terms s uch as 
Merensky pegmatoid, Merens ky pyroxe ni te , Bastard py r oxenite and Me rensky 
mottled ano r thosite e t c. It is recommended that the tenn Reef be retai ned 
as an informal term to desi gn ate the mine ra lized horiz o n wh i ch ma y be 
mined, re gardless of lithology. The term "pe gma toid" is restricted to 
s trati fonn or lensoi d masses of coarse gr ained feldspa t hic pyr oxenite or 
harzburg i te which are part o f the layered sequence. The transg r essive 
vertical pipe-like , coarse-grained ultramafic "iron-rich bodies are termed 
"ultramafic pe gmatites ". 
The ma i n features of t he Merensky and Bastard cyclic units are the 
regular chemical and mineralogical cha nge s that o ccu r with r espect to 
strat igr aphiC heig ht in t hese units. In the Merensky cycli c unit there is 
a smooth i ro n enrichme nt in the ortllOp y roxenes upward in th e s ucce s sion 
a nd a transition f r om pyroxen i te at th e base to mott l ed a northosit e at the 
t op of the unit. The Bastard cyclic tl nit is broadly s imilar to th e 
Me rens ky cyclic uni t. A variety of textures and chemical features ar e in 
disequil i brium in some samples but not in others, and great complexity is 
evident wh en in divi d ual samples are stud ied in detail . 
The initial 87S r /86S r r atios of plagioc la se separates and whole 
rocks from the study section s how 
rat i o from . 70661 at the base of the 
a dis tin ct step-like increase in t he 
Merensky cyclic unit to . 70806 at the 
base of the Bastard cyclic unit. In contrast , sample s fr om below the 
I~erensky cyclic unit have a constant initial Sr-isotopic ratio, as do the 
samples from the Bastard cyclic unit. 
These isotopic and chemical data, and available published geologic 
relationships suggest that a major new influx of basic magma occurred 
after the Footwall unit was deposited and that this mixed with the 
residual magma in the chamber and then precipitated the Merensky and 
Bastard cyclic units . 
The crystal settling theory as outlined by Wager and Brown (1968) 
fails to account for the chemical and stratigraphic variations observed in 
the study section . The theory of bottom crystallization, initially pro-
posed by Jackson (1961), more adequately explains the features observed. 
Applying a model outlined by Irvine (1980a & b), it has been established 
from chemical data, that the Merensky cyclic unit crystallized from a 
magma layer with a thickness roughly equivalent to the average thickness 
of the cyclic unit itself (±10m) . A similar exercise on the Bastard 
unit was not possible . The formation of the Footwall unit is still enig-
matic. 
Infiltration metasomatism and sintering can modify the petrographic 
and chemical characteristics of rocks and minerals after deposition at the 
1 iquidus stage. During the solidification of the crystal mush a separate 
vapour phase may form in the crystal mush, which could move up through the 
crystal pile. This process may ultimately be responsible for the gene-
ration of potholes and pegmatoidal horizons, such as the Merensky pegma-
toid. The upward increase in the initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio within the 
Merensky cyclic unit is strong evidence that infiltration metasomatism has 
played an important part in the generation of the Merensky cyclic unit. 
This process, coupled with fluid enrichment, may also result in the 
formation of pegmatoid layers. Si ntering appears to have been a common 
process in the mottled anorthosites of the study section and may have 
severely reduced the amount of trapped interstitial liquid in these rocks. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction and Re view 
Introducti on 
Th e well kno",n Bushveld Complex comprises a suite of ultramafic to 
granitic rocks, of diverse origins, intrusive t hrough the Kaapvaal craton 
into the sedi ments and va 1 cani cs of the Transvaal Supergroup. Thi s vast 
intrusion (65,000 k:;] 2 in a r ea) and its host rocks occ upy an irregular 
basin-like depression surrounded by the base'llent r ocks of the Kaapvaal 
craton (Fig . 1 : 1), and ha s been well described in numerous interpretative 
reviews (e.g. Hall, 1932; Willemse, 1964 & 1969; Wager & Brown , 1968; von 
Gruenewaldt, 1979 and Hunter & Hami lt on , 1978). 
The study section, whi ch covers a short sequence of l ayered r ocks in 
the vicinity of the platinife r ous Me re nsky horizon near Rustenburg, 
Western Transvaal, is within the maf ic layered port i on of the canplex, now 
known as the Rustenburg Layered Suite (South African Committee on Strati-
g raphy, 1980; h"reafter ref e rred to as SACS) . This suite of mafic layered 
plutonic r ocks occurs in four lobes which outcrop or suboutcrop i n arcuate 
belts, one of which to the east of Johannesbur~ is obscur ed by younge r 
cover. An extension to the western l obe occur s to the north of Zeerust. 
The eastern and western lobes have been further subdi vi ded by SACS into 
uni ts of fa rmati on stat us, an informal role bei ng assigned to the more 
usual zo nal nomenclature . The succession studi ed, wh ich includes the 
Here ns ky and Bastard cyclic units, falls in the upper part of the 
Mathlagame norite -anorthosite, which is considered by SACS to be in the 
Cri tical Zone*. 
Figure 1:2 shows the simplified strat i graphy of tile ,Iestern Bushveld 
Complex, with the major zonal subdivisions after SACS and Willemse (1969), 
with additional information on disconforrnable contacts fran Coertze (1974) 
and Ver:naak (19763). The boundary between the Main and Critical Zones does 
not corres~ond \~i th that recommended by SACS. The Bastard and Mer ensky 
cyclic units are here considered to be part of the Main Zone (see Fi g. 
1:2). The reasons f o r this choice are presented and di scussed in Chapter 
Tlvo . 
* S,\CS r " colllends ttlat the zonal nom'cnciature not be ca pitalized, but 
capitals are retainel!, as the lanai tenninology is used exclusively in 
t his wo rk . 
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Fig. 1:1 Map of the Bu s h.old Complox and its environs, showing the 
rr.aJor -subdivisions of the layered suite and the local tty of the study 
aI'''" nede Rustenburg. Modified after Willemse (1969) and SACS (1980). 
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Fig. 1:2 Generalized stratigraphy of the Western Bushveld Complex, 
indicating the lithologies and the position of the studied section. 
Subdivisions after Willemse (1969), SACS (1980) and Chapter Two of this 
work. Additional information from Coertze (1974) and Vermaak (1976). 
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The Origin of the Bushveld Complex: A Thematic Review 
The first comprehensive model of the Bushveld Complex was presented 
by Molengraaff (1901), who described it as a vas t laccolite (sic) with an 
in it i ally fl at fl 00 r, whi ch then assumed a basi n shape due to the super-
incumbent load. Following this early work, many papers of a more restrict-
ed scope appeared, and these were reviewed by Hall (1932) . Publications of 
a more integrated nature were those of Daly & Molengraaff (1924) and Dal y 
(1928). These works and that of Wagne r (1929), on the plati num mineral -
ization, form the basis of Hall's (op . cit.) holistic synthesis of the 
geology of the Bushveld Complex. These works delineated the basic tectonic 
framework of the complex, and established the concept of gravi ty differen-
tiation of a basaltic magma to account for the variety of rock types and 
layering present. All the early workers, including Hall, believed that the 
structure of the Bushveld Complex was essentially lopol i thic, and nearly 
all held the view that the basic rocks were derived from a single intru-
sive or extrusive event followed by ~ situ differentiation. A somewhat 
different view was expressed by Reuning (1927) , who believed the different 
rock types to be sill-like intrusions of diverse magmas. Lombaard (1934) 
further developed the magmatic theory with the concept of multiple addit-
ions of evolving magma from a subcrustal chamber coupled with differentia-
tion ~ situ. This concept to some extent unified t he views of Reuning 
with the other magmatists. 
Not all views concurred with those of the magmatists. Sandberg (1926) 
proposed that the vari ous layers of the Bushvel d Compl ex \~ere formed by 
"transformation" of the earlier sediments such as shales, quartzites and 
dolomites by "magmatization", each sediment forming a di ff erent igneous 
rock type by .:!..!!. situ melting and later solidification . In 1949, S. van 
Biljon revived Sandberg's hypothesis in a controversial paper. He believed 
that the Transvaal Supergroup rocks were transformed into the rocks of the 
Bushveld Complex by heat and "emanations" without suffering any melting 
(va n Biljon, 1949). This view has not found much favour despite further 
papers published by him in 1955, 1963 and 1974. However, due to their 
controversial nature, considerable discussion of the topic was generatp.d, 
stimulating further research . 
Truter (1955) r evived Reuning's (1927) idea of mult i ple sill-li ke 
injections of different magmas to account for the di f ferent rock types in 
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the intrusion. He al so proposed tha t there were four or five intrusi ve 
centres, forming a linear array extendi ng from t he eastern to the western 
parts of the complex , with a further centre to the north near Potgieters -
rus. He also gave some support to van Bilj on's (1949) transformation 
hypothesis, but only for the granop hyric rocks at the top of th e mafic 
layered suite. Schwellnus (1956) and later Coertze (1 958) further de-
veloped the idea of multiple int r us ions fo r each rock type. The lat ter 
paper generated considerable discussion, and in subsequent works (Coertze, 
1959, 1960a & b, 1962a & b, 1963, 1966, 1970 & 1974), he modified his 
views, and his current (1974) position is that several large heaves of 
magma were intruded with minor differentiation in place. However, no 
mixing of magmas is implied as each intrusion occurred after the previous 
one had solidified . 
A significant advance in the under standing of the Bushveld Complex 
was made when Cousins (1959) showed that the mafic suite is not lopolithic 
as had been generally accepted, but that it forms arcuate, moat-like 
masses surrounding a core of felsic rocks. The possibility that the dif-
ferent lobe' of the Bushveld Complex may have been separate intrusions 
with tenuous connections, was implied. In his paper Cousins also implied , 
and in a reply to a discussion by F. C. Truter on the paper stated, that 
he believed the mafic phase of the Bushveld Complex was extruded on 
surface into graben-li ke structures. Thi s renewal of Daly' s original hypo-
thesis (Daly, 1928) has also been supported by Feringa (1959) and in 
subsequent papers and discussions by Cousins (e . g. the discussion and 
reply to Feringa's (op . cit . ) paper). 
Cousins' di sagreement with Coertze (discussions of Coertze (1959, 
1960, 1962 & 1970 )) cent red not so much on t he concept of seve ra l i np uts 
or heaves of magma, bu t on whether they were i ntruded as sills, or extru-
ded as l avas. Cousins also believed t hat all the magmas were ess entially 
basalti c and differentiated after extrusion. 
Wi llemse (1964 & 1969) in reviews of the Bushveld Complex also en-
dorsed the view that the mafic magmas intruded at separate centres, and 
suggested that processes of cone sheet formation and intrusion along frac-
tures may have played an important part. This l atter notion has been 
further developed by and Sharpe & Snyma n (1980) . In Willemse's view there 
were defin i tely several inputs of mafi c basaltic magma, the earliest of 
which was ultramafic . In situ diffe rentiation was ne vertheless important 
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in generating the layering . In the later review paper Willemse (1969) 
suggested that although the different parts of the complex may have been 
separate, there must have been a connection between them to account for 
the similarity i n stratigraphy. 
Wager & Brown (1968) in an extensive review and interpretation of the 
Bushveld Complex geology, suggested that the lower part of the mafic 
1 ayered su i te, up to the Merensky uni t, was the "i ntegrati on stage" where 
tholeiite magma was added and mixed with that already in the chamber. The 
eastern and western lobes of the complex were postulated to have been 
separate unconnected intrusions up to the Merensky unit level. A further 
input of magma was invoked at the Merensky level, as had been suggested by 
Hess (1960), to account for the platinum mineralization. After this last 
influx , the complex continued to crystallize without interruption or 
further additions of magma. The position adopted by Wager & Brown is thus 
similar to that of Lombaard (1934) for the portion below the Merensky 
unit, but akin to Hall (1932) for the mafic part of the Bushveld Complex 
as a whole. Atkins (1969) proposed a similar model to that of Wager & 
Brown. 
Gijbels et al. (1974), Vermaak (1976a), Cameron (1978) and von 
Gruenewaldt (1979) considered that the magmas introduced in pulses were 
initially very magnesian, later additions being less so. Hamilton (1977), 
using strontium isotope data, indicated that at least five pulses of 
magma, with different initial 87s r /86Sr ratios, flowed into the magma 
chamber. The first of these magmas is postulated to have been of an un-
usual composition, having both high MgO (>21,5%) and high Si02 (50-55%). 
This latter conclusion was supported by Davies et al . (1980). 
In a re-interpretation of Hamilton's (1977) data, McCarthy & Cawthorn 
(1980) postulate the occurrence of only two influxes of magma, the varia-
tion in the i nitial ratio being due to magmatic ageing during differen-
tiation. This model requires the Rustenburg Layered Suite to have crystal-
lized over some 40 to 60 my., which is not in agreement with calculations 
by Irvine (1970a) which indicated a solidification time of about 200,000 
years. Cawthorn et al. (1981), in a study of the Bushveld sills, again 
suggest that only two magmas were involved. Sharpe (1981a) using detailed 
mapping and chemistry of the Marginal Zone and its associated sills, 
concludes that at least four magmas, with a range of compositions, were 
intruded. Sharpe's views correspond to some degree with those of Hamilton. 
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From th e above discussion it is apparent that there is now wi de ac-
ceptance that most of the rhythmic layer i n9 is due to ~ situ di fferen -
t i ation and that more than one input of magma occurred. Nevertheless , 
there is considerable disagreement as to the number of influxes that took 
place, their respective compositions and if the influxes occurred as 
intruding "sills" with no magma mixing implied, or as additions to an 
evolving magma. 
A suggest io n not fitting in with the otherwise smooth evolution of 
various models outli ned above, is the astrobleme theory proposed by Di etz 
(1963), as this returns to the original proposal of Daly (192B) of a 
single, large magmatic event, the di fference being only the source of 
energy. Dietz's hypothesis was later supported by W. Hami lton (1970) and 
Rho des (1975). 
Hypotheses Concerning the Merensky Cyclic Unit 
As the question of the origin of the Merensky cycli c unit is to be 
dealt with in detail in later sections of this work, only a brief review 
of the various hypotheses to account for the Merensky pegmatoid and its 
associated mineralization will be given here. 
tI-."t 
Wagner (1929) suggested"the Merensky pegmatoid and its mi neral ization 
were due to normal magmatic processes coupled to volatile rich fluids. 
Reuni ng ( 1927) and Coertze (1958) proposed the pegmatoid to be a sil l -like 
intrusive at the base of the Merensky cyclic unit, and thus totall y inde-
pendent of the processes occurring in the as sociat ed rocks. Lauder (197 0) 
postulated that infiltration of interstitial liquid from be l ow could 
account for most of the featu res of the pegmatoid. Hess (1960) and Wager & 
Brown (1968) suggested that the pegmatoid wa s an ear l y (immi scible?) 
fra ction forming from a nel. surge of magma. Brynard et al. (1976) 
concurred with this view, but emphasized that la ter hydroth e rmal 
alteration of the pegmatoi d occurred (cf. Wagner, op. cit.). The Merensky 
and Bastard cyclic units were considered by Cousins (1964 & 1969) to have 
differentiated from sepa rate heaves of magma, some time after the 
formation of the footwall rocks. The pegmatoid and its mineralization we re 
thus derived from the Mere nsky magma by gravity dif ferentiat ion and 
settli ng. He does, however, note that several unsol ved problems exi st. 
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In a comprehensive review of rocks of the Bushveld Complex occurring 
below and including the Merensky and Bastard cyclic units, Vermaak (1976a) 
suggested that an anorthosite mat (the Merensky mottled anorthosite, 
Fig. 2:2), formed due to the upward floating of plagioclase. The mat 
trapped volatile constituents and magma beneath it, and these then dif-
ferentiated as a closed system . The volatile enriched environment resulted 
in pegmatoid boulders forming and sinking to the base of the trapped magma 
layer. The enrichment in platinoids was due, in part, to addition of 
enriched liquid from the footwall . Lee & Sharpe (1980) extended this 
hypothesis and invoked an immiscible bridging liquid to aggregate ortho-
pyroxenes into boulders which sank to form the pegmatoid. McCarthy & 
Cawthorn (1980) considered that the Merensky pegmatoid precipitated from 
the residual liquid which had resulted from some 90% crystallization of 
the initial magma intruded into the Bushveld Complex chamber, before a 
second large influx of magma occurred above the Merensky cyclic unit . 
Developments in the Interpretation of Layered Intrusions. 
"A layered intrusion may be likened to a crucible, greatly 
magnified, of the experimental petrologist" 
(Wager & Brown, 1968). 
Layered intrusions have been extensively studied for many years, and 
it was soon appreciated that they provide clues to the understanding of 
processes occurring within magma chambers . The results of intrusion and 
differentiation can be directly observed, and compositions of successive 
liquids calculated. Investigations of layered complexes thus have much 
wider implications than a simple study of the rocks themselves and the ore 
deposits contained within them. 
The first research into layered intrusions was that of Geikie (1894) 
and Geikie & Teall (1894). This was followed by those of Molengraaff 
(1901) and Harker (1904). At this early stage two schools of thought 
became apparent which are not yet completely reconciled. Geikie, Teall and 
Harker bel i eved that the 1 ayered gabbros of the Is 1 e of Skye we re the 
result of multiple intrusions. Molengraaff (1901 & 1905), on the other 
hand, suggested that a single magma input into the Bushveld magma chamber 
differentiated, under the influence of gravity, to form the various rock 
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types. The idea of crystal settling under the influence of gravity 
to account for different rock types was proposed early in the 19th 
Century. For example, Darwin (1844) invoked the process to account for the 
diversity of rock types. 
The two hypotheses continued in parallel until the work of Wager & 
Deer (1939) on the Skaergaard intrusion. The work on this intrusion has 
had a pervasive influence on our understanding of the differentiation of 
mafic igneous rocks. Using the Skaergaard intrusion as a type example, 
Wager and his associates developed a comprehensive model for the differen-
tiation of layered intrusions, involving convection and crystal settling 
to account for the rhythmic and cryptic layering. This work culminated in 
the book by Wager & Brown (1968) in which many mafic layered intrusions, 
including the Bushveld Complex, were explained using this model. Some in-
trusions, such as at Rhum, are inferred in the book to be the result of 
crystal settling coupled with continuous injections of new magma pulses 
into the chamber (Wager & Brown, op. cit.). 
Jackson (1961), using the Stillwater Complex as a basis, developed an 
alternative theory of bottom crystallization to account for the features 
of layered intrusions. He argued that a convecting magma, cooled from 
above, only nucleates and grows crystals when it reaches the floor of the 
magma chamber as opposed to near the roof of the intrusion. 
The model developed by Wager and his co-workers (Wager & Brown, 1968) 
has, until recently, been more widely accepted as it apparently explained 
most features of layered rocks. McBirney & Noyes (1979) have revived 
Jackson's (1961) hypothesis and have presented a large bodY of evidence 
that tends to negate the crystal settling hypothesis. The basis of the 
McBirney & Noyes proposals is that the various layers develop by ~ situ 
crystallization on the floor, roof and sides of the Skaergaard Intrusion. 
The model invokes double-diffusive convection, a process induced by 
opposing temperature and concentration gradients. The theoretical back-
ground to this process is given by Turner (1973), and Rice (1981) has 
developed the concept as applied to magma chambers. The effects of the 
replenishment of a magma chamber have been investigated by Huppert & 
Turner (1981). These investigations into physical processes such as 
diffusion and convection are now in the vanguard of research into layered 
intrusions. 
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Studies of the intercumulus liquid present in the crystal pile (which 
in some cases may have constituted up to 50% of the crystal mush accumula-
ted), has also received considerable attention. Irvine's (1980a) review of 
his and other investigations of the Muskox Intrusion, shows that a consid-
erable amount of upward movement of interstitial liquid occurred. This 
synthesis of the cyclic units in the Muskox intrusion integrates the 
concept of double-diffusive convection, multiple intrusion and the upward 
migration of interstitial liquid. 
This brief review is not intended to be exhaustive as further discus-
sions of the concepts outlined above will be presented where appropriate 
in the text. 
Objectives of this Work 
The above reviews of the Bushveld Complex and evolution in the inter-
pretation of layered intrusions, suggests that that the new concepts 
applied to, and current research on, other layered intrusions could be 
used to resolve some of the problems and controversies associated with the 
Bushveld Complex . 
Thus, the object of this work is to present a comprehensive record of 
the chemistry of the various phases present in a 110m section through the 
Merensky unit in the vicinity of Rustenburg, Western Bushveld Complex. 
These data are supported by whole rock chemical analyses, relevant petro-
graphic observations and a strontium isotope study of the Footwall. 
Merensky and Bastard units. With this information and data available in 
the literature I hope, firstly, to develop a model for the evolution of 
the studied section, secondly, to try and resolve the different views on 
the origin of these rocks and the rest of the Bushveld Complex and, 
thirdly, to relate the model to problems of layered rocks in general. 
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CHAPTER 11>10: Fi e 1 d Re 1 at i onshi ps, Petrography and Petrochemi stry 
lnt roduct"i on 
The t~erensky and Dast a rd cyclic units di splay a remarkable constancy 
in their chemical, mineralogical and stratigraphic relationships through-
out most of the tlushveld Co,plex. This is shown b'y the work of SCfHllidt 
(1952), Van Z'yl (1960), Cousins (1969), Meyer (1969) a nd IJe Klerk (1982). 
The compilation and revhw of Vemaak (l976a) in which he has summarized 
and collated publi shed work , theses a nd internal conpany reports i nC~ljd j ng 
a large amount of borehole infonnation emphasizes this constanc'y of pro-
pert i es . The processes I, hich gave ri se to the Merensky and Bastard cy c li c 
units were thus operative over extensive areas , and this work shou ·ld thus 
be broadly appli cable to most ar eas ;.,here these two un it s occur . The 
Footwall unit (as defined below) is less constant than the two ove rlyi n9 
units, but nevert heless al so di splays lateral uni fomi ty. 
To f a (; i li ta t e di scussion of ttlis part of the tlushveld COPlp le ;.; the 
petrograpnic nane 'l clature and s tratigraphy are revi sed a lld clari fied. 
Petrographic Classi fi cation 
The lI1esosc up ic petrogr'aphic classific'l ti ons adopt '!d in thi s work ar c: 
based 0 .1 the lUG:, systall (Streckeis e n, 1973) but onl.Y primocr'yst* phases 
ar e considered, tne interstitial phJses being use d onl'y as modi fiers 01' 
the basic nam" . rhe teminology is simila r to that of Came ron (19BO) . Th·,s 
is not a mo(i~l s lassi fication system and accurate mode s need not be kno' lll. 
It does , howe ver, giv e an accurate idea of the pri mocry ot (liquidus) 'llin-
eralogy of th e rock, and allows a cle a r representati on of primocryst phase 
changes in the succession. It also has the advantage of o,oing in comno n 
use by gell log i s t s ,"orki ng on the Bushveld COl!iplex , althou gh i o; has not 
previously b,?cn clearly defined. 
* T his t e rill iSLA Sed her 2 t 0 d I.: n () t e t h i:~ in; t i alp r e :; e nee 0 f ~l..c..?...~ 
generation (li q uidus) crystals that ini tiolly grew without interference 
by other cr.Ystals. 
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A pyroxenite is here defined as a rock containing only pyroxene primocrysts . 
The modal volume of interstitial phases, noteably plagioclase, is not 
considered. In cases where the proportion of plagioclase exceeds about 10% the 
modi fier "feldspathic" is used. Similarly, an anorthosite contains only 
plagioclase primocrysts, but has a variable proportion of interstitial pyroxene 
which sometimes exceeds 10%, and therefore the rock coul d be termed a 
1 euconori te in some cases if the lUGS system were used. Norite, gabbronorite 
and gabbro on the other hand contai n both pl agi oclase and pyroxene primocrysts. 
Again this ignores the modal proportions and the interstitial phases. The 
modi fiers "me la" a nd "leuco" indicate the overall colour of the rock. In some 
cases a leuconorite as defined here would be an anorthosite if the lUGS 
classifications were strictly applied. The terms used here thus tend to overlap 
in a modal senselbut give a clearer visualization of the nature of the layering I, 
present in the sequence. Furth ermore, in practice the classifications generally 
correspond to those of the lUGS system . 
The modi fyi ng terms "mottle" or "mottled" which are in cOOlman use in 
publications of Bushveld Complex geology are retained here. These terms 
i ndi cate the presence of large, ovoid to irregular, sieve-like, poikilophitic 
pyroxene oi kocrysts up to 10Cln in di ameter whi ch are i rregul a rly di stri buted 
and impart a mottled appearance to the anorthosite. The term "spotted 
(anorthosite)" ·is here abandoned as it i s a synonym for leuconorite as defined 
above. Other non-standard terms such as "pyroxenitic" (for mela) and 
"anorthositic" (for leuco) are also discard8d . 
The term pegmatoid is used for the very coarse grained (pegmatitic) 
fe l dspathic pyroxenite or ha , zburgi te occurring at the base of the t1erensky 
cyclic unit and as di scont inuous pa tches and ovoid masses in the Boulder Bed 
and below the basal contact of some chromitite layers. These rocks are usually 
considered part of the l ayered sequence . Ultramafic pegmatite is used for 
coarse-grained, cross-cutting intrusive or replacement bodies with an irregular 
and crudely pipe-like form , that are not necessarily directly related to the 
layering. Some of the cross-cutting bodies desc ribe d by Willemse (1969) as 
"ultramafic pegmatoid" are in this category. This di stinction is made as these 
two coarse grai ned rock types ofte n occur in close proxi mi ty (cf. lrvi ne, 
1982) . 
Stratigraphic Nomenclature 
Although several attempts have been made to formalize the existing 
stratigraphic subdivisions of the Bus hveld Complex, none has been completely 
successful (cf. Wagner, 1929; Feringa , 1959; Wager & Brown, 1968; Cousins, 1964 
& 1969; Wi llemse, 1964 & 1969; Van Zyl, 1970; Coertze, 1974; Vennaak, 1976a; 
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von Gruenewaldt, 1973 & 1979 and SACS, 1980). For a succinct revie\~ of the 
different classifications, the reader is referred to Hunter & Hamilton (1978). 
The subdivi sions and thei r names, adopted in this thesis, are summarised in 
Fig. 2:1 where they are compared to the existing terminology. The base of the 
Ma in Zone is taken to be the base of the Merensky cycli c unit as defi ned below 
(see also Fig. 1:2 & 2:1) . This is i n contrast to SACS (1980) who put the base 
of the Mai n Zone at the top of the Bastard mottled anorthosite (referred to by 
them as the Gi ant mottled anorthosite (Fig 2 : 1)) . The reasons for the choi ce 
made here are threefold. Firstly, there is good evidence for a disconformity at 
the ba se of the Merensky cycli c unit (Vermaak, 1976a). Secondly, the contact 
between the Merensky cyclic unit a nd its footwall rocks is sharp as opposed to 
the gradational top contact of the Bastard mottled anorthosite as observed in 
the study section, and the position of the base of the Merensky unit is very 
well known from extensive exp l o r ation and mining operations . Finally, a variety 
of mi neral ogi cal, chemi cal and i sotopi c evidence presented and di scussed in 
this work indicate that a new magma with markedly di fferent isotopic 
characteristics flowed into the Bushveld Complex magma chamber immediately 
prior to the formation of Merensky cycli c unit. The Sr-i sotope evidence of 
Hamilton (1977) and Kruger & Marsh (1982) especially suggests that the Merensky 
and Bastard units can not be regarded as a continuation of the differen t iation 
of the Critical Zone, but should be regarded as part of the Main Zone. 
The formally defin ed Mathlagame norite-anorthosite un it as defined by 
(SACS, 1980) extends upward fr om where primocryst plagioclase makes its first 
appearance about 400m below the s tudy section to the top of the Bastard mottled 
anorthosite . The above di scussi on sug gests that the upper boundary of this unit 
should be changed to coinci de with the boundary betwe e n the Cr itical Zone and 
Main Zone a s defined here, (i . e. the base of the Merensky cyclic unit). 
The nomenclat ure deve l oped here for sma l ler subdivisions of the Main and 
Critical Zone s of t he study section i s based on the cyclic unit concept of 
Jackson (19 61 & 1970) and Ir vine (1970b , 1982) . Wager & tlrown (1968) termed the 
same cycle a rhythmic unit , and t he term macrorhythmic unit was applied by tha11 
to Feringa's (1959) data, a nd th i s s ubdi vision into mapable mac r orhythmi c units 
was acc epted by Vermaak ( 1976a). The term cyclic unit does, hOViever, have 
priority a nd is more generally acceptable (T. N. lrvi ne , 1982 & written 
communication , 1980) . 
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Fig. 2:1 The existing and proposed te rminology for the sequence in the 
vicinity of the Merensky cyc l ic unit, Western Bushveld Complex. Th e 
ornamentation indicating the rock t ype i n this and other diagrams i s 
indicated by the pro posed terminology of the Merensky and Bastard 
cyc l ic units . 
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The Merensky and Bastard cyclic units are laterally extensive and can be 
traced over large distances. This is, however, not true of the units in the 
immedi ate footwall to the r1erensky cycli c unit. Correlation here is by no means 
certain ('as-_yet and different units may displace ea ch other laterally in this \ 
strat i graphic position. In this work the footwall rocks are loosely termed the 
Footwall unit (which is defined in Fig. 2:1) even though, in the section 
studied, more than one cyclic un it may be present. Within the area of 
Rustenburg Platimum Mines the layers constituting the Footwall unit are easily 
recognised over a strike of more than thi rty kil ometers and the nomenclature 
used by the mi ne geologists has been adopted (see Fig. 2 :1 and the section on 
the Footwall unit below). 
There is more confusion in the naming of the individual layers within the 
cyclic units than the cyclic units per~, and this is due to the inconsistent 
use of the terms "Reef", "Merensky" and "Bastard". The confusi ng current 
termi nology is illustrated on the left side of Fig. 2:1. The term "Reef" is 
here abandoned for formal Ilse, and is rese rve d only for the informal 
description of whatever mineralize d part of the Merensky cyclic unit is being 
mined. In this I concur with von Gruenewaldt (197 9) , although he retains the 
term for formal use. "I~erensky" and "Bastard" a re reserved as identifiers to 
the lithological terms defined above, and to identify the cyclic unit referred 
to. 
Field Relationships 
Introduction 
The study section is within the Rustenburg Platinum Mines (Rustenburg 
section). The details of sampl i ng are outli ned in Appendix 5. The study 
section has a vertical di mension of some 12Qn straddling the boundary between 
the Mai n and Critical Zones as defined above. Th e Merensky cycli c unit is about 
40Qn above the fi rst norite layer and 460m above the LG6 (Mai n or Magazi ne) 
chromit ite horizon . The Platinum group element (PGE) bearing UG2 and the UG1 
chromitite layers are about 140m and 210m below the Merensky cycli c unit 
respectively. Ab ove the Bastard cycli c unit the Main Zone is poorly known, but 
is cooposed of rel atively uni form gabbronori teo The Upper Zone is he ral ded by 
t he appearance of magnetite about 300Q11 above the r1e rensky cyclic unit. 
From the paleomagnetic work of Gough & van Niekerk (1959) it is appare nt 
that the I{ustenbur~ layered suite was deposited in a 11Oriz ontal position and 
that the dips now measured (:1;10°) we re imposed by structural reajustment 
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below the Curi e poi nt. The beddi ng plane faults such as occur at the base of 
the Bastard and Merensky cyclic units and at other marked stratigraphic and 
compositional di scontinuities could possibly be ascribed to this readjustment 
process, as could the common occurrence of strained crystals in many of the 
samples studied. 
The normal stratigrapy of the study section is illustrated in Fig. 2:1. It 
remai ns here to di scuss the three units defined in detail and also variations 
encountered . Other features described here are "potholes", "koppies" and cross-
cutting, late~ stage ultramafic pegmatite bodi es. 1-;;-
The study section is considered to be representative of the Me r ensky and 
Bastard units in the Western Bushveld Complex as the work of Vermaak (1976) and 
the work of de Klerk (1982) indicat e these horizons to be laterally continuous 
and also mineralogically ,similar. The Merensky pyroxenite was studied in 
n C l' 
several localities ~. th Rustenburg Platinum Mines by Schmidt (1982) and j ' 
confi rms thi s lateral similarity on a smaller scale. 
The Footwall Unit 
The base of the Footwall un it is defined as the base of the Boul der Bed 
(see Jones, 1976 and Lee & Sharpe, 1980 for a description) where a very thin 
(1-3mm) chranitite layer is present. Below this chranitite layer is a laterally 
continuous (5mm) layer of large orthopyroxene cryst als that incl ude small, 
r ounded, partly resorbed olivine grains. This very thin harzburgite layer in 
turn overlies a norite ("10m thick) which was not included i n the rocks 
studi ed . The actual boUndary \ pJ~ between the Footwall unit and the underlyi ng 
rocks is taken to be the lower contact of the chranitite layer. 
The Boulde r Bed consists of a mottled anorthosite, about 2.5m tllick, which 
encloses scattered spheroida l pegmatoid "boulders" about 20cm in diameter. 
Photographs of this layer are presented by Jones (1976). The "boul ders" are 
round in plan and ovoid in section with rounded ba ses and flattened tops. The 
"boulders" are surrounded by a zone between 5mm and 10mm thick consisting of 
anorthosite devoid of interstitial pyroxene (termed a "bleached zone" by Lee & 
Sharpe, 1980). To the northwest of the study area the "boulde r s " tend to 
coalesce and form pegmatoid len se s and disrupted l ayers (Jones , 1976). Jones 
also notes that the Boulder Bed is variable in thickness from 1m to 9m, 
thinning northward. At Ru ste nburg it is more constant at 2m to 5m thick, and 
Brynard (1976) records a thickness of 1m roughly 20km to the east of the study 
area . Descriptions of the Boulder Bed with mO de ls for its genesis are presented 
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by Jones (1976), Vermaak (1976a) and Lee & Sharpe (1980). The Boulder Bed 
grades upward, above the last line of "bou lders", into the Pioneer marker, a 
darker mottled an orthos ite some 4m thick. Above the Pioneer marker, and 
separated f rom it by a sharp contact, is a 9m t hick layer of fine-grained 
norite which varies from a leuconorite near the base to a norite at the top. 
This in turn is overlain by the Brakspruit marke r comprising a doub l e band of 
mot t led anorthosite (1l6cm thick), sandwiching a 22cm thick norite layer . Above 
the Brakspruit marker a further layer of norite 9m thick is developed, the base 
which has two rows of elongate mottles about 2cm apart (colloquially termed the 
"tramli nes") which are traceable over many kilometres of strike and down dip. 
Above this norite is the Footwall marker which is about 80em thick an d also 
consists of two mottled anorthosite layers sandwiching a norite layer. The 
Footwall marker has sharp basal and upper contacts. This unit changes its 
appearance and thi ckness laterally, and in the northwest of the study area i s 
about half as thick. Above the Foot wall marker is a layer of norite (the 
Footwal l norite) some 15m thick, ranging fran a norite at the base to a mottled 
I euconorite near the contact with the overlying Merensky cyclic unit . In the 
northwest of the area this laye r is thinner and is capped by the Pothole 
marker, a thin (Scm) coarse-grained pyroxenite layer at the base of the 
Footwall mottled anorthosite. The latter unit is some five met r es thick and has 
sharp top and bottom contacts, and appears to pinch out laterally against the 
t~erensky cyclic unit to the southeast, although this is not well established. 
The exact nature of this transition is cruci al to the understandi I1g of the 
genesi s of the Footwall and Merens ky units as the Pothole marker may merge into 
and become pa rt of the Merensky pegmatoid. The Pothole marker widens to a 
maximum of about 80em to the northwest of the study a r ea, and wi th the 
overlyi ng Footwall mottled anorthosite could be regarded as cyclic unit (C.D. 
Beater, personal canmunication 1982) . 
The Merensky Cyclic Unit 
The Merensky cyclic unit which is about 10m thick i n the study area, has a 
sharp but dimpled basal contact with the underlyi ng Footw a ll anort llOsite or 
norite. The top cont act of the Footwall un it has a thin pure anortilosite layer 
1cm to 2cm thick, similar to those desc ribed surrounding the "boulders" of the 
Boulder Bed. The dimples (domes and basins with a wavelength of Scm to 7cm and 
an amplitude of lcm to Scm (Cousins, 1969)) have a pattern similar to that 
attributed by Lee (1981) to post accumulation plastic defonnation in other 
layers of the Bushveld Complex . A thin (lcm to 4cm thick) chrornitite layer 
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immedi ately over-Ii es the dimpled contact. This is in turn followed by the 
Merensky pegmatoid, a very coarse-grained feldspathic orthopyroxenit e o r 
harzburgi teo Besides plagi oclase, interstitial phases include cli nopyroxene, 
biotite, and base metal sulphides (BMS). The BMS may sometimes be concentrated 
in the depressi ons (Cousins, 1969). Other phases present include chromite and 
the platinum group minerals (P~) (see Vermaak & Hendricks, 1976). This unit is 
about 30cm thick in general, but widens to about 1m thick in the centre of the 
area. The top contact of the pegmatoid is usually demarcated by a further 
chromitite layer less than 1cm thick. This chromitite layer is not as 
persistent as that at the base, and in some cases two or more chromitite 
stringers may be present at this level. Cousins (1969) noted that t he platinum 
group element (PGE) mineralisation in the western Bushveld Comple x is 
concentrated aroun d the upper and lower chromite layers on either side of the 
Merensky pegmatoid. However, in the eastern Bushveld Co mp lex the 
mi nerali zation is associ ated with two chromitite layers above a pegmatoid Vlhich 
is itself barren. In places in the eastern lobe the pegmatoid overli es a basa l 
layer of pyroxenite (Cousins, 1969; Von Gruenewaldt, 1979). J. Barry (personal 
communication 1979) notes that the upper chromi tite layer at Rustenburg has a 
great e r abundance of PGM compared to the lower chromitite, and that the 
pegmatoid'p'!:'!:' ~ is relatively poorly mineralized although it contai ns 
signi ficant amounts of BI~S. 
The pegmato i d is overlain by the fi ner grained Merensky pyroxenite, w~ich 
may be feldspathic and averages about 1m in thickness. This grades upward wi th 
the deve lopment of primocryst plagioclase into a melanorite (par t of the 
Merensky norite). The basal part of the pyroxenite sometimes h as pegmatoidal 
patches of limited extent and the mi neralogy of this uni t (espe cia lly the basal 
portion) i s s i mi lar to that of t he Merensky pegma toid . Occasional large 
oikocrysts of cli nopy roxene enclosi ng orthopyroxene gi ve the rock a psuedo-
porphyr it i c appearance. The base of the pyroxenite contains significant 
concentrations of PGM and BMS, and where the pegmatoid is absent (over koppies 
and at the edges of potholes) contai ns all the economi cally important mi ne ra l S. 
The Merensky norite which overli es the Merensky pyroxenite, grades from a 
melanorite at the base to a mottled leuconorite at the top. The leuconorite 
grades upward int o the Merensky mottled an orthosite with the di sappearance of 
pyroxene as a pri mocrys t phase. The r1e rensky mottled anortho site is 3m to 4m 
thick in the study area and has a stlarp uppe r contact with the bas e of the 
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overlyi ng Bastard cycli c unit. 
The Bastard Cyc lic Unit 
In the study section the Bastard cyclic unit is between 64m and 74m 
thick. The unit has a well defined lower contact and a poorly defined 
upper boundary as the Bastard mottled anorthosite is gradational i nto the 
Main Zone gabbronorite. No attempt is made here to assign a preci se upper 
contact as more detailed work is needed . 
At the base of the cyclic unit there is an intermittent stringer of 
chronitite up to 5mm thick, and this is followed by the Bastard pyroxenite 
(3m thick), which is very similar to the Merensky pyroxenite and also has 
occasi onal small pegmatoidal patches developed near its base. Thi slayer 
has very little interstitial plagioclase (mUCh less than the Merensky 
pyroxenite) at the base, but is feldspathic towards the top. The upper 
boundary of thi s pyroxenite is sharp (i n contrast to the boundary between 
the Merensky pyroxenite and norite) the transition being less than 5cm 
wide. The overlyi ng Bastard norite which is some 7m to 1C1n thick is a fi ne 
grained rock grading up into a thin (50cm thick), dark, mottled 
anorthosite layer, which in turn has a sharp top contact with a 105m thick 
norite layer. The latter laye r also has a sharp contact with the ove r lying 
Bastard mottled anorthosite, a major unit about 5C1n to 7Qn thick, with 
large mottles up to lOcm in diameter. The top contact is not well defined 
as there is some interlayering of anorthosite with the overlying gabbro-
norite. 
In the study section, the Bastard mottled anorthosite has a leuco-
norite layer developed which is defined by the presence primocryst ortho-
pyroxene some 1C1n above the base of the Bastard mottled anort hosite. If 
this unit is laterally continuous, a further cyclic unit comprising the 
upper part of the Bastard mottled an o rthosite should be defined in the 
Main Zone. 
Potholes and Koppies* 
Potholes are enigmatic features that have been described by many 
wo rke rs who have a 1 so propos ed a va ri ety of hy pot heses to account fo r them 
(Schmidt, 1952; Ferguson & 8otha, 1963; Coertze , 1963; Cousins, 1964 & 
1969; Vermaa k , 1976a and Lee & Sharpe, 1980) . Potholes are canman at the 
base of the Merensky cycli c unit, but also frequently occur at other 
stratigraphic horizons. As the geologic relationships are central to 
understandi ng the morphology and genesi s of potholes, a detai 1 ed 
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description is given. Fig. 2:2a & b il lustrates the salient features of 
potholes that have been mapped in detail by Mr. J. Barry, and these 
illustrations also conform to descriptions and diagrams of potholes in the 
works referenced above, as well as the observations of the author. 
The most striking feature of the potholes (as shown by Fig. 2:2) is 
that a part of the normal footwall stratigraphic succession below the 
Merensky pegmatoid is miss ing. This missing port i on is very variable in 
size, shape and lateral extent, and is depende nt on the original footwall 
stra tigraphy. In parts where the relatively homogeneous Footwall norite 
forms the footwall to the Merensky unit the depth of the pothole is 
roughly proportional to the di ameter and is funnel-shaped (Fig. 2:2a). In 
areas where there is strongly contrasting layering such as when the 
Footwall mottled anorthosite is present above the Footwa l l norite , the 
missing portion is confined to this unit, and thus the pothole has a depth 
equal to the thickness of the anorthosite (Fig. 2:2b) regardless of the 
lateral extent of the pothole. In some areas potholes are nume rou s and 
extensive, often appearing in plan view to coalesce . Potholes are also 
extremely variable in areal extent and have diameters that range fr011less 
than 10m to more than 100m. The funnel shaped types desc ribed above (Fig. 
2:2a) may extend down to the Boulder Bed level and deeper (i .e. greater 
than 30m deep). Mining is possible in the case of the flat-bottomed 
pothole illustrated in Fig . 2:2b, although stoping has to be done on two 
levels. Mechanized mining methods are very difficult to apply in exten-
sively potholed areas . 
* The terms "potholes" for ci rcular depressions and "koppies" for domes 
in t he footwall to the Merensky and other units are retained as they 
are in wi despread use and unambi guous in thi 5 context. 
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Schematic sections (not to scale) show i ng the principal 
features of potholes. Note the mI ssing volume of footwall 
material, the development of the thin chromitlte layers, 
the attenuation of the Merensky pyroxen i te at the upper rim 
of the pothole and the distribution of the Merensky 
pegmatold. The Ultramafic pegmatite Illustrated in ~ is 
not always presentJ nor Is It confined to the type~ 
potholes. 
I( 
I( 
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The footwall rocks immedi ately below potholes a re characterized by 
the presence of occasional vertical veinlets of felsic material 
(P Coetser, personal communication 1979) . Similar features have been 
described by Wagner (1929) in the Merensky pegmatoid and were interpreted 
by him as segregation veins. These veinlets consist predominantly of 
quartz and bi otite, wi th some sodic plagioclase and orthoclase (Wagner, 
1929). In some cases fine scale layering in the footwall succession is 
obliterated below potholes and larger crystals of pyroxene are developed 
possibly as a result of ~ ~itu recrystallization. This process appears to 
have occurred at high temperature as there are no obvious lower 
temperature phases such as serpenti ne present in the footwall rocks, 
although this has not been established , (dehn:l:t:.elY~ 
Where the Merensky pegmatoid is developed in the potholes it is 
usually sl i ghtly di fferent to the normal type described above. The pegma-
toid is similar to the normal variety where the base of the pothole is 
flat (as in Fig. 2:2a), except t hat the lower chromitite layer is not 
always developed, and the chromite is disseminated throughout the pegma-
toid. The upper chromitite layer appears to be more consistently developed 
(Cousins, 1969) . In some cases several chronHite stringers are developed 
wi th i n the pegmatoid in potholes as illustrated by Ferguson & Botha 
(1963). The basal contact of the pegmatoid in a pothole is not dimpled, 
nor is the thi n pure anorthosi te band developed a t the top of the footwall 
rocks (Cousins, 1969). The Pothole marker appe a rs to merge lateral ly into 
the pegmatoi d but this is not well documented, and furthermore the pegma-
toid layer is thinner within the pothole (J. Barry, personal communicat ion 
1979). 
The Merensky and Bastard successions, above the Me r ensky pegmatoid in 
the potholes, are the same as those of the undi sturbed areas, except that 
they are di splaced downward into the pothole relative to "normal" areas. 
This displacement decreases with height in the succession (Fig. 2:2). As 
the Merensky pegmatoid in a normal area is traced a l ong strike towards a 
pothole the peglllatoid sandwiched between the two chronitite layers starts 
to thi n as a pothole is approached (Fig . 2:2). The upper chromitite layer 
starts to dip down towards the basal chromitite layer and the two finally 
merge at the edge of the pothole where the pegmatoid pinches out. The 
di stance from the edge of the pothole at vlhich the thi nni ng of the 
pegmatoid starts appears to be a function of the thickness of the 
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pegmatoid and the size of the pothole . Where the potholes are larger and 
the pegmatoid is thicker, th e farther away from the pothole edge the 
thinning effect starts (M.J. Viljoen, personal communication 1979). The 
merged chromitite layer continues down and is developed on the walls of 
t he pothole in which case it may dip down vertically, or even be 
overturned (Fig. 2:2b). De Klerk (1982) has documented some very 
significant and detailed observations of potholes in the Union Section of 
Rustenburg Platinum Mines near Northam some 85km NNE of the study area. He 
illustrates a very large pothole of the type shown in Fig. 2:2b whi ch has 
a remnant 1 ens of part of the footwall successi on attached to the fl oor of 
the pothole. He notes that there is no major pegmatoid developed over thi s 
lens despite there being ma rked irregularities in the top of the lens . The 
merged chromitite layer, however, continues over the top of this remnant 
and, notably, has high concentrations of PGE's. The pegmatoid developed at 
the base of the pothole has high concentrations of PGE' 5 where it is not 
covered by remnant footwall material, but has lower concentrations where it \) 
is covered. Th is pegmatoid also changes character laterally being coarser 
where un derlying the Merensky unit in the pothole (De Klerk, 1982). 
The downward displacement of the Merensky pyroxenite and anorthosite 
illustrated in Figs. 2:2a & b is not due to r ing fault ing as implied by 
Coertze (1963) as this cannot accoun t for the section of missing footwall 
succession. The hangingwall layers have a centripetal dip toward the 
cent re of the pothole, and usually only the Merensky pyroxenite is sig-
nificantly attenuated at the edges of the potholes. The Hastard succession 
is al so di splaced downward but not as markedly so that over the centre of 
the pothole the Mere nsky cyclic unit is slightly thicker than normal. In 
large potholes of the type illustrated in Fig. 2:2a, the Bastard succes-
sion may be displaced below the l evel of the normal Merensky pegmat oid and 
in this case miners may confuse the Bastard pyroxenite wi t h the Merensky 
pyroxenite and pegmatoid, hence the name. 
In pI aces layers above and below the footwall to t he Me rensky unit 
may also be potholed, this producing a stacked arrangement of potholes. 
Tili 5 is especi al ly noticeable in the case of larger pothole s and im pli es 
the process respons ible for pothole fonnation may have operated over an 
extended period i n the same position . 
Potholes are unlike any of the feat ures that could be att ributed to 
intraformational slumping such as illustrated by Hess (1960), Ferguson & 
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Botha (1963) and Irv i ne (1967) from various layered intrusions. In all 
these cases there is considerable folding and disruption of t he rock , and 
all the materi al is accounted for, there being no significant "mi ssing" 
volume of rock. 
Potholes are concentrated in what are referred to as "di sturbed 
areas" by mine geologists , with only scattered occurrences in "undis-
turbed" areas. Dawson (unpubli shed report 1968), showed t hat in "di s-
turbed" areas the direction of greatest pothole frequency was 150°, which 
is parallel to other major structural features of the Bushveld Complex 
such as the Rustenberg fault. Lee (personal communication 1979) has sho wn 
that there is a good correlation of joint density with pothole density. 
All this field evidence suggests that there is a marked structural control 
to pothole di stribution. Further support for this contention is the 
greater abu ndance ultramafi c pegmatites in "di sturbed areas", as di scussed 
below. 
Koppies are domes of limited extent , at the top of the Footwall unit, 
often associated with potholes in disturbed areas, against which the 
Me rensky pegmatoid thi ns and pi nches out. The two chr omitite layers merge 
and continue as one layer over the top of the koppie. The Merensky pyro-
xenite, no r ite and mottled anorthosite are in their normal positions. 
These have been of described by and Ferguson & Botha (1963) and Cousins 
(1964), and the reader is referred to these works for a more detailed des-
cription as the author has not been able to study any examples of th ese 
features. 
The Ultramafic Pegmatites 
Irregular pipe-like bodies of ultramafic pegmatite conSisting 
largely of iron-rich clinopyroxene are frequen t ly found in "disturbed 
areas". These bo~es often transgress potholes, as illus t rated in Fig 2.2a 
and clearly post-dat e both the potholes and the surroundi ng rocks. 
Ultramafic pegmatite is however, not associated wit h all potholes. These 
observations imply that the ultramafic pegmatite does not have a di rect 
causal relationship to the potholes, but that the areas where potholes 
occur represent zones of weakness favourable fo r the movement of material 
which formed the ultramafic peg matite pipes. 
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These pegmatites ext 2nd fron a presently unknown depth through the 
whole succession up into the r1ain Zone above the Ilastard cyclic unit. The 
pi pes appear to be partly metasomat i c in character as there appears to 
have been passive replacement of the layered rocks in some cases, but in 
other cases there has been consi derable di sruption of the layered host 
rocks ( i;~ed'i (J. Barry, personal communication 1979 and R. Scoon, 
research in progress). The ultramafic pegmatites are similar to those 
described by Cameron and Oesborough (1964), Ferguson and McCarthy (1970), 
and Wi llemse (1969), and are similar in relative age and morphology to the 
nickel-rich sulphide pipes (the Vlakfontein pipes) described by Vermaak 
(1976b). Similar mafic pegmatites have been observed in other intrusions 
such as the stratiform Fiskenaesset Anorthosite Complex of Southwest 
Greenland (Myers, 1978). 
The Acid Pegmatites 
Thin vertical veinlets of acid pegmatite comprising quartz, alkali 
fe l dspar and biotite are found in the Footwall unit. Similar veins have 
been described by De Klerk (1982), and he notes that they strike ina 
northeasterly direction parallel to other major lineaments in the western 
Bushveld Complex. Wagner (1929) described these as segregation veins 
filled with magmatic residua rich in volatiles. This hypothesis is consis-
tent with the observed mineralogy. The relative frequency of th e veins in 
disturbed and normal areas is not certain, but they do appear to be more 
COOlmon beneath potholes (Coertzer, personal communication 1979). Their age 
relative to that of the ultramafic pegmatites is unknown. 
Petrography 
Introctucti on 
The terminology used here for the microscopic description of the 
rocks of the study section as far as possible avoids any genetic con-
notations. For this reason the termi nology of Wager et al. (1960) and 
Jackson (1970), is avoided as far as possible. However as this terminology 
i s well known and has aqui red some descriptive validi ty through use, the 
terms are used where necessary, but no genetic process is impli ed (see 
Irvine, 1982) . The stratigraphic positions and lithology of the samples 
described in the text are illustrated in Fig. 2 : 3 which also s hows the 
, -
e , 
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Plate 2:1 alb 8-15 anorthosite with opx mottles and small plag crystals 
enclosed. Large plag crystals where opx absent. C F-15 an average norite. 
d M-8 leuconorite showing plag crystals enclosed around the fringes of the 
opx. e F-13 norite with remnant olivine in top right corner rimmed by opx. 
an outer rim of exsolved opx enclosing plag is also present. f M-4 
pyroxenite with textures discussed in text. 9 8-26 a large pigeonite 
crystal is successively surrounded by exsolved opx and then cpx. The latter 
minerals are interstitial to the plagioclase. h 8-30 similar texture to 
8-26 but in this case earlier opx is surrounded by later exsolved opx in a 
different oriontation. For further discussion of a to h see text. 
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major compositional variation of the miner als as detenni n ,d by " I~ctron 
mi croprobe. The analyses used to compi I e the di ag rams a r e Ii sted in 
Appendix TwCJ . 
Mott l ed Anorthos i t e 
The only primocryst phase in the mottled anortllOsite is !ll agioc l ase 
which is often zoned and displays a range of grain s ize a nd a var i~ ty of 
textural features (P1.2:1). Wher large pyroxene oikocrysts mant l e H e 
plagioclase pr i mocrysts (hete r adcumulate texture) Ule plJg i oclase gra i ns 
a r e much smaller (O. 31.1 m in di ameter) and more euhedral a lthough sonte 
overgrowth is vi sible. Wh e re py roxene is replaced by plagioclase as the 
interstitial ph a se (adcU/,lulate t ' xt ur e ), tile size of the crystals, Which 
are usua lly anhedrJl or s ubhedral, i ncr'ea ses dramat i C o lly ( 1 to 1. 5mnl in 
di ameter) and in some cases very large crystals up to Smn in diameter are 
prese nt . The vo l ume occupied by these larye crystals is s 'i'll ilar to tha t 
oCClJpied by several of the sm a ller poi kil i ticall y e nclosed plagiJclase 
crystals and thei r pyroxen e host. Th Q i nfu e ncQ drawn from thi s 
observatio n i s that if there initially were ma ny smal l er plagioclase 
crystals of t ile s ize e nclosed in t he mot t les, these hJve subs eq uently !Jeen 
absorbed , or r eplaced by the larger grains. 5i r.- i lar f e a ur ~~s have been 
not ed by ~ e y nolds (1979 ) i n oxide ores of tile Bu slweld Comple r and other 
layered intrusions and ar~ att r ibuted by hi m to si1tering and grain growt h 
in the solid state . Willemse (1969) and McBi rney and N,lye5 (1979) have 
also described this p henOlllenon. Zoning is common in tne p l ag i ocl a se 
crystals and is of various types . In some cases mult i ple asci latory zoning 
of large crystals is ~resent poss ib ly indi cating a ra~idly ch a ngi ng 
envi ronme~t. The euhedral outli n ~s of th e lones s U~ :lest tha t the crys als 
grew in a liquid withou t interference by oLl e r crystals . In other cases 
tile lo n i n9 is rna r~ smoothly as c i l J torj an d i ndi vidu<ll zones may be 
truncated by ddjacent c ryst a ls. In tnis cas e the l one, nu mber atlout three 
or four. The outer zone is often di scont; nuous and ve ry limi ted i n e,xt ~ nt. 
The range i n the com pos i tion of plagioclase fran a single th i n section, 
which includes the 20ning, is An 6 4 to An74 in s dilip le 8 -3U and the 
lIIi nimuin An76 to An79 ; n 8-10. In gen eral, the range in ,'In content of 
plagi oclase fran sdl !l~ l e s of nottled ano r thos i t~ is great " r U ,an tllat of 
tne nori t es, but less t ila n the intersti t i al plagiocl as e of :!le pY" Qxenite 
a no pe glTlat oi d. 
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The interstitial (intercumulus) material is dominantly plagioclase 
(dealt with above), ortho- and clinopyroxene. Other interstitial phases 
usually intimately associated with the pyroxene are biotite and ilmenite. 
Very small amounts of amphibole are occasionally present. The texture of 
the interstitial pyroxene is extremely variable. Where there is only 
orthopyroxene present it occurs as 1 arge ovoi d to i rregul ar oi kocrysts 
("mottles") up to several centimetres in diameter. These oikocrysts 
enclose numerous small plagioclase crystals less than one millimetre in 
diameter. These large orthopyroxenes are usually clear and show very 
little exsolution. At the outer fringes of these large orthopyroxene 
plates some small clinopyroxene crystals may be present as a discontinuous 
mantle of interstitial material similar in morphology to the ortho-
pyroxene. Where more clinopyroxene is present this periperal mantle on the 
orthopyroxene plates may be more continuous, but in some cases a separate 
large clinopyroxene oikocryst ajacent to the orthopyroxene may be present. 
Clinopyroxene is usually associated with other interstitial phases 
like biotite and ilmenite. The biotite is variable in colour and compo-
sition ranging from a fox-red titanium-rich type to a green titanium-poor 
variety (Table 2:6). The mica occurs as discrete interstitial crystals and 
as fringes on both ortho- and clinopyroxene within the large oikocrysts. 
The red and green varieties may be present in a single thin section 
indicating short range chemical disequilibrium or isolation when these 
phases crystallized. The presence of ilmenite and mica indicate an 
enrichment in incompatible components (Ti, K & H20) in the anorthosite 
containing these phases. Where mica and more abundant clinopyroxene are 
present in a thin section, there is a suggestion that both the pyroxenes 
are more exsolved. Occasionally minute platelets of biotite occur parallel 
to the exsolution lamellae within the pyroxene crystals. This phenomenon 
is especially noticeable in the clinopyroxene at the top of the Bastard 
mottled anorthosite. 
Within the Bastard mottled anorthosite, some leuconorite may be pre-
sent which has some distinctive features as exhibited by sample 8-22 and 
8 -26. In the former specimen orthopyroxene primocrysts (2mm in di ameter) 
are surrounded by small plagioclase primocrysts (.25mm in diameter) set in 
a zone of interstitial orthopyroxene 2mm to 3mm wide that is optically 
continuous with the primocryst orthopyroxene. All the orthopyroxene is 
clear and unexsolved. Where there is no interstitial orthopyroxene pre-
sent, the plagioclase primocrysts are about 1.5mm in diameter. Higher up 
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in the Bastard mottled anorthosite, sample B-26 Pl.2:1g di splays a similar 
gross texture to B-22 but the surroundi ng interst i tial pyroxene is 
strongly exsolved and consists of inverted pigeonite with a markedly more 
i ron-ri ch character. The core has a composition of about 
W02:En65:FS33 and the eX501ved rim WOl:En58:Fs41. This is in 
turn surrounded by small plagi oclase primocrysts (similar to sample B-22). 
The interstitial phases associated wi th the plagioclase primocrysts 
consist largely of strongly exsolved cli nopyroxene (W041:En39:Fs20) 
together with smaller amounts of ilmenite and bi otite. Farther up in the 
succession (B-30 P1.2:1h) remnant orthopyroxene is surrounded by exsolved 
orthopyroxen e i na di fferent crystallographic orientation but the 
cOOlposition is constant (Vl02:En58:Fs40). 
Nor; te 
The orthopyroxene and plagioclase primocrysts of the norites di splay 
a wid e range of grain sizes and textures PI.2:1c. [n most cases the norite 
sensu stri eto has an equigranular texture PI.2:1c. The plagioclase of the 
leucono r ites and mottled leuconorites has a similar appearance to that in 
the mottled anorthosites descr i bed above. The scattered pyroxene 
primocrysts acted as nuclei for further pyroxene growth and the outer 
zones of these grains become interstitial to small plagioclase primocrysts 
as in the mottl ed anorthosites P1.2:1d. This phenomenon was noted by 
McBirney & Noyes (1979) in thei r study of the Skaergaard i ntrus io n. [n 
some cases the out er mantle to the orthopyroxene enclosing the plagioclase 
is cli nopyr oxene . Enrichment in interstitial mica, cli nopyroxene and 
il menite is fairly COOlrr.on in leuconorite samples but less so in norite 
sensu stri cto. 
Three samples of norite fr'om the Footwall unit (F-l, F-13 & F-27) 
show minor relict olivi ne which has largely been replaced by ort ho-
pyroxenes P1.2:2c •• The r ocks may thus initially have been troctoiltes 
or olivine norites following the oetrographic nomenclature convention used 
here. The olivine occurs as isolated rounded remnant grains which may be 
quite large in some cases. Sample F-13 (P1.2 :1c ) has featu r es indicating 
disequilibrium. Olivine is surrounded by orthopyroxene and magnetite . 
eli nopyroxene and biotite are additional phases . This rock is discussed in 
detail in a later section in this ctlapter. 
Pyroxeni te 
Euiledral to subhedral pyroxene primocrysts make up the bul k of the 
rock a nd the int er s titial mi nera ls are largely plagioclase with subor-
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di nate amounts of c li nopyroxene, biot ite and su lphi de in order of 
decreasing abunda nce . At the base of the pyroxenite layers some primocryst 
chromite may become a signi ficant addi tio nal phase. The structural 
cOlltacts between mut ual ly impingi ng orthopyroxene prilllo c rysts are 
r e l a tively s tra igh t, but not necessarily rational crystal faces Pl.2: 1f. 
However, where a dl ff erent phase (cli nopy roxen e, plagioclase o r biotite) 
is in c ontact the crystals have a euhed ral out li ne . The inte rsti t ial 
plagioclase of ten occu r s a s very large plates (someti mes more than l O:nm in 
d i am eter ) enclos ing the primocrysts in a w:y rem iniscent of pyroxene 
mott le s i n the an orthos i te. Cli nopy r oxe ne is an interstitial phase and 
wh ere large oikocrysts of this mi ner al enclose euhed ral to subh ed ral 
orthopyroxene chadacrys t s, t he rock has a psuedo-po rp hyritic appearance on 
a hand specimen o r outcrop scale. Biot i te occurs as pl at ele ts on 
orthopy ro xen e grain boundaries an d ma ntling intersti t i al sulphide gr ains. 
Biotite also occurs as an interstitial phase s i mi lar t o t he plagi oclase 
and in thi s case may be a ssociated with very small amounts of orthoclase 
and quartz. The la rge r biotite crystals oft en enclose zi r con c ry stals with 
pleoch roi c haloes surrounding them. Most of the biot ite in the pyroxenite 
is the r ed tita nium-rich variety, which in some cases contains significant 
amo unts of chrlXni um (Appendix Two F) . 
A very detailed pet rofabric study of t he Merensky pyroxl! nite (r 2fer-
red to as the "Merensky reef") by Schmidt (lY52) establi s hed the fact that 
the pyroxene was allgned with its largest face parallel ~ o tile lay ering. 
This was al s o shOlvn to be true of the I~ef'ensky mottled dn~rthosit e. Th e 
averaye grain siz e ( a s see n in hand specimen) appe a rs t o be di stinctly 
coarser for th e pyroxenite and mot tl ed anort hosite whi le t he no ri te is 
f iner grained. Maal¢e (1978) not ed simil ar grain s i ze variations in the 
Skaergaard int r usion . Irvine ( 19 8Gb) reco rds vertical and horizonta l 
fabrics i!l the l ayering of t he Muskox intrusion but this is not obvious in 
the rocks of the sturJj' section except fo r the igneous lamination noted 
above . Schmid t (op. cit.) also noted an upward inc r ease in the Fs content 
of orthopyroxene and the Ab conte nt of interstitial plagi oclase. The 
former is confi nned by tile present study . Oth er features noted by SchmiJt 
are t il e elongdtion of pyroxene cryst als of tile Merensky pyroxeni te 
parallel to potnole ,ta ils which he attributed to current act ion . An 
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analysis of the histograms provided by Schmidt by this author using the 
t e ch niq ues of Sinclair (1976), revealed that the orthopy r oxene grain sizes 
are log normally di stri but ed wi th an average of 5 . 8mm 2 . Schmidt noted 
that there is little difference in the grain size between nor'ma1 and 
di sturbed areas, but th a t the elongation of the pyroxenes (also 10gnonna1) 
is greater in the potho les. 
Pegmatoid 
Uetai1ed descriptions of the Merensky pegmatoid, and th e pegmatoid 
boulders in the Boulder ~ed are given by Vermaak & Hendricks (1976), 
Vermaak (1976a) and Lee & Sharpe (1980). Briefly, the pegmatoids a re 
essentially very coarse feldspathic orthopyroxenites which sometimes 
contai n signi f i cant amounts of oli vi ne and are thus Ilarzburgi tes in some 
cases. The texture is similar to that of the pyroxenite described above, 
the difference being the large grain size. Vennaak & Hendricks (op. cit.) 
note that the rock has a bimodal grain size distribution of the primocryst 
orthopyroxene, wi th ovoid masses of large crystals surrounde d by smaller 
grains. The interstitial plagioclase also has a large grain size and 
zoning is common, but not ubiquitous. The maximum grain size of the nonna1 
Merensky pegmatoid is still in dispute, but Vermaak & Hendricks q uo te a 
figure of 1 ,29cm for large ort hopyroxenes. The very la r ge grai n si zes 
quoted by Wagner (1929), Schmidt (1952) a nd Van Zyl (1960 & 1970) were 
attributed by Vennaak & Hendricks (op . cit.) to volatile-induced growth i n 
potholes. Vermaak & Hendricks also state that the !'1e rens ky pegmatoid 
(referred to by th em as the "Mere nsky reef") has a di stinctly high e r 
cli nopyroxene content than the overlyi ng ~1e rensky pyroxenite, and that an 
unpublished petr ofabric study of orthopyroxene failed to reveal any 
preferred orientation (cf. the Merc nsky pyroxenite). 
Ultramafic pegmatite 
These rocks are normally composed a l most enti rely of a relatively 
iron -rich clinopyroxene (~Jo44:Ens40 : Fs16) with a mosaic texture. 
There i s a la rge grain s ize variation be tween samples from the same 
occurrence (-lcm to !5cm). Interstitial minerals includ e biotite, 
plagioclase , magnetite and sulphide (largely pyrrhotite) . The pyroxene 
shows extensive dlteration at the grai n boundaries which could possibly be 
attributed to fluid action . 
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Chemistry of Rocks and Minerals 
Strontium Isotope Data of Rocks and Minerals 
A selection of whole rock and plagioclase samples were analysed for 
t heir 87Sr /86S r ratios by J.S. Mar sh at the Open University. Sr and Rb 
were determined by the author using high precision WO-XRF at Rhodes 
University (Appendix Three). These results and calculated initial 
87S r /86S r ratios assumi ng an age of 2.1Ga for the Rustenbul'g Layered 
Suite (Hamilton, 1977) have been publi shed (Kruger & Marsh, 1982) but are 
presented here i n Table 2:1 and in Fig. 3:l. 
The main features to be noted are the dramatic di fference in the 
initial ratio of the Footw all unit samples as opposed to those of the 
Bastard cyclic unit (F- and B- samples respectively). The Merensky cyclic 
unit has variable initial ratios recorded in the miner al separates and 
whole rocks. The interstitial plagioclase (IPL samples) from the Merensky 
pegmatoid and pyroxenite have initial ratios close to those of the Foot-
IvaI 1 unit, whereas plagioclase that is dominantly primoc rystic from the 
Merensky mottled anorthosite has initial rat ios approaching those of the 
Bastard cyclic unit. The int erpretation of these results is present ed in 
Chapter Three. 
Whole Rock Chemistry of the Merensky Cyclic Unit 
A suite of whole rock sa:nples from the Merensky cyc lic unit and the 
pegmatoid were analysed to give an i ndi cation of thei r composition for 
canpa ri son with the mineral data obtained with the electron probe. 
All the analytical results ar e presented in Tab le 2:2. These were 
detennined using th e methods briefly outlined in Appendix Three. Inspec -
tion of this table reveals s everal featur es. Firstly, th e major and some 
of the minor elements reflect the mineralogy of the rocks. Pyroxenite and 
pegmatoid samples have hi gh i~gO, Fe (ex pressed as Fe203) and Si1l2 con-
centrations, while the anorthosites have high A1203, CaO, Na20, and 
Si OZ. The nori te (M-6) has i ntennedi ate characteri stics. The only para-
meter not di rectly Ii nked to the modal pro~ o rt ions of rni nerals is the I~g# 
(Mg-number) of the samples, Wllich shovis a steady upward decrease from 0.77 
at the base to 0. 55 at the top of the cyclic unit. The Merensky pegmatoid 
has an average Myii of 0 .78. T1ie f~g# of the rock is di rectly li nked to 
t ile MMF* ratio of the pyroxe nes (di scuss ed below), as these are th e 
domi nant e' ~~ a nd Fe-beari ny ~hases. 
* Th~ ionic rdtla Mg2+/(~lg2+ + Fe 2+) of minerals is abbrevi ated to 
MMF in this worK. 
Table 2:1 Strontium Isotope Data of Rocks and Minerals 
87S r /86S r # Rb ppm§ Sr ppm§ Rb/Sr Rot_ 
--
8-30 Cpl * .70872±4 4.7 398 .0118 .70771 
8-25 Cpl . 70849±4 2.2 403 .0054 .70803 
8-20 Cpl .70819±4 2.7 392 .0070 .70760 
8-10 Cpl .70787±3 1.7 407 .0041 .70752 
8-5 Pl .70806±2 2 . 4 416 .0059 .70756 
B-1 I pl .70806±4 2.6 385 .0067 . 70749 
M-12 WR .70776±3 1.7 403 .0042 .70740 
M-12 Cpl .70757±3 1.2 419 .0029 .70732 
M-10 WR .70789±2 2.9 386 .0075 .70725 
M-9 Cpl .70765±4 1.4 425 .0033 .70737 
M-8 WR .70699±2 1.9 394 .0047 .70659 
M-7 Cpl .70731±4 1.2 392 .0030 .70705 
r~-6 WR .70696±2 1.4 322 .0044 .70655 
~1-5 Ipl .79723±4 4.4 469 .0094 .70643 
M-4 I pl .79733±2 4.9 457 .0108 .70641 
P-6 I pl .70665±2 1.7 497 .0033 .70637 
RR-6 Cpl .70661±3 1.3 477 .0027 .70638 
RR-5 Cpl .70672±4 2.1 483 .0044 .70634 
F -27 Cpl .70653±5 1.1 482 .0022 .70634 
F-12 Cpl .70663±4 1. 3 486 . 0027 .70640 
F -4 Cpl . 7066514 1.6 479 .0034 . 70636 
---------------------------------------------------------------
# Present day 87S r /86S r ratio ±2 s.e.m. N8S-987 = .71026±2 
during this study. This ratio was determined by J.S. Marsh 
in the laboratory of C.J. Hawkesworth at the Open University, 
Milton Keynes . 
§ Rb and Sr concentrations determined using high preCision 
Wd-XRF, by th e Author . 
t Initial 87S r /86S r ratio (Rol calculated usi9g an age of 2.1Ga 
and Decay Constant of 1.42*10-11 yr-1 for 8 Rb . 
* Cpl = plagioclase primocrysts encl osed in pyroxene; 
WR = whole rock; Ipl = interstitial pl agi ocl ase . 
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Diagram illustrating the rock types and relative positions of samples in Table 2.2 
on the following page. 
Table 2:2 Whole Rock Major and Trace Elements 
Major Elements 
Si02 Ti02~203~2Q3 MnO MgO CaD Na20 K20 Total 
M-4 52 . 59 0.235 5.57 13.48 0.21 22.49 4.64 0.67 0.11 100 .00 
M-6 50.31 0.109 22.46 5.45 0.09 7.90 11.61 1.94 0.13 100.00 
M-7 49.39 0.068 28.87 2. 26 0.05 2.61 14 .36 2.19 0.16 100.00 
~'-8 49.30 0.076 27 . 90 2.64 0.47 3.04 14.32 2.10 0.16 100.00 
M-10 49.33 0.075 29.54 1.93 0.04 1.98 14.73 2.19 0.19 100.00 
M-12 48.69 0.041 31.06 1.28 0.03 0.94 15.68 2.13 0.15 100.00 
M-13 48.86 0.048 31.25 1.19 0.02 0.74 15.56 2.15 0.19 100.00 
P-3t 52.73 0. 197 7.01 12.07 0.18 21.61 5.23 0.80 0. 17 100.00 
P-6 50.79 0.139 10.24 11.14 0. 18 20.85 5.67 0.88 0.12 100.00 
P-8 47.83 0. 137 5.98 15.63 0.19 26.11 3.65 0.41 0.06 100.00 
P-10 52.81 0.157 9. 71 10.82 0.18 18.84 6.26 1.11 0.11 100.00 
FEP-3t 49.77 0.407 4.57 12.80 0.21 13 .54 18 . 35 0.35 100.00 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Trace Elements 
Zn Cu Ni Co Cr V Rb Sr Y Zr Sc Ba 
M-4* 69.- 1663 3161 126.- 3046 139 . - 4.9 68 10.2 22.- 30.- 45 
M-6 34.- 274 556 46.- 827 64. - 1.4 322 5.2 5.9 13. - 72 
M-7 13.5 76 147 16.4 228 26.7 1.5 394 1.8 2.9 5.6 89 
M-8 15.3 56 128 18.7 336 35.- 1.9 394 3.8 7.0 7.1 72 
M-10 10.6 45 96 12.5 175 24.- 2.9 386 4.4 7.3 5.3 85 
M-12 7.0 32 41 7.7 39 14.3 1.7 403 2.2 2.6 2.8 69 
M-13 13.0 97 168 8.4 26 11.6 3.2 417 3.1 5.7 2.5 88 
P-3§ 59.- 1068 4369 127. - 3474 128 . - 9.7 87 53.3 26.- 27. - 43 
P-6 62.- 665 2738 116. - 2757 94 . - 5.5 132 4.9 15.6 NO 46 
P-8 68.- 2396 7088 180.- 3744 98 .- 3.9 71 4.7 12.0 17. - 30 
P-10 60.- 1153 2197 97. - 2473 126.- 3.8 121 4.6 16.- 25.- 34 
FEP-3t 367.- 576 413 91.- 926 883.- 31 16.6 10.7 87.- NO 
-------------------- -------- -- --- --------------------------------------------
§ Analyses of the Merensky pegmatoi dare not truely representative of of the 
whole rock due to the coarse-grained nature and small samples. 
t Analysis of Ultramaf ic pegmatite from the Brakspruit area of the mine. 
* M-4 contains 1.3ppm Nb. All the other samples had a l ower concentration 
than the lower limit of determination. 
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The t race and mi nor elements determi ned fa "ll in several groups Vii th 
some overlap. The incompatible trace elements (lr, Nb, Y) Vihich are 
1 argely excluded from all the major pllases are concentrated in the 
pyroxenite and pegmatoid possibly indicating a greater proportion of 
trapped interstitial liquid or later enrichment. Ba is more concentrated 
in the anorthosites by a factor of two indicating a greater affinity f o r 
plagi oclase or the presence of small quantities of alkali feldspar. Sr is 
highly concentrated in the anorthosites due to its high affinity for 
plagi oclase. Almost all the Sr is contained in plagi oclase where the 
mi neral occurs as an interstitial or as a primocryst phase. 
Potassium and rubidium are closely li nked and are contained in 
di fferent phases in di fferent rock types. In the pyroxenite and pegmatoid 
mica and a small amount of alkali feldspar are the main hosts for these 
elements, although some is contained in the major phases. In the 
anorthosites , howeve r, these elements are contai ned mai nly in plagi oclase, 
although some is contained in accessory alkali feldspar and mica. 
The mafic minerals of the rocks are hosts for Ni, Co, Cr, V, Sc, In; 
Ti and Mn, and for this reason the concentrations of these elements are 
high in the mafic rocks. Cr is strongly i nfl uenced by the presence of 
chrOOlite in the pyroxenite and pegmatoid samples. 
The chalcophile elements (Ni, Cu, Co) are strongly influenced by the 
~resence of sulphide in the lOVier part of th e pyroxenite and the pegm.:.-
toid. For this reason the concentrations of these elements are abnormally 
high in the rocks containing sulphide. 
A comparison of cross-cutting ultramafic pegmatite (FEP-3) with the 
Merensky pegmatoid i ndi cates that there are very signi ficant di fferences. 
CaD content is very high in the ultramafic pegmatite, but , MgO is 
distinctly lower. In the concentrations of the trace elements ln, Vand 
Sc are strongly enriched in the ultramafic pegmatite relative to the 
" pegmatoi d. 
Electron Microprobe Analyses of Minerals 
It is not possible to describe and discuss all the parameters of all 
the mi nerals in all the samples that have been determined in this study. 
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Fig. 2:3 This diagram shows the variation with respect to height of a 
the MMF ratio of orthopyroxene and b the An content (%) of plagio-
clase determined using the electron microprobe . Each horizontal bar of 
a represents the range of between 4 and 8 point analyses, and each 
bar of b between 8 and 16 analyses. For detailed discussion see text. 
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The chemical variations in the minerals plagioclase and orthopyroxene are 
di scussed in de tai 1 as these mi nerals are the domi nant phases in the study 
section. The analyses of all the minerals are l i sted in Appendix Two 
A (Plagioclase) , B (Orthopyroxene) , C (Clinopyr oxene ), 0 (Chromite), 
E (Oli vine), F (Blotite), G (Other). Details of analytic al procedures and 
standards are presented in Appendix 1. 
The MMF rat i 0 of Urt hopyr'oxene (Fi g. 2: 3~ 
Examina ti on of the M~lFopx ve r sus height diagram (Fiy. 2:3a) 
reveals seve ral features. Firstly , the Footwall unit has sparsely di s-
tributed data points considering the lithological variations. If only 
primocryst orthopyroxenes in the no r ites are considered, there is a 
general upward increase in the MMF r atlo, (except for sample F-l at the 
base of the unit, the analyses of which are from below the tnin chr-anitite 
layer and thus are strictly speaking outside the Footwall unit). The data 
available do not allow the identification of any t rends within the 
norites. The interstitial orthopyroxene of sample F-4 is very much more 
i rOil-rich than the orthopy r oxene primocrysts from sample F-l, but it is 
unknown whether the interstitia l orthopyroxenes cilang e s com~osition wlth 
height in the Boul der Bed. It is al so unknown whether there are any t rends 
in the Footwall mottled anorthosite. 
There is a gener al upward decrease in the MMF ntio of orthopyroxenes 
in the Me rensky cyclic unlt. This feat ure is not on ly related to the 
lithology , as the tre nds dre well established wiUlln each of the rock 
types of the cyclic unit (pyroxenite, norite, anorthosite). fhis decrease 
in the ens tatite content of orthopyroxene wi thin tile Meren sky pyroxeni te 
'ias also established by Schmidt ( 195 2) . 
Tne orthopyroxenes of the ~astard cyeli c unit al s o di s~lay an upward 
decrease in the MMF ratio, but tllere is a distinct break between samples 
B-20 and ~ -21. This break coincides with ttle reappearance of some primo-
cryst orthopyroxene. If this leuconorite is laterally persistent, a new 
cyclic unit should be defined, the base of Wilich should be marked by t he 
fi rst appearance of prlmocryst orthopyroxene. The tlastard mottled ano rtho-
site would then be only ±lOm thick in the Rustenburg dr'ea. Ortho-
pyroxenes fran the Bastard pyroxenite show an upward increase in thei r MMF 
ratio, and in this aspect di Ffer fran those in the Merensky pyroxenite. 
Within the Bastard norite, sdmple B-7 contains ananalously t1g-rlch ortho-
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pyroxenes, but above this position there is a general upward iron-
enrichment of the orthopyroxenes. Similarly, from sample B-21 upward, 
there is also a general decrease in the MMF ratio of the orthopyroxenes. 
Within the study section some samples display an anomalous spread in 
the MMF ratio of the orthopyroxenes, notably F-13, B-15 and B-26. Thes e 
samples are di scus sed further below. In general the average spread in the 
MMF ratio of the pyroxenes from a single sample is less than 3% (e.g • 
. 7 4 to. 7 6) • InC hap t e r 4 i tis show nth at mo s t p rim 0 cry s t s h a v e 
undergone sub-liquidus re-equilibration with the interstitial l iqu id to 
more iron rich compositions than those initially present. It is also 
shown that the presently most magne sium primocrysts were associ ated wi th 
the most inte rst itial liquid and were thus changed to a greater degree. 
The trends no., di spl ayed woul d thus have been emphas i zed d t t he Ii q ui du s 
stage. 
The Ano rthite conten t of Plagioclase (Fig. 2:3b) 
The zoning Vlithin the plagi oclase of the study section produces a 
wide spread in the anorthite content of plagiocla se of individual samples. 
This spread nonnally averages about 5mol percent, but can be considerably 
greater especially in the interstitial plagioclase of the pyroxenite wh e re 
a range of more tilan 15mol percent is recorded (e.g. B-3 and B-4). In 
general the interstitial plagioclase of t he Merensky pyroxenite and peg-
matoid and the Bastard pyroxenite is more sodic than the plagioclase froll 
the norites and anorthosites. This effect is very marked in the Bastard 
pyroxenite and more subdued in the Merensky pyroxenite and pegmatoid. 
The zoning of plagioclase in the norites and anorthosites is of a 
smoothly occi latory type with a suggestion that on ly three zone s are 
domi nant ly present. The cores of the crystals are not necessarily more 
calcic or the rims more sodic. A true "core" or "rim" composition is 
di ffi cult to di scern . The zoni ng patterns need very careful study on a 
limited nu ,nber of sections and this data is not available for this Vlork. 
For this reason only an ov e rall variation has been detennined. 
There is little betVleen sample variation in the anorthi t e content of 
plagioclase of t he Footwall unit and no rnarked trends can be di scerned. 
There is however a suggestion of a decrease in the anorthite content of 
pI ayi oclase from the base of Uie Haul de r Hed (An75) to the Footwa I I 
marker (An72). in sarnples above the Footwall mark e r the plagioclase 
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crys tals have an average cooposition of :tAn76 . 
Wi thi n the Merensky cyeli c unit, (M-6 to M-14) there i s a suggestion 
of an upward increase in the An content of plagioclase as suggested by van 
Zyl (1960; 1970), and Meyer (1909) and later used by Vennaak (1976a). This 
is however not clear as the re is a very wide scatter due to zoning . 
Wi t hi n the Basta r d nori te t here is mo r e defi ni te evi dence for an 
upward incr ease in the An content of plagioclase fran sample B-5 (An75) 
to s a;np 1 e B - 9 (An 79) , but a de fin i t e u pwa r d dec rea s e i n th e an 0 rt hit e 
content of plagi oclase above sample 8-9 to sample B-20 (An72)' Thus 
there is no unequivoca l evidence for an upward increase i n the anorthite 
content of pl agi oclase of the mottled anorthosites of either the I~e rensky 
o r Bustard cyclic units. 
Between samples 6-20 a nd 6-21 there is a break in the upward decrease 
of the Jnorthite content of plagi oc l ase. Plag i oclase from B-21 has an 
average composition of An7 5 ' From 6-21 to 6-30 there is a steady upward 
increase in the anorth i te content of plagi ocl ase to An69' There is al so 
an increase i n the spread of anorthite contents of plagi oc lase to 10 mo l 
percent at 6-30. The break between 6 - 20 and 6-21 is also reflected in the 
reappeara nce of p ri mocrys t orthopyroxene, the MMF ratio of the ort ho-
pyroxene discussed previously, and a 'iso the minor element content of 
orthopyroxene di scussed below . 
The i~anganese content of Orthopyroxene (Fig . 2:4a) 
The MnO content of orthopyroxene has trends that are inverse to the 
MMF ratio. This is due to the close association of MnU with FeD. In the 
Footwall unit t here is little variation in the MnO content of the orthO-
pyroxene although there is a s ugge stion of an upwa r d decrease from 0.32% 
in F-7 to 0.24% in F-27. The inte rstit ial orthopyroxenes of sample F-4 are 
strongly en riched in MnO . 
With in the Me r ensky cyclic unit the Mn O concentration in ortho-
pyroxene ri ses fron about 0.25% at the base to about 0.42% in the i nter-
stitial ort hpyroxene at the top of the Merensky mottled anorthosite. 
In the 8as tard cycl i c unit the Mn ll concentration of orthopyroxene 
shows a slight decrease fran the base of the un it (0.28%) to sample 6-7 
(0 . 26%) . Above sample 6-7 tllere is an increase to 0.48'.~ in the ortho-
pyroxene of sampl e B-20. Between sampl es B-21 and B-22 there i s a di st i nct 
break, the primocryst orthopyroxenes of the latter sample havi ng a MnO 
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Fig. 2:4 These diagrams a, b, c, d & e (on this and the following two 
pages) represent the variation in the concentrations of the minor 
components (MnO, CaO, Ti02, Al203 & Cr203) in orthopyroxene with 
respect to height in the succession. Each horizontal bar indicates the 
compositional range encountered in a single section. Where a single 
analyses falls well away from the main group, it has been plotted as a 
single point. The two small arrows on the right of b indicate 
pyroxenes with more than 4% CaO. The dashed line between B-20 and B-21 
indicates the possible upper boundary for the Bastard cyclic unit. For 
detailed discussion of these diagrams see text. 
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concentration of 0.33%. Above sample B-21 ther'e i s a general upward 
inc rease i n the ;1 nO concentration to 0.46% in the orthopyroxene of sampl e 
8-30. There are some irre~ularities in this overall increase Shown by 
sa~~ l e s 8- 25 and B-26. 
The Calcium content of Orthopyroxene (Fig. 2 :4bl 
Thel"e is a considerable scatter of CaO conc~nt ratio ns of ortho-
pyroxene di splayed by individu al sampl e s of the st.udy secti on. There are 
also no c ledrly di scernable trends Vii th respect to height in the succes-
sion di spl lyed by the data. Much of the scatter is probab ly due to i nhomo -
gen e ity produced by exsolution of the crys als , but some loning is also 
present ( se e discussion of sample M-8 belOlv) . InhOmogeneity is emphasized 
" as analyses wer e obtained Vlith a focussed be am, a~ exsolution la"lello.e. 
"ere avo ide d. 
The Titanium cont ent of Orthopyroxene (Fig. 2:4c) 
The rei s d 9 rea t de a 1 0 f s c a tt e r i n t h e T i ° 2 con c e n t rat ion s of 
ortho pyroxenes from i nd i vidual sampl es. Th i s is partly due t) the poor 
preci sian of determi nati)n at very low concentratio ns , but proba bly mostly 
dw' ttl i nh om ogenei ty du e to zoni n9 (see th e di scussi on o f sampl e 11-8 
b,"loV/ ). \'!i t hin the FootVlall unit there are no cl e arly defined t.rends, and 
ln~ r2 work is ne,'ded. The Ti0 2 cc1nc~ntrati on of of ortilOp}ro>.en e appears 
to inc r 2 a s e Vii t h h l' i 9 h t in til e ~1 e re n sky cy c I i c un it, ~ u t t his 1 s not 
clearly de f in ed. 
The 8ast a rd cycli c unit a s defined for tlli s work di s:) l ay s two 
;l O S si ble t. rends of upVlard Ti 02 e nri chmen t i n orthopyr o~'2 ne, wi th the 
br eak betVleen the two situated between samples 8-20 and 8-21. 
The Aluminium content of Orthopyroxene (Fig . 2:4d) 
A consid(!l"able scatter of th e AI 203 c:Jllc e ntrations of ~ i·le ortho-
pyroxenes from inciividual samples is evide nt in Fiy. 2:4d. In the Footl/all 
unit no consistent trends Vii th respect to heigllt in the succession are 
present. The orthopyroxenes of the Merensky cyclic unit also do not SIIOVI 
any l ie I I defin ed pattern, but there is a s ugg ,st.ion of an up\;ard decreaSe 
in th e AI203 c oncentration of tile or t hopyroxene . \/ itilin the 8astard 
cyclic un it there i s a consistent riecrease in tile A1203 concentration of 
orthopyroxene upwa rd in the succession. The distinct bre ak b ~ twe ' n sam ple , 
!l- ZO and H-21 e\hibited by othp.r eler; ent.s is not clear in this case. 
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The Cnromium content of Orthopyroxene (Fig. 2:4e) 
As wi th A1 20 3 di scussed above the orthopyroxenes from ind~vidual 
samples ar e very heterogeneous with respect to Cr203' However, di stinct 
overall trends in the Cr203 concentrations are evident in the Merensky 
and Bastard cyclic units. There is no consistent trend di splayed by the 
available data in the Footwall unit . 
In the 1 erensky cycli c unit, the average Cr203 concentrations of 
the orthopyroxenes decrease from to.51 at the base of the cyclic unit 
to to.151 at the top of the uni t. Thi sis clearly a generalization as 
considerable zoning is present and the "core" compositions may indicate 
contrary trends (cf. samples M-5 and M-B). 
The Bastard cyclic unit again displays a break between samples B-20 
and B-2l (average Cr203 concentrations are .11 and .3% respectively). In 
t he lower portion of the ~astard cyclic unit (the section below and in-
cluding 13-20) , there is an increase in the Cr2U3 concentration of ortho-
pyroxen e from tile bas e of the Bastard py roxenit e (t.45%) to sample B- 7 
(t.47%) and then a steady decli ne in the concentration to sample 13-"0. 
This is not a clearly defined trend due to the range in the canpositions 
determined in each sample. The upper portion of the l3astard mottled 
anortllOsi te (sample 8-21 upward), also shows a gene ral decrease in the 
Cr203 conte nt of orthopyroxene upward in the succession. 
Chemistry of the Plagioclase Separates 
The trace element concentrations of the mi neral separates are pre-
sented in Tab le 2 : 3. The separations and analyses we re carried out as 
outlined in Appendices Four and Three respectively. The elements of major 
·importance are Sr which is concentrated in plagioclase and the group com-
prj sing K, Rb and lla. The concentration of Sr in the plagi oclase is 
relatively uni form in the mottled anorthosites and norites within th e 
major units, where plagioclase is a primocryst phase, although there are 
differences between the units. Where plagioclase is an interstitial phase, 
t ne concentrations of Sr in the plagi oclase are more variable. This is 
illustrated by Fig. 2:5. A furtller feature reve;;led by Fig. 2:5 is that 
the Sr concentration in plagioclase froln the Footwall unit (excluding 
interstiti a l pl ag ioclase) is di stinctly hi~her than that from the Bastard 
cyclic unit. The Sr concentrations in plagioclase are more variable in the 
Mer e nS kj cyclic uni t , and are general ly i ntennedi ate between those of the 
Table 2:3 Trace Elements in Plagioclase Separates 
Zn Cu Ni Co Cr V Rb Sr K Ba 
F-4 CPi 3. 9 11. 1 5.0 4. 5 9.6 4.3 1.6 478 839 87 
F-4 NMP 6. 7 12.4 8.2 4.0 3.7 3. 8 7. 2 463 1629 96 
F- 3 PI 3. 7 11.0 3. 5 4. 1 11.6 3.2 1.0 50 1 919 90 
F-9 PI 2.8 11.1 8. 7 3. 1 6.5 2.6 1.1 486 830 91 
F-12 CPl 4.4 10.1 8. 7 3.7 17.9 4.3 1.3 486 785 73 
F -12 NMP 5.2 9.7 5. 8 3.3 3.1 2. 7 482 1067 80 
F- 13 1'1 3.5 13.0 15 . 4 4.4 12.5 2.7 2.3 517 376 10 3 
F -19 1'1 1.7 21.7 26. - 6. 7 16.3 3.6 1. 3 493 1368 105 
F-24 1'1 4.0 16.1 25.5 4.0 38. - 4. 7 3.8 47 0 1307 115 
F -27 CPl 3. 1 19 O. - 129. - 5. 8 12. - 2.7 1.1 482 722 66 
F -27 Ni~P 5.9 147. - 165 . - 8. 1 61. 8 8.8 2. 3 466 1 Hl6 98 
RR-5 CPl 3.1 13. 9 8.3 3.4 3. 8 3.0 2.1 483 930 74 
RR-5 N:W 3.7 1ll.6 14.2 3.9 7.8 8.3 4. 8 479 13G9 84 
RR-6 CPl 8.7 36.- 11.9 3.7 7. 7 3.2 1. 3 477 74 6 71 
RK-6 NMt' 4.6 14.2 6.4 3.7 6.9 2. 1 471 957 76 
P-3 [1'1 3.2 U.l 9.3 2.7 101. - 4.2 1.0 496 1292 83 
P-6 [1'1 3.4 7.4 7.4 3.0 107. - 4. 9 1.7 497 1242 96 
1'-11 [1'1 8.2 46 . - 24 .- .0 2.5 3.5 471 1902 140 
M-4 ]P1 4. 4 89 .- 27 .- 2.9 9.0 5.0 457 2562 151 
M-5 [PI 3. 3 124. - 71. - '; . 0 14. 1 3.0 4. 4 469 2417 154 
11- 7 CPl 2.1 38.- 11. 1 3. 8 6.7 3. 5 1.2 392 838 89 
M-7 NHP 4.7 65. - 65. - 5.5 18.9 5. 3 2.4 434 1031 94 
11-8 CP1 4.6 28. - 10.3 3.1 14.6 5.9 1.5 462 848 63 
M-8 11MP 4. 1 45. - 47 . .. 4. 7 7. 7 0.3 2.1 451 1041 90 
~1- 9 CPI 3.1 30. - 12.6 3.2 17.0 5. 7 1. 4 425 790 70 
11- 9 NMP 4.0 49. - .\4.- 4.8 12.0 5. 1 2. 8 418 107 4 75 
1'0 ··10 CPl 3. 8 27. - 12 . 9 2.7 8. 8 3.9 1. 2 422 827 81 
1~-10 N', P 4.5 35. - 44.- 4. 5 3. 7 7.6 3. 3 419 1334 93 
M- 11 CPl 6.2 24 . 3 13.2 3.7 9.0 4. 8 1.0 422 737 78 
M-11 N~lP 4.8 22 . - 21.- 4.0 1.4 6.1 3.4 424 1489 92 
1"-12 CP1 3. 9 23.3 12.4 4.0 4.2 4.3 1. 2 419 605 66 
M-12 NM P 5.7 17.5 14.7 4.3 9.3 6.9 1.9 419 850 80 
M-13 CPl 30. - 265. - 151. - 7.6 9. 3 4.0 2.8 451 127 :) 85 
M-13 I1MP 5.7 26. - 32.- 3.6 6.2 4.8 2.4 434 1056 74 
M-14 CP1 6. 1 378. - 112. - 5.8 6.1 2.7 4.6 445 1552 108 
M-1 4 NMP 7. 1 60. - 61. - 5.4 5.9 9.7 9.7 433 2812 135 
~-1 IP1 8.0 69.- 31. - 4.2 9.9 2.6 2.6 385 17 86 144 
U-2 IP1 16.3 225. - 86 . - 10.6 49.- 4.1 7.2 442 3661 222 
1l -3 lP I 3.7 81. - 32. - 5.5 42. - 4.2 9.0 414 3975 213 
8- 4 IP1 3. 0 14. 13.6 8. 8 27. - 2.3 3.8 481 2686 202 
B-5 P1 3.4 33.- 13 . 2 2. 7 9. 2 2.6 2.4 416 1113 92 
Il-I0 CP1 3. 3 24.- 15.3 4.0 16. - 4. 4 1.7 407 till 71 
8-10 NMP 3.9 9.0 7.7 3.9 6.7 8.0 2. 2 404 1049 71 
i3 -13 P1 2.7 14.0 11. 2 4.0 29. - 4.9 390 864 70 
1l-15 CPI 4.3 Hl. 3 13.4 3.4 19. - 5.6 0.6 401 572 73 
8-15 NMP 3.4 10. 9 10.3 4.5 6.8 4.9 4.7 4UO IS03 106 
11 - 2ll CPI 5.2 14. 4 9.6 4.0 9.2 6.1 2.7 392 810 72 
8-20 NMP 6.2 11.4 25. - 4. 1 6. 4 2.7 389 1105 78 
8-25 CPI 10.0 16.6 11.9 4.0 9.6 6.4 2.2 403 1539 101 
8-25 tlMP 6.8 10.9 9.3 4.2 4.2 9.4 6.7 392 2133 103 
8-3 0 CPI 6.4 18 .3 5. 8 3.4 5. 7 4.7 398 223 5 121 
B -30 NMP 13.6 31. - 20.4 4.9 13. 4 13.2 13.1 392 3942 170 
Details of [PL, cpr and tII'lP separates arc listed i ~ Appendix 4 
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Fig. 2:5 Sr concentration of plagioclase separates with respect to 
helght in the succession. NMP 0 ; CPL ... ; IPL 0 . Note the diffe-
rences in the concentrations of Sr in NMP & CPL separates f rom the 
Bastard, Merensky and Footwall units. The interstitial plagioclase 
(IPL) has a range of concentrations. For discussion see text. 
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Fi g . 2:6 These three di agrams (a , b & c) indicate the positi ve 
correlation amoung K, Rb and Ba in pl agiocl ase separates. The high 
concentrations may be due to contamination by small quantit i es of 
alkali feldspar in the plagioclase separates . The reason for the ap-
parent differences between interstiti al plagioclase from pyroxenites 
(filled circles) and material (NMP & CPL) from the norites and anortho-
sites is still unclear . The precision of determination of each pOint 
(±l sigma) generally falls within the symbol . 
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Fig. 2:7 A diagram of th concentration of K in plagioclase separates 
vs. height in the succession. Rb and Ba have a similar distribution . 
Note the rel a ti vel y constant concentrati on in CPL ( .. ) and NMP (0 ) 
samples in the Footwall and Merensky units, and the upward increase 
within the Bastard unit. The interstitial plagioclase (0 ) is enriched 
in K. Precision (1 sigma) falls within the symbols. For further dis-
cussion see text. 
Table 2:4 Trace Element Chemist~ of Pyroxene Separates 
~) Orthopyroxene 
F -8 Opx 
F-9 Opx 
F-120px 
F -13 Opx 
F-19 Opx 
F-240px 
RR-5 Opx 
RR-6 Opx 
P-3 Opx 
P-10 Opx 
M-4 Opx 
~'-5 Opx 
M-7 Opx 
M-8 Opx 
M-9 Opx 
M-10 Opx 
M-11 Opx 
M-12 Opx 
8-2 Opx 
8-4 Opx 
8-5 Opx 
8-10 Opx 
8-13 Opx 
8-15 Opx 
8-20 Opx 
8-25 Opx 
Zn Cu Ni Co Cr V Rb Sr Y Zr Sc 
124 11.8 473 121 2716 181 2.5 7.5 
123 14.1 378 117 2407 169 0.9 13.5 
135 13.3 346 116 1806 150 11.5 
109 11.4 566 110 2486 143 0.7 7.1 
8.5 13.1 34 
7.9 11.5 30 
6.2 8.5 31 
7.8 11.0 29 
7. 1 12.6 34 
7.4 13.6 29 
6.8 5.7 31 
7.0 6.2 35 
86 8.2 660 105 3285 145 2.2 
85 11.5 616 100 2991 148 2.2 2.0 
114 19.- 359 108 2196 170 5.7 
119 24.- 610 123 1631 183 1.6 4.6 
76 45.-
85 98.-
85 195.-
91 124.-
114 27.-
114 24.-
120 44.-
119 24.-
110 37.-
129 36.-
87 61.-
86 101.-
90 13.0 
123 14.4 
116 11.9 
125 8.1 
122 12 .6 
134 15 . 4 
941 104 3686 138 5.0 5.5 30 
896 103 3303 167 5.4 6.2 31 
993 100 3029 142 1.3 4.4 8.0 7.0 30 
987 106 3138 144 1.0 6.0 7.0 29 
660 114 2534 197 3.7 8.4 5.7 35 
592 112 2540 198 8.3 9.0 9.3 37 
557 117 2568 199 7.5 8.0 8.8 37 
605 114 2499 199 0.7 2.1 7.0 6.6 32 
550 107 1167 219 29.6 9.1 13.1 38 
549 118 1044 195 1.2 15.6 9.1 9.3 35 
743 103 2775 131 
898 99 2855 134 
620 103 3109 149 
450 113 2361 164 
421 109 2026 181 
367 110 2167 185 
402 120 17 61 221 
344 117 1323 248 
1.1 
2.6 
2.1 
1.5 
1.8 
0. 7 
1.6 
5.4 
4.3 
4.9 
3.6 
2.8 
0 .9 
7.8 
7.3 15.8 29 
8.1 12.8 29 
7.4 9.4 34 
5.5 5.3 33 
6.8 16.6 32 
8.3 6.0 33 
5.7 3.1 35 
7.4 7.8 38 
~)Cl i nopyroxene 
F-13 Cpx 41 19.- 410 64 2488 266 5.4 99 . - 34.- 74.- 60 
M-8 Cpx 
M-9 Cpx 
8-2 Cpx 
8-4 Cpx 
8-13 Cpx 
8-20 Cpx 
8-30 Cpx 
42 40.- 396 53 2558 346 1.4 49.- 32.- 48.- 64 
43 45.- 390 61 2910 376 1.5 54.- 29.- 45.- 70 
35 484.- 1067 76 4557 300 8.5 26.- 32.- 55.- 80 
38 445.- 1345 71 4764 291 8.1 33.- 32.- 57.- 75 
42 19.7 313 58 3436 367 5.4 43. - 31.- 66.- 72 
51 13.5 291 72 1640 469 0.9 37. - 23.- 28.- 71 
75 14.0 249 77 1539 511 1.6 15.- 33.- 42.- 82 
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Footwall and Bastard units. 
K, Rb and Sa behave sympathetically in plagioclase separates. This is 
revealed by plots of K vs Kb, Kb vs Sa and K vs Sa (Fig. 2:6a, b & c). The 
interstitial playioclase has generally higher concentrations of these 
elements than the plagioclase from the norites and anorthosites, which 
have generally lower and fa irly constant concentrations of these elements. 
However, the plagioclase of the Bastard mottled anorthosite is an excep-
tion as the concentration of these elements increases upward in the suc-
cess i on. This is illustrated by a plot of K vs height (Fig. 2:7). 
Crystal chemi cal considerations suggest that the concentrations of 
the elements In, Cu, Ni, Co, Cr and V in plagioclase should be very low . 
Thus the sometimes signi ficant concentrations recorded probably partly 
r eflect contamination of the separates by ve ry small anounts of mafic 
silicates (Zn, Ni , Co, Cr, V) and microscopic sulphide inclusions (Cu, Ni, 
Co) • 
Chemistry of the Pyroxene Separates 
The analyt i cal results for orthopyroxene and cli nopyroxene are pre-
sented in Table 2:4a and Table 2:4b respectively. The variation in the 
concentrati ons of soni e of the elements in the orthopyroxenes with respect 
to height are illustrated in Fig. 2:i:l. In view of the po ssi ble inhomo-
geneity of minor el ements in t ne orthopyroxenes discussed above and in the 
fol low i ng section, tile concentrations ot the trace elements recorded and 
di scussed here may re~r<,sent averages of zoned crystals in some ca ses. The 
concentrations recorded here should thus not be viewed as representing the 
liquidus primocry s t ort.hopyroxene compositions. 
The concentrations of Ni, Zn, V, Co, and Sc in orthopyroxene fran the 
Merensky cyclic unit and the lower part of the Bastard cyclic unit (up to 
sample B-20) di splay cohesive trends wi th respect to height in the succes-
sion. Data from the Footwall unit are too sparse to draw any far reaching 
conclusions, and is omitted from the diagrams. This is also true of the 
two samples from above B-20 in the Bastard unit for wh ich pyroxene 
separates are available, as these may belong to a separate cy clic unit. 
The cli nopyroxene <;epara tes fran the lower part of the Bastard cycli c 
unit also display cohesive trends, and these are also included in the 
discussion. On ly two clinopyroxene separates are available from the 
Merensky cyclic unit a nd thus no trends can be defined. These are included 
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on the di agrams for compari son wi th the coexi sti ng orthopyroxene. 
The Nickel concentrations of the Pyroxenes (Fig. 2:8a ) 
Within the t~erensky cyclic unit there is a marked decrease in the 
concentration of :.i in the orthopyroxene upward in the stratigraphic suc-
cession. This does not include orthopyroxene from the Merensky pegmatoid. 
The Ni concentrations in the orthopyroxenes of the Bastard cyeli c unit 
di splay a very simil a r di s tribution to those of the Merensky cyclic unit, 
except that the concentrations are generally lower in the ortllopyr ,, :"_n c. <: 
of the former unit at equivalent stratigraphic positions. However, the 
orthopyroxene of sample ~-l of the Bastard cyclic unit (strat i graphically 
roughly equivalent t o the :~erensky pegmatoid in the Merensky cyclic unit) 
does have a low r Ni concentration than the orthopyr oxene frcrn the sample 
immedi ately above (8-4). The Ni concentration of orthopyr uxene from ~-2 
falls between that of orthopyroxenes frcrn samples ~-4 and M-12. The latter 
sample i s frOOl the top of the t~erensky mottled anorthosite. This "switch -
back" anomaly is mi micked by some other trace elements, and by the MMF 
ratio of the orthopyroxene as detennined by microanalys i s . 
The Ni concentration of cl i nopyroxene is expected from c ryst a l 
chemical con si derati ons to be less than that of tile coexisting ortho-
pyroxene . n. " ~ higher concentrations recorded for samples B-2 and B-4 are 
probabl y the re s ult of cont dm i nation of the clinopyroxe ne by co-existing 
interstitial sulphides which are present i n the rock . 
Th linc concentratlons of the Pyroxenes (Fig. 2:8b) 
The variation of Zn concentr-ations of the pyroxenes wi th respect to 
height in the succession in both the Merensky and bastard cyclic units is 
the opposite to that of Ni. There is an upward increase in the Zn concen-
tratio n of the ortllo~yroxenes f rom the base t o the top of each cyc l ic 
unit. However, this increase is not smooth. The 1n concentration of ortho-
pyroxene frClll sample e-2 disp l ays the "switchback" noted for Ni above, but 
this is not mimic ked llY the clinopyroxene 1n concentration. 
The Vanadium concentrations of the Pyroxenes (Fig. 2:8c) 
In tilt: Bastard cycli c unit the concentration of V in the ortho-
pyroxene steadi ly increases wi th stratigraphic height from the base of the 
u nit (B-2) to the top (G-20) . Th is steady increase is reflected by the 
data for clinopyroxene, except that the V concentration of cli nopyroxene 
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di splays the "switchback" effect, but the data for orthopyroxene does not. 
In the Merensky cyclic unit the V concentration of the orthopyroxene does 
not increas e smoothly with respect to height. The orthopyroxene separates 
from the Merensky pyroxenite (M-4 & M-5) have a V concentration of about 
140ppm but the orthopyroxene from the Mere ns ky norite and mottled anortho -
site have a constant V concentration of roughly 200ppm. Thus there is an 
increase in the V concentrati on wi th respect to height, but it is not as 
smooth as in the Bastard cyclic unit. 
The Cobalt concentrations of the Pyroxenes (Fig. 2:8d) 
The concentration of Co in orthopyroxene increases wi th height in 
both the Merensky and Bastard cyclic units . HOViever, there is considerable 
scatter in the data . The data on the Co concentrations of the cl i no-
pyroxene is inconclusive. 
The Scandium concentrations of the Pyroxenes (Fig. 2:8e) 
In the Merensky cyclic unit the Sc concentrations of orthopyroxene 
a ppe art 0 i nc rease wi th respect to heig ht i n the s uccessi on, but there is 
considerable scatter in the data. The Sc concentrations of orthopyroxene 
from the Basta rd cyclic uni ~ have a more c onsistent increase upward in the 
stratigraphic succession. Ho./ever, the Sc concentrations of clinopyroxene 
fran the Bastard unit decrease upward in the successi on. The reason fo r 
thi sis unclear. 
The Zr, RD, Sr, Y and Cr concentrations of the Pyroxenes 
Some of the elements determi ned (Zr, Rb and Sr) display irregular 
variations in their concentrations in the pyroxenes with respect to 
height. This probably refle cts mi nor contamination with phases such as 
zi rcon, mi ca and plagi oclase in some cases and ar e thus di fficult to 
interpret. Yttrium concentrations of orthopyroxenes from the whole of the 
study section lie between 5ppl1l and IOppm, and display no systematic 
variation with respect to height. The concentrat ions of Cr in the Merensky 
and ~astard pyroxenites are unreli dble due to the possibi li ty of contami n-
ation by chromi teo 
Trace Element distributions between Orthopyroxene and Clinopyroxene 
Analyses of the mi neral separates prepared for this work indicate 
that there is an equilibrium with respect to some of the trace elements 
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determi ned despite the presence of loning wi th r espect to some of the 
minor elements . This i s indi cated by a consistency of the distr ibution 
coeff i ci ents obtained for orthopyroxene and e li nopyroxene pai rs sepa rated 
fran pyroxe nites, norites and anorthosites (Table 2:~) . 
Table 2 : 5. Weignt ratios of va r ious elements in ortho-
pyroxene relative 
Zn Cu Hi 
H- 20i! 2.4 0.93 
B-13# 2. 8 0.60 
8-4 <; 2 . 3 
B-2<; 2. 5 
t1 -9~ 2. 8 
M-8l 2.7 
F-13# 2.7 
AVER 2.6 
COV% 7.9 
0. 23* 
0.13* 
0.98 
0. 60 
0.62 
0. 75 
26 
1.4 
1.4 
0.7* 
0.7* 
1.4 
1. 5 
1.4 
1.4 
3.9 
to e li nopyroxene [opxJ/[cpxJ. 
Co V Y Zr Sc Sr 
1.7 0.47 0.25 0. 11 0.49 0.02 
1.9 0.49 0. 22 0. 25 0.44 0.08 
1.4* 0 .4 6 0.25 
1.4* 0.44 0.23 
1.9 0.53 0.28 
2. 1 0. 57 O. 28 
1.7 0 . 54 0.23 
1.9 0.500. 25 
9.2 9.6 9.7 
0.22 0.39 0.16 
0.29 0.36 0.06 
0.20 0.53 0.14 
0.190. 580.18 
0.15 0. 48 0.07 
0.20 0.46 0.1 0 
30 18 57 
Mott led anorthosite iL norite #, pyroxenite <;. Some r ati os 
(*) are excluded from the calculat.ion of the average as 
the ratio i s i nfluenced by possible fine sulphide or chro-
mite contaminat ion. CUV is the coeff i cient of variation i n 
per cent. Tne 9reat variation in Sr coef fic ients i s prob-
a ~i j a res ult of minor plagiocla se cont nination , but does 
serve to illustrate tne much greater affinity of Sr for 
eli nopjrox~ne in contrast to the ortllo~yroxene. 
A Qua lit ativ e Assessment of Equilibria and a n Evaluat ion of Selected 
Sampl e s in t he Study Section 
General Oi scussi on 
The approach to equilibrium of the mineral assemblage wi thin a rock 
sample is dependent on two fac tors. ihese are the rate of reaction and the 
rate of cooling. Th e former is a function of the diffus i on of ionic 
speci es f r om one rni neral to the other as demand .:!d for equili b r ium, and the 
latter is a function of the cooling process of the intrusion and is de-
pendent on a large number of factors . A. brief discussion of this is pre -
sented in Chapter Three. React i on does not often proceed to i sot hermal 
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equilibrium, as the temperature is continuously changing, and earl ie r high 
temperature equilibria are not quenched in, as the cooling rate is 
relatively slovl. Most rocks in the layered seque nce therefore consi st of 
disequilibrium assemblages. Furthermore , different i o ns have different 
r ates of diffusion in minerals and melts (seQ Freer, 1981 dnd Hofmann, 
1980). Thus there may be a closer approach to equi Ii brium at a particular 
temperature by some ionic species relative to others. Many studi es have 
been carried out on l ay e red rocks emphasizing aspects of the subsolidus 
relationships of pyroxenes (inter a lia Nwe, 1975; Nwe & Copley, 1975; von 
Gruenewaldt , 1970; Coleman, 1978 and Uuchanan, 1979). The brief evaluation 
above indicates that there may be considerable complexity in material from 
ajacent samples , especially in the interstitial phases. Thus very careful 
investigation is required to unravel the history of the rocks. 
Exsolved pyroxenes present othe r difficulties as partial separation 
of Ule lamella e from the host may occur, but this depends on the fineness 
of the intergrowths. Assumi ng that the separates are pu r e a nd that perfect 
separation is achieved with all the exso l ution products intact, the 
possibility of reaction and excllange between adjacent gra i ns still exists, 
but i s probably li mited. The mi neral separate woul d thus ideally represent 
equi li bri a close to the so lid us , but not ~he liquidus as at high tanpera-
tures in the presence of liquid reaction rates are relatively rapid . 
Zoning is present in some of tile samples studied, for some e lements at 
least (see below). The presence of zoning could i nvalidate the use of 
mi neral separates in an geothermometric application, as the analyses 
obt ained are averages and not neccesarily an equi lib rium c om position 
speci fic t o any single temperature. 
Studi es of the Uushvel d pyroxene analyses of AUi ns (1969) by Wood & 
Sanno ( IY7 3), Wells (1977) and Kretz (1ge2) indicated that relative ly 
consi stent temperatu r es were obtained , alt hough each formulation produced 
di fferent absolute temperatures. The work of Kretz shows that an average 
solidus temperature for the Bu hveld layered roc ~ s (norites and gabbros) 
was i n the region of 1020·C t o 1050·C but that Mg/Fe exchange continued to 
slightly lower telilperatures (±980· C) . These relatively consistent 
results indicate that a there is an approach to equilibrium at a similar 
tempe r ature (solidus?) for all the rocks . The Atkins (1969) analyses were 
of mineral separates and thus host and any fine exsolution lamellae were 
a nalysed together, and any zoni ng was not detected. 
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Tnc rate of cooli ng of the 8ushvel d Comp lex was very slow due to the 
very large size of this body. and thus in some c~ses reactions could 
continue at relatively low temp eratures. For inst a nce . the coexisting 
orthopyroxene and eli nopyroxene pai rs of the !.lushvel d compL, x have 
features intermediate between those of metamorphic envirorn,lents and other 
layered intrusions (Fleet. 1974). Chromi tejolivine pairs from lay e red 
rocks have been shown by Roeder et al. (1979) to eq uilibrate very rapidl y 
i n the solid state at temper~tures well below the solidu s , a nd Wil son 
(1982) has shown that in the Great Dyke. re-equilibrat 'ion of chranite with 
orthopyroxene and olivine hosts is dependent on the rdt ~ of diffusion in 
the silicate phase and may be very rapi d at high t emperatures . 
Similar effects to the above have been not ei in all the sample s con-
taining chromite used in this study. This MgjFe exchange reaction at the 
subsolid u s st~ge has been used by Wi Ison (1 9 82) to trace the cooli ng 
his ~ ory of the Great 'Dyke' of Zimbabwe. For further de tailed work. on the 
subsoli dus relati on s hi ps of chromi te in mafi c layered i rltru si ons tne 
reader is referred to the work of Irvine (1975). Came ron (1975 & 1977). 
Hen de rson & Sud daby (1971). Henderson (1975). Ro e der It al. (19 79 ). 
Henderson & Wood (1981). Bevan (1:l82) and Eale s & ~Iarsll (in pr ess) among 
others. 
Petrographic observations of rocks of the Ba s tard cyclic unit, 
suggest that exsolut i on p henome1d a re due to the pr ~ sencc of a fluid 
philse. Thi sis i ndi cated by an as soci ation of Ilydrou s ph as , s ":it ;1 abundant 
exsol ved eli nopyroxene lamellW! i n t il e orthopyrvxt~ne. SdlTl p l e s wh e~ e there 
are no hydrous phases have clear unexsolved orthopyroxenes. Th is pheno-
:nenon of a fluid catalyst in the exsolution of miner a ls has not be en 
afforded much attention in studies of layered rocks. 
Zoning. exsolution dnd r a rtial re-equilibration of the minerals 
wi thi n l aye r ed r ocks presents many problems in the i nte rpretat i on of the 
mi neral cl1emi stry and petrography of the rocks . Th e exa::lples and quali-
tative reasoning which follow serve to clari fO' the possi ble factor s that 
need to be considered durin ~ int erpretation. Consi derable che 'r ica l hetero-
]enity of the mi ner als on a micro-scale is I'evealed by microan,11yses and 
~ e ~ro'J rapllY . Thi s hetel'ogeneity is due to three princi)'al fac t ors: ( i \ 
20 nin g relict f rurn the subli q uid',s stage. (i i ) exs o lution phenal!ena anrJ 
( li i) partial exchange reactions tretween different ;ni neral spec.ies. 
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In Chapter Four it wi 11 be shown that many of tile pyroxenes cooled as 
total egui li brium systems at least with respect to their MMF ratios, and 
tilat much zoning was eliminated as cooling proceded. This is borne out by 
the fact that in general no significant zoning of Fe and Mg attributable 
to liquidus or subliqiJidus processes has been found wi thin the py roxenes 
analysed in this study, apa rt f r an some interstitial pyroxenes surrounded 
by plagioclase in mottled anorthosite and leuconorite. However, zoning 
with respect to minor elements (Cr, Al and Ti) is sometimes preserved. 
Plagioclase on the other hand is extensively zoned and complete homo-
genization obviously did not occur at the subliquidus or liquidus stage. 
Exso luti on in the pyroxenes occurs on several scales, rangi ng fran 
large blebs to extrenely fine lamellae which give the mineral a striated 
appearance. Large lamellae and blebs can be avoided in analysis of the 
host pyroxe ne, but in some cases the very fine lamellae cannot be avoided 
by the electron beam and a composite analyses results. In the latter case 
the orientation of the crystal wi th respect to the thi n secti on is 
i mportant as the lamellae can be oriented in any direction varying fran 
parallel to nonnal to the plane of the section. A detailed investigation 
of exsolved pyroxenes has been carried out by Buc hanan (1979), who showed 
tha t focussed beam analyses gave poorly reproducible r esults on singl e 
crystals, but trlat this was influenced by the density of exsolution 
lamella e . The data in the present work were all ga thered wi th a focussed 
beam, with the result that tile heterogeneity in the sam ples is somewhat 
em phasized . The larger exsolution bodies ("10 microns) and their hosts 
were analysed separately and represent a lower tenperature assemblage than 
the composite analyses di scussed above . The presence of larger exsolution 
bodies presents severe problems in the derivation of a bulk composition 
from the e xsolved mineral, and great care has to be exercised in using 
analyses from exsol ved mi neral phases. 
Partial reaction between adjacent mineral species (chromite/ol ivine 
and chranitejpyroxene for example) may introduce strong chBnical gradients 
near the interfaces between phases. This effect is especially pronounced 
i n the case of the two pairs quoted above as chromite re-equilibrates very 
f'apidly at high tem peratures and zoning within chromite crystals is not 
marked (Roeder et al ., 1979), but may be very marked in the host mineral 
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(Wi I son, 1982). A simi lar, but l ess readi ly detectable, zonation probably 
exists in the case of other mineral pairs (e . g. Opx/Cpx, Px/Plag and 
Ol/Px). 
A selection of samples with different feautures are di scussed here to 
i l lustrate th e di fferent variations that can occu r. In most cases the 
samples show little va ria t ion of composition as indicated by the variation 
in the MMF ratio and minor elemen ts in orthopyroxene . The samples have 
lugely re-equilibrated and the crystals are not usua l ly as markedly zoned 
as shown here. Sam~le F-13 indicates a noml. 
M- 8: Zoning of Orthopyroxene (Plate 2 :1d) 
St r ong zoning of some elements is present in orthopyroxene grains in 
this l euconorite sampl e. The primocryst orthopyroxene grains are sur -
rounded by a zone of sma ll plagi oclase primocrysts set in interstitial 
orthopyroxene i n optical continui ty with the primocryst orthop y roxene. 
Thi sis in turn surrounded by areas of pure plagi oclase. The impression is 
that orthopyroxene n~cleated and grew, and incorporated the smal I pla gio-
clase primoc rysts after some growth. 
The orthopyr oxene is strongly zoned wi th res pect to Cr203 concen-
trations from core (0.56%) to rim (0 . 3 1% ) and where the orthopyroxene is 
interstitial (0.22<-'). This is also true of Al203 concentratio ns which 
are 1.63,; ,1.04:': and 0.93% respectively. However', the i onic Al/Cr ratio 
increases outwards from the core, from 4.34 to 6.30 reflect i ng the fact 
that Cr203 decreases more rapidly than A1203 . 
The Ti0 2 concent rati o n increases strongly fron the core (0.12",) to 
t he rirn (0 . 23) of the orthopyroxene. The i nterstiti al orthopyroxene 
contai ns 0 . 32'; Ti 02 ' 
In contrast to the above zoni ng effects whi ch are reli ct fron the 
sUbliquidus and lil.juidus stage , the 14MF rat i o of the ortllopyroxene Shows 
very subd ued lon i ng frolll .745 to .725 reflecting a very gentle outward 
decrease of on ly 2%. There was thus probably cons i derable re-equilibration 
of Mg and Fe. CaO decreases outward from 1.9-3.1% in the core to 1. 0-1. 2% 
in the interstitial lIIaterial. The decrease is not very smooth and probably 
reflects heterogeneity produced by exsolution, although this is uncertain . 
The decrease in the Al203 and CaO contents towards the rim of the ortho -
pyroxene, may reflect the depletion of these two components in the liquid 
as a result of t ne nucleation and growth of plagi 'l clase in the liqui d . 
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F-13 & F-1 5 : Di sequil ib rium an d Equ i l ibrium (PI. 2:1c a nd e) 
Sample F-13 is a norite containing relict olivine surrounded by 
o r thopyroxene and it a l so contains relatively abundant interstit i al 
hydrous phases (mica a nd amp hibole) as we l l as magnetite. Most of the 
orthopyroxene pri mocrysts di ff e r l ittle i n ap pe arance f r em t hose of ot he r 
rock sampl es except for a greate r amoun t of i nte rstit i al magnet it e and a 
very slightly "clouded" appe arance due to very fine dusty i nclusions o r 
exso l ved opaque material. Both the relict ol i vine and the replacing ortho -
pyroxene have an l~r1F r tio of .80. The associated primocryst ort hopyroxene 
has a 1~"1F ratio of .76, and the interst it ial pyroxene a MMF ratio of .74 . 
These observat i ons imp l y considerable disequil i b r ium in the Mg/Fe 
ratio between t he various types of orthopyroxene in the rock and between 
th e oli vi ne and the replaci ng orthopyroxene. For instance, using tile 
equation of 110 rse (197gb) it can be shown that ol i vine wi th an f1MF ratio 
of . 80 sl10uld be in equ i librium with an orthopy r oxene with an MMF ratio of 
• !O3. 
The 11MF r atio is not the o n ly di sequi I i brium feature. The AllC r 
ratios and the Cr, Mn and Ti concentrat i ons of the py r oxenes also display 
a range of values (Fig. 2:9) . The AIICr r atios of the orthopyroxenes vary 
between 4.5 for the primocryst pyroxene, 8 . 9 for the interstitial pyroxene 
and 13.5 for the py roxene repl aci ng olivi ne. The primocrysts have tile 
h i g h est C r con c e n t rat ion (0. 5 3:.) and the i n t e r s tit i a 1 and rep 1 a ~ eme n t 
ortnopyr0xenes have the lowest (0.17%) . This s uggests t hat the primocryst 
pyroxenes crystallized early, thus de pleting the liquid in Cr, and were 
then followed by the other two t y pes. This i s consisten t with the petro-
graphy of the rock . 
Most of these di sequilibrium feature s appea r t o be inherited from th e 
subliquidus stage (very near the solidus). However, the subsolidus pro-
cesses could not eliminate heterogeneity in spite of the temperature 
remaining high f o r a relatively long time in the presence of a fluid 
pnase . The presence of relatively unzoned primocryst pyroxenes of constant 
canposition suggest that they crystallized at near equi Ii brium condi tions, 
but only in parts of tile rO CK, and that the regi on surroundi ng the ali vi ne 
was closed to the renainder of the rock. This s~nple serves to illustrate 
that di sequi li brium can exi st on a very small scale in laye r ed rocks. 
In cont r dst tu s ample F-13 above , near eyuilibrium rel a tionships in 
ttle pyroxenes dre demonst r ated by sample F-15 . The rock has a Similar 
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Fig. 2:9 Histograms illustrating the differences between analyses from 
F13 and F15. Note the spread of values displayed by F13 in contrast to 
F15. The concentrations of MnO, Ti02 and CaO display a spread in both 
samples. 
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texture to F-13 and also contains minor mica and magnetite or ilmenite. 
The orthopyroxene (primocryst and i nterstitial) has an average f1MF of .80 
wi th a coeHici ·,nt of variation (COV) of only 0.4% for five analyses. Thi s 
constancy is also reflected in the AllCr rat i o which averag es 4.3 and the 
CUV is 4 . 7%. The five clinopyroxene analyses are also closely similar 
(Average f1MF = .84, CllV 0.5%) even t hough some grains occur as apparent ly 
isolated interstitial blebs surrounded by plagioclase. 
The conpositional re lationships in this rock were clearly very di f-
ferent to those in F-13 at ttle late subliquidus a nd so lidus and s ubsolidus 
stages . The pyroxenes are une xsol'led resulting in very close corn:spon-
dence between ana lyses, but this do es not account for the wide variation 
in F-13 as those pyroxenes are olso relatively unexsolved. Th e cont r as t 
between these samp les is illustrated by Fig. 2:9. 
B-15: Disequilibrium or Isolation of Interstitial Minerals and Liquids 
There is a considerable amount of late stage inte rst itial green and 
red biotit~ in t his sample and, in addition, the pyroxenes exhibit ex-
sol ution. The green and red biotite di ffer significantly onl y in their 
Ti02, Fell and Cr2ll3 concentrations (Table 2:6). This indicates short 
range disequilibrium at the SJbliquidus stage close to tne sol i dus for 
t hese t h ree cllmpunents. This also implies that during the final stages of 
crystallization different puts of the same rock had interstitial liquid, 
o f d i ff e r i nyc Ori! p 0 sit 1 0 n san d t ha t the s 2 c ou I d not mi x 0 r eq u iIi bra t ~ . 
This llIay be at tri buted to infiltrati 0 n metasomatic effect s a t the sub-
li-luidus stage, or to isolation of different "po ckets" of interstiti a l 
liquid from eacll ocn e r, and that these pockets followed di fferent fino] 
crystallization path s . Th ese rel ict effecb have been preserved during the 
subsolidus cooling of the rock. Further subsolidus exsolution effects were 
imposed on t he pyroxenes in some places. 
Plate 2:1a and b . 
Th i s sample is i l lustr ated in 
Table 2:6. r,n alyses of Green and Red Biotite fro:1 8 -15 
anorthosite. Vo l a ti les not determi ned. 
___ -=-5.:...i 0.:...2,---,-T.:...i .::.O~2.2.3 FeO MnO MgO 
Green 38.00. 39 14. 615.1.1016.9 
Red 38.3 2.28 14.0 13.8 .05 17.3 
K2 0 Cr 2.2.3 
9.36 0.03 
9.S9 0.24 
Tota l 
94 . 4 
9S.5 
The heter'ogeneity of the inte rstiti al orthopyroxene of this sarll p12 
extends to t he ~1:'1 F rdtio of tne orthopyroxenes which ranne f rorn .6,~ to 
Fig. 2:10 Chemical variation displayed by the orthopyroxene analyses of 
B15. Note the positive correlation between A1203 and Cr203 shown in 
a, the decrease in the Al/Cr (ionic ratio) with increasing MMF in b 
and the decrease (not clearly defined) of Ti02 with increasing MMF. 
For further discussion see text. 
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. 75. There is a linear relationship between Cr and Al i~ the ortho -
pyroxenes, (Fig 2:10a) but not a constant AllCr ratio. The latter de -
creases with an increasing MMF ratio (Fig 2:10b) as does the amount of Ti 
(Fig 2:10c) although this is not well defined due to the poor precision in 
the detenninat i on of Ti at low levels. These features imply fractionation 
effects during the crystallization of the interstit i al pyroxene. Ea r lier 
crystallizing pyrJxene (high MMF) is enriched in Cr and depleted in Ti, 
but that crystallizing later near the edge of the large sieve-like 
pOiki lophit i c pyroxene grains has the reve rse relationship. These features 
are thus relict relationships from the subliquidus stage and subsolidus 
re-equi libration has not homogenized the pyroxenes in thi srock. 
B-26 & B-30: Disequilib r ium with Exs olu t ion (PI.2:1g and h) 
These two samples have very simi lar textural features in that a pre-
exi sting orthopyroxene is overgrown and replaced by later orthopyroxene. 
Howe ver, B-26 has clear unexsolved orthopyroxene cores (MMF ; . 66) sur -
rounded by strongly exsolved zone (MMF ; . 61). In contrast the cores and 
overgrowths of B-30 are well equilibrated and have a very similar MMF 
(.59 to . 60) even though th ere has been some exsolution of large cli no-
pyroxene blebs. I n 8-30 both interstitial and exsolved lamellae of clino-
pyroxene have the same t1~lF ratio (.67 - . 68) but inte rstitial cl i no-
pyr axe ne towa rds the edge of the l arge sieve Ii ke crystals have progres-
sively lower MMF ratios (.65 and .64) probably reflecting earli er sub-
liquidus fractionation. 
Summary and Concl usi on 
The rocks of tile study section a re con3idered in this work to st r ad-
dle t he boundary between two major subdivisions of the Bushveld Complex. 
The Footwa 11 unit falls in the Critical Zone and the Merensky and Bastard 
units in the Main Zone. This boundary (at the base of the Merensky cyclic 
unit) is llarked by a disconfonnity and a majo r Sr-isotopic discontinuity 
i ndi eating a new addi tio n of magma or la rge scale contami nati on of the 
residual Inagma in the chamber. 
Tile rocks of the Footwall unit have a variety of textures and 
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c h em i cal f eat u res t hat r eq u ire i n ten s i ve stu d Y 0 f very c 1 os e ly spa c ed 
samples not available for this work. Many of the features described above 
such as the presence of loni ng i n pl agi oclase, di sequi li brium textures 
such as thos e of samples F-13, F-27 and the Boul der Bed requi re much mo re 
detailed work. The Boulder Bed shows a large di fference in the composition 
of the pyroxene from the top and the bottom (Fig. 2 : 3a) and more detai l ed 
studies of this unit are required to investigate the nature of the com-
positional va riation in this layer . 
Within the Merensky Cycl ic unit the rocks follow a clearly defi ned 
sequence from pyroxen ite at the base to a mottled anorthosite at the top. 
This uni t also has coherent chemical trends in the rocks and minerals. The 
decrease in the MMF rati o of the orthopyroxenes fran be tween .80 and . 84 
at the base to .69 at the top is particularly striking. 
Thp. Dast ard cyclic unit has similar charact eristi cs to the Merensky 
cycli c unit , but there are additional compl ications. The Gastard mottled 
a no rthosite has an addit ional layer of leuconorite which may represent the 
base of a new cyclic unit, although tnis is uncertain at present and needs 
more work to establisn the lateral con tinuity of this layer . If it is 
confi rmed that thi sis a cyc 1i c unit, the upper boundary of the Bastard 
cyclic unit should be placed at the base of the 1euconorite l ayer. 
There is considerable heterogeneity wi thin some of the samp1 es 
studi ed in this work . These chemical variations have to be borne in mind 
when evaluat ing the sub1iquidus and liquidus processes. The properties of 
each sample are the result of a comple x series of interactions between 
coexisting minerals, and between minerals and liquid or fluid. Each sample 
can be studied to some degree in isolation, but its setting within the 
succession is important for a full evaluation. 
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CHAPTER THREE: Physical Processes 
Int roduct ion 
Several factors influence the gross cooling of an intrusion such as 
tile Bushveld Complex. These are the shape or the intrusion, its volume, 
the di rection of the heat flux, the nature and thickness of the enclosing 
rocks (Jaeger, 1968), ci rculation of meteoric water in the enclosing rocks 
(e.g. Norton & Knight, 1977; Norton & Taylor, 1979) and the numbe rand 
volume of magmatic influxes to the chamber (Usselman & Hodge, 1978). 
The Rustenburg Layered Suite was emplaced as a sill-like body (e.g. 
von Gruenewal dt, 1979), and cooli ng to the Curi e poi nt (±600°C) wa s 
accomplished while the layering was still horizontal (Gough & van Niekerk, 
1959). The intrusion has a great lateral extent compared to its thickness 
(Cousins, 1959). The mafic layered part has the shape of a flattened torus 
or "doughnut ". Cooli ng can thus be assumed to have occur red ma i nly from 
the top and bottom. Furthennore, the Rustenbury Layered Suite crystallized 
from a series of magma inputs (inter alia, this work; Hamilton, 1977; 
Sharpe, 1981a; Kruger & Marsh, 1982) and thus at any time during the 
a ccumulation of the rocks, the column of magma fran which crystallization 
was pr oceedi ng was relatively thin. Gray (1978) has shown that due to the 
accumulation of crystals at the base of a convecting sill-l i ke intrusion, 
heat removal occurs almost exclusively through the roof, while the crystal 
pile can, in some cases, contribute heat to the co nvecting region. The 
heat flux must therefore have been vertically upward during the 
crystallization of the major part of the Rustenburg Layered Suite. The 
average rate of accumulati on of the layered rocks is to some extent 
conjectural as widely di ffering estimates of the time to soli di fy have 
been made (cf. Irvi ne, 1970a and McCarthy & Cawthorn, 1980). Much of tile 
basi s of the latter authors' estimate is refuted in the present work and 
that of the former appe a rs more plJusible. Irv i ne calculated that the 
layered rocks took some 200,000 years to crystallize which impli es an 
average rate of accumulation of about Scm per year. 
The superincumbent blanket of rocks overlying the Bushveld Complex 
magma cllamber at the time of intrusion, consisted mainly of the Rooiberg 
Group which 11as a thickness between 357011 and 461011 (SACS). A calculation 
of the cove r thicknes s using the chordal model of 'Ion Gr uenewJl dt ( 1979) 
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for the Rustenburg Layered Suite gives a thickness of between 2.8km and 
4.9km, in good agreement with the values taken from SACS. This mass of 
rock coul d thus exert a pressure of 1.2kb on the underlying Rustenburg 
Layered Sui te magma chamber. The col umn of rock above the 1 evel of the 
Merensky cyclic unit as deduced from the stratigraphic column of SACS is 
SOOOm in the Western Bushvel d Compl ex. As the magma was introduced in 
pulses the thickness of liquid above t his level was probably much less 
during the crystallization of the unit and the pressure correspondingly 
lower. Assuming a density of 2 . 6gm cm- 3 for the liquid taken to be a 
basalt similar to that quoted in Bott in ga & Weill (1970), the maximum 
possible pressure that could have been exerted at the Merensky cyclic unit 
level by the liquid was 1.3kb and thus the maximum total pressure was 
2.Skb, which is considerably lower than the 4kb postulated by Cawthorn 
(1977) for a similar level in the Rustenburg Layered Suite of the Eastern 
Bushveld Complex. 
Physical Processes of Magmatic Differentiation 
I ntroducti on 
Various physical processes have been proposed to account for rhythmic 
and cryptic layering in layered intrusions. These are crystal settling 
from the main body of magma, density currents transporting crystal s to the 
floor of the magma chamber, and crystal settling in isolated volumes of 
magma near the floor of the chamber. The alternative model is ~ situ 
crystallization with very limited, if any, crystal settling. Multiple 
intrusion has also been proposed as a mechanism to account for the 
layering. This section concentrates on aspects of possible importance in 
the study section and the rest of the Bushveld Complex. 
Crystal Settling 
Until recently it has been widely accepted that when layered intru-
sions crystallize, the crystals accumulate on the floor of the magma 
chamber, either by a process of crystal settling through the magma, or by 
mineral grains settling out of dense, crystal-charged currents originating 
near the roof of the intrusion where cooling takes place. (cf. Hess, 1960; 
Wager, 1968; Wager & Brown, 1968; Irvine, 1970a & 1980a). 
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Irvine (1970a), in an analysis of the thermal evolution of si lls, 
assumed a convection cell which encompassed the whole of the liquid. In 
this model an increment of magma on the liquidus at the base of the liquid 
column rises up and becomes superheated, loses heat at the top of the in-
trusion and on descent becomes supercooled and starts to crystallize, the 
resulting crystals settling on the floor of the intrusion under the 
influence of gravity. This hypothesis relies on the contrast in the adia-
batic and melting point gradients within a magma chamber (see Jackson, 
1961 for a full explanation). 
Jackson (1961, 1970) developed an alternati ve theory involving bottom 
crystallization of static layers of liquid at the base of the intrusion, 
each layer crystallizing a cyclic sequence of minerals. Repetition of the 
cycles was brought about by an intermittent convective overturn of the 
liquid above the crystallizing layer, introducing fresh magma to the 
crystallizing region. The minerals were assumed to crystallize from the 
static magma and settle to the base of the intrusion, thus recording the 
liquidus history of the magma batch in the primocryst mineralogy and 
chemistry. Incomplete or beheaded cycles were attributed to the intermit-
tent convective overturn removi ng the evol vi ng magma above the crystal 
mush and restarting the sequence. This incomplete fractionation of the 
cyclic units also accounted for the gradual evolution of the overlying 
rest liquid which mixed with the residue from the fractionation of each 
cyclic unit. The process is controlled by diffusion as only the lower 
static portion of the magma contributes material to the crystal pile, the 
overlying rest liquid being in effect isolated due to low diffusivity of 
components into the crystallizing region. Crystal settling was inferred to 
have occurred only in the basal crystallizing layer which could be quite 
thick. 
More recently, the crystal settl i ng and dens i ty current hypotheses 
have come under closer scrutiny and it has been found that many features 
of layered intrusions appear to be in conflict with these hypotheses. The 
main contradiction or paradox is that plagioclase, normally one of the 
most abundant minerals in mafic layered intrusions, would float in the 
liquids from which it crystallized (Bottinga & Weill, 1970; Campbell et 
al., 1978; McBirney & Noyes, 1979; Morse, 1979a; Irvine, 1979, 1980a & 
1980b). Various hypotheses have been proposed to account for this paradox. 
For example, Irvine (1980a) proposed that the plagioclase may have been 
dragged down in a density current and then prevented from floating upward 
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by the yield strength of the liquid, and burial by denser phases. Morse 
(1979a) proposed that plagioclase nucleation and growth only started when 
the density current had reached the floor of the chamber. 
McClay & Campbell (1976) have described the layering within the 
Jimberlana intrusion which is vertical on the side walls, and this feature 
was interpreted by Campbell (1978) as bei ng due to 1.!!. situ crystal-
lization. Murase & McBirney (1973) have shown experimentally that magmas 
have an appreciable yield strength that has to be overcome before floating 
or settli ng of crystals can occur and that this property would have 
prevented all but the largest crystals from movi ng. Furthermore, Shaw 
(1969) an d Murase & McBi rney have also shown that the vi scosity of a 
qui escent magma increases with time at constant pressure and temperature 
conditions and thus an initially more fluid moving magma would become 
vi scid once movement stops. These non-Newtonian and thixotropic properties 
would appear to make the process of efficient crystal settling or floating 
highly unli kely. For further di scussion with respect to the data gathered 
for thi s work see the di scussion on page 60. 
~ Situ Crystallization and Double-Diffusive Convection 
The apparent difficulties in substantiating a crystal settli ng or 
density current hypothesis, as outlined above, leaves the alternative of 
.!...!:. situ nucleation and crystallization as a vi able model. The hypothesi s 
of Jackson (1961), although invoking some crystal settling, has many of 
the features of .!...!:. situ crystallization models as crystalli lation \~as 
inferred to be very close to the floor of the magma chamber and the 
settli ng di stance relatively short. Simi lar models of bottom crystal-
lization have been described by Sharkov (1972), and Campbell (1978). 
Recently the phenomenon of double-diffusive convection has come to 
the fore as a possible process that coul d occur in magma chambers. The 
theoretical background to this process is given by Turner (1973& 1974) 
and a suggestion was made by Turner & Gustafson (197 8) that this pr ocess 
coul d be relevant to magma chambers such as that of the Bushveld Com plex . 
Thi s and related processes have subsequently been invoked to expla in many 
feature s of layered intrusions (cf. McBirney & Noyes, 1979; Irvine , 
1980a & b, 1981; Rice, 1981). Each of thes e authors, however, presents a 
somewhat di fferent interpretation of the process and the resulting 
fract ionation of the magma and deposition of layered rocks. 
In th e Mc Birney & Noyes scenario, based on data and observations of 
tile Skaergaard intrusion, two types of crystallization are identified and 
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these have different origins. The first process envisaged by McBirney & 
Noyes is that the li~uid within the chamber becomes stratified. Due to 
oppos i ng i nfl uence of tern~erature and composi sion on the density of the 
liquid and the difference in the diffusity of heat (fast) and components 
(slow), the liquid stratifies into strongly convecting layers. This is the 
p rocess of double-di ffusive convection. In the case envisaged by these 
authors the basal (boundary) convecting layer becomes st agnant due to the 
steady ri se in stratigra phic height of the position of highest tempera -
ture. The stagnant layer then crys tallizes ~ situ by the osci llatory 
nucleation mechanism described below . While the li quid was convecting some 
crystal groVith may have occurred in parts of the layers and these crystals 
could be moved between and within layers before stagnation occurred. 
Gearing in lIli nd tllat crystallization occurred in a static boundary 
layer, the second process invoke s oscillatory nucleation and growth in the 
buundary layer controlled by the di ffusion of cornponents wi thin that 
layer. This has similar origins to Liesegang phenumena. An analogue in the 
~ushveld Complex would be the banding of mottled anorthosites due to 
periodic nucleation of i nterst itial pyroxene. Such b nding can be seen in 
tile Bastard mottled anorthosite (Cousin s, 1969), and the "strepies" 
horizon i~ the footwall beneath the Merensky unit at Nor' t ham (De Kler k , 
1982) i s 0 f silO i 1 a r il k, 
A di fferent mo del for the crystallization of the Skaergaard intrusion 
invoking shlilar proce s ses to those envisaged by McBirney & Noyes 
(op. cit.) has been advanced by Rice (1981). In the case of Skaergaard the 
rhythmic bandi ng associdte-J ',Ii th the Border Groups is inferred to be the 
same as sol ute bandi ng (Hurle, 1972). This process is a di sequili bri um one 
in which gravity and heat flu x are in oppOSing directions. Removal of hea t 
through the walls and roo f of the intrus ion causes vigorolls convection. 
The magma slveeping past the cool in g roof and walls, Ivhich are growing 
downward and inward, i s ~tlenched onto these temporary walls and roof of 
tile intrusion. Tne que,lched layer is then lro dified by the continuing flow 
of magma. Une phase Ilay De partially resorbed and tllis could lead to the 
formation of nearly muno!!li ne rali c layers. Layers of maglna whicll are 
quenched on to tile walls subsequently could Ilave J di fferent phase 
resorbed. Tne Inecllanism i s de~endent on di sequilibrium com~ositional 
clldnges "cr uss a cotect ic. This process Should ~rodvce pronounced 
fractionation effects i~ the direction of flovl ot tlte magma. 
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Rice also notes that the whole of the magma may start to crystallize 
and convection could continue with up to 50% crystals in suspension. Ex-
solution of volatiles at this stage may cause almost instantaneous gelling 
due to a very sharp increase in the viscosity of the magma. However, this 
latter process can be excluded in the study section as the layering couid 
not have been formed by instantaneous gelling of a crystal slush strongly 
convecting in layers, as this cannot produce graded cyclic units of great 
lateral extent , or the chemical fractionation observed. 
The extraction (due to the formation of cyclic bands on the roof and 
walls of the magma chamber) of dense, high melting-point phases from the 
magma may cause a chemical zonation in the underlying liquid, the light 
fractionated liquid floating on denser, hotter unfractionated magma. This 
stratified magma is what is reflected by the cryptic variation recorded in 
the Skaergaard intrusion (Rice, 1981). The opposed effects of temperature 
and density lead to the formation of double-diffusive convective layers . 
The freezing of the chamber records these double-diffusive layers as 
"zebra banding" in the Skaergaard intrusion. Later re-equilibration tends 
to make the boundaries very diffuse. In this model the opposing tempera-
ture and density gradients were imposed on the magma by the earlier crys-
tallization of the Border Groups before the formation of the double-
diffusive layers. The layers were frozen in with little further differen-
tiation. This is analogous to the model of McBirney & Noyes (1979) des-
cribed above, but the freezing process is not clear. 
Solute banding may have occurred to produce the Merensky cyclic unit 
as the heat fl ux and gravity were probably opposed. However it is an un-
likely process in view of the smooth upward decrease of MMF in the pyrox-
enes and apparent lack of marked lateral fractionation effects. 
Irvine (1980a & b) provides a detailed model for the development of 
cyclic layering in the Muskox intrusion which is different to the models 
of McBirney & Noyes (1979) and Rice (1981). He deals only with the "dif-
fusive" case of the double-diffusive convection process (Turner, 1973). 
The formation of marginal border groups is not considered. The model des-
cribed by Irvine (1980b) depends on influxes of hotter, denser magma which 
flow to the base of the chamber. The upward flux of heat from this magma 
causes the liquid portion of the magma chamber to stratify into a number 
of vigorously convecting layers, leading to a stepped temperature and com-
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positional profile in the liquid. Within each convecting layer the rising 
liquid is hotter than that which is descending. At the base of the magma 
chamber where crystall ization is taking place, the temperature profile 
intersects the liquidus profile. Crystallization therefore takes place 
from the bottom up and the temperature and compositional effects are 
transmitted up and down, as appropriate, by the double-diffusive convec-
tion process. Irvine (1980b) terms this process double-diffusive frac-
tional crystallization. At the very base of the magma chamber crystal-
lization of primocrysts occurs on, or within centimetres of, the floor. 
Each increment of crystals removed from the overlying liquid causes a 
change in the composition which is transmitted up into the liquid column 
step by step. Irvine (1980b) states : 
U •••• The fact that the cyclic units are individually so exceptionally 
well differentiated, implies that, as each unit evolved, its parental 
liquid was, in effect at least, "thoroughly homogenized." The impres-
sion is that, each time a layer increment of crystals was fractionated 
from the liquid, the compositional changes resulting from its removal 
were rapidly transmitted through the whole of the residual liquid, as 
would be expected if this liquid was undergoing double-diffusive con-
vection. 
The fact that the layered (rock) series of the intrusion termin-
ates against the Marginal Zones instead of lapping up over them would 
seem to be explained if lateral circulation in the convecting liquid 
layers acted to remove cooled liquid from the bounding walls of the 
magma body and transfer it in toward the axial region . 
As for the vertical olivine, it is envisaged as forming in cir-
cumstances such that the bottom contact of the lowest convection layer 
is essentially coincident with the top of the cumulate pile and is the 
junction between the main body of magma and the intercumulus liquid 
oozing from below. The olivine crystals grow in the diffusive inter-
face, together with minor chromite , on nuclei carried out of the cumu-
late pile by the intercumulus liquid; the constituents for their 
growth are drawn from the overlying liquid, which has been supercooled 
by the convection process. As the latter liquid is depleted in the 
components of the minerals, its density decreases, both because of the 
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compositional changes and because of warming by the latent heat of 
crystallization; consequent ly, it streams upward to be mixed into th_ 
conve cting layer Vlhile other, less fractionated, supercoo led liquid 
moves down to tak e Hs place. Meanwhile, the canpositional eff e cts of 
bottom crystallization (most notably, the Mg/ Fe de c rease) are being 
transmi tted step-Dy-step upward through the liquid column by the 
di ffusion-convection process, and effects of 'i nteraction and contamin-
ation wi th older magma layers and roof-rock melt (i .e. e ffects such as 
silica enrichment) are similarly being transmitted downward . These 
chemical t r a ns fers result in the appa rent "thorough homogenization" of 
H ie licJuid column indicated by the di ffer e ntiation of the cyclic 
units . In reality the liquid is not homogenized ; a w~'J le range of can-
po sitions is present at any given time, and the stepvli s va riati uns 
are continuously adjusting to the effects of the cryst a l l ization and 
other i r,te ractions. The result ho,~ever, is much the sa:" e as if Hie 
liquid was entirely well mixed." 
And he later stat e s: 
" . ..• because the ca npositional e f fects of d ou ble-dif f usive f rac -
t ional crystall iza tion depend on c. balance be t',leen hedt and chemical 
transfer by the diffusion -c onv e ction sy stem, i t is ~ossibl'2 t hat, even 
in the case of perfect fractionation of c ry s t d ls " 'Id liquid at the 
lo cal sit e of c rystall i zation along th e f luor of an intrusion, if 
chanical transfer to the s ite was slow, the overal l compositional 
variations developed in the rock would be 5111 a 1 1. Oif ference , in this 
type of balance might e xp lain why some layered i ntru s' ons show very 
little mineralogica 'i variation througlJ thous a nds of meters of se ction, 
, ,he , eas others are almost pe rfectly di ffe renti~ted tllrough units on ly 
a f ew tens of meters thic,: ." 
In the ,Jresent autllOr's opinion there is J parddox i~ the model above . 
This description of the process i mpli es that the canposit ional e ffects of 
ea c h deposited increme nt are transmitted to the who l e residual liquid in 
the magma chamber, which cle a rly coul d not th e n account f o r the mark e d 
cllemical variation within a sing le cy cl ic un it. It is not clear if the 
pa rent a l liquid en u lI" pa s ses the whole res i1u a l 'na,] ma or only that within 
tnt. b",s 0. \ UI,,~ .. c..t."''3 \"~"I"", 
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Bearing in mind that within the basal (and other) convecting layers 
strong mixing occurs and chemical transfer within the layer is rapid, the 
following discussion refers to the transmission across diffusive boun-
daries from the bulk of the overlying magma. In cases where the chemical 
transfer is slow relative to the rate of crystallization much more marked 
differentiation of the cyclic units should occur as the chemical compo-
nents are drawn from a smaller volume of magma. This in turn will lead to 
a 1 ess marked differenti ati on ina gross sense, as the chemi ca 1 fract i on-
ation effects of crystallization are not transmitted to the overlying 
magma. 
One extreme example would be if the bottom layer was a totally closed 
system. The process would then lead to complete fractionation of that 
layer of liquid from olivine-rich rock at the base to a quartz-rich re-
siduum at the top. The following layer would be identical. The other 
extreme would be if the whole of the intrusion equilibrated each time a 
layer increment of crystals fractionated . In this case there would be a 
very gradual decrease in parameters such as the Mg/Fe ratio of mafic 
minerals and An content of plagioclase, there would also be a gradual 
addition of new phases through the whole crystal pile. No marked contrast-
ing layers would form and no reversals would ever occur but complete 
differentiation would take place in a gross sense. 
The account by Irvi ne (1980b) is cl early very different to the model s 
of Rice (1981) and t4cBirney & Noyes (1979), in that the process of bottom 
crystallization affects the overlying liquid to a varying degree, and the 
convecting layers are not simply imposed on a pre-existing temperature and 
composition gradient and then freeze one by one from the bottom up. Crys-
tallization is at the base of an actively convecting layer according to 
Irvine and the significance of a static boundary layer is underplayed. 
Irvine (1981) modified and extended the model outlined above in a 
further report on the Muskox intrusion. In this extended model the effects 
of lateral cooling and circulation (Turner & Chen, 1974) and crystal-
lization (Chen & Turner, 1980) were taken into account. Double-diffusive 
layers were envisaged as crystallizing inward from the margin of the 
intrusion and thus producing a stacked sequence of cyclic units. The 
convecting liquid layers would precipitate a series of mineral species 
(depending on the liquidus relationships in the layer) on the very gently 
inward-dipping temporary wall of the intrusion, thus producing the 
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layering which grew inward from the walls. This process should produce 
marked lateral fractionation effects within a single cyclic unit. This may 
account for the lateral fractionation observed by McBirney & Noyes (1979) 
in individual layers of the Skaergaard intrusion. 
The latter model of Irvine i s difficult to apply to the Bushveld 
Complex for two reasons . Firstly , the model demands lateral cooling which 
would probably not have been a s i gnificant factor in the Rustenburg 
Layered Suite due to its great lateral extent compared to its thickness. 
And, secondly, the process may impose a dip on the growing layers which 
was clearly not the case in the Rustenburg Layered Suite (Gough & Van 
Niekerk, 1959). Furthermore, not enough data is available to test for 
lateral fractionation in individual layers. 
Interrelationships Between Liquidus , Subl i qui dus and Solidus Stages 
It is opportune at this point to briefly outline the possible inter-
relationships and processes occurring in the overlying liquid, the crystal 
mush and the solid rock below. These will then be dealt with in detail in 
subsequent chapters. At anyone time there is a downward progression with-
in the magma chamber from a liquid magma to a solid rock . This progression 
can be subdivided into three zones where different processes are 
occurring. These are: 
The Liquidus Zone: 
This zone comprises the liquid part of the magma . The base of this 
zone is the horizon of active primocryst accumulation, which is contin-
ually moving upward as the liquid is converted to a crystal mush on the 
temporary floor (or walls and roof) of the magma chamber. 
The Subliquidus Zone: 
The crystal mush below the horizon of active crystal accumulation 
comprises the subliquidus zone. It consists, at the top, of an open 
framework of crystals but grading downward into an area with a more closed 
network and finally into solid rock. 
The Solidus Zone: 
This zone consists of solid but still hot rock which slowly cools 
with further reaction by coexisting phases to ambient temperatures. 
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As demonstrated by Irvine (1980a & b) infiltration metasomatism is a 
common process in ultramafic layered rocks. Active upward movement of 
interstitial liquid displaces that which orig i nally coexisted with the 
solid phases. While this process occurs continual reaction and re-
equilibration changes both the composition of the primocryst phases and 
the moving metasomatizing liquid. Each layerof rock is thus the product of 
processes in each of the above zones at different stages in its evolution. 
These stages have been adapted from the work of Cameron (1969) to the 
bottom crystallization scheme adopted here. 
The Liquidus Stage: 
This is the stage where active accumulation and growth of crystals 
occu rs on the temporary floor of the magma chamber, and corresponds to 
chemical subsystems 1 and 2 of Cameron (op. cit.) . This active accumula-
tion is dominated largely by processes occurring in the liquidus zone 
descr ibed above, but it is influenced by processes, such as the extrusion 
of interstitial liquid, from the subliquidus zone. 
The Subliquidus Stage: 
This corresponds to chemical subsystem 3 of Cameron. This stage en-
compasses the interaction of the primocryst phases with the possibly 
mobile interstitial liquids and fluid in the subliquidus zone, from when 
the crystal mush becomes isolated from the overlying liquid, until the 
rock becomes solid. This is the most complex chemical system to deal with 
as many factors, including the original interstitial liquid composition, 
primocryst compositions, modal proportions of crystals and liquid, liquid 
movement, and the possible formation of a fluid phase have to be con-
si dered. 
The Solidus and Subsolidus Stage: 
Thi sis the fourth subsystem envi saged by Cameron. At thi s s ta ge the 
rock is solid (the solidus zone) and all further reactions are down 
temperature re-equilibration reactions of crystalline phases with any 
fluid confined only to grain boundaries. These reactions proceed to 
different blocking temperatures and at different rates. 
Replenishment of a Differentiating Intrusion 
Many layered intrusions show evidence of multiple intrusion and re-
plenishment, Skaergaard being a notable exception. Indeed, in the case of 
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the Bushveld Complex, the relative roles of multiple intrusion and frac-
tionation have been hotly debated (see Chapter One for a brief review). 
A number of experiments have been conducted on the intrusion and 
mixing of fluids of differing phys ical properties such as temperature, 
density and composition (see Germeles, 1975; Turner & Gustafson, 1978; 
Turner, 1978). In addition Huppert & Sparks (1980), Huppert & Turner 
(1981), Keays & Campbell (1981), Campbell (1977) and Irv ine (1981) have 
suggested processes whereby mixing can occur i n magma chambers. 
When a new magma of contrasting composition, temperature and density 
flows into a magma chamber with res idual liquid still present, a number of 
processes may be initiated. Firstly, if the rest liquid within the chamber 
is stratified (smoothly or in steps brought about by double - diffusive 
convection) this will influence the nature of the intrusive and mixing 
process. Secondly, the volume, rate and site of intrusion of the new magma 
with respect to the rest liquid has a marked effect on the mixing process 
in the chamber. Germeles (1975) has shown that introduction of significant 
amounts of less dense new liquid with respect to the rest liquid leads to 
convective mixing of the two liquids and strong circulation within the 
chamber as a whole. This is different from the situation where a small 
amount of new liquid is introduced which has a minimal effect on the rest 
liquid as a result of the intrusive process. If the liquid introduced from 
below is more dense than the rest liquid it may spread out over the base 
of the containing chamber and not immediately mix convectively (Germeles, 
1975) . 
The latter case has been investigated by Huppert & Sparks (1980) and 
Huppert & Turner (1981) who envisage a hot, dense , ultramafic liquid 
intruded under a cool er less dense fractionated liquid. The layer of new 
liquid thus formed is of limited thickness and convects in a turbulent 
manner losing heat, through a non-turbulent interface, to the overlying 
rest liquid which also convects . This process continues while the lower 
layer crystallizes olivine and convects as a crystal slush (cf. the 
proposal of Rice, 1981). When the temperature equalizes the layers become 
quiescent and the olivine sinks to the bottom to form a layer of crystals. 
The two liquids may then mix or continue as separate layers, depending on 
their density. The model outlined above was applied by Huppert & Sparks to 
layered intrusions, and while the model may accoun t for features of the 
Rhum intrusion, it does not work for the Merensky cyclic unit (as the MMF 
ratio of the Merensky pyroxenite changes with height), or the Muskox and 
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Stillwater intrusions for similar reasons . Irvine (1980a & 0,1981) has 
advocated a similar process of intrusion for the Muskox complex, out in 
his model the new layer of liquid has a significant vertical extent and it 
stratifies into douole-diffusive convective layers due to cooling at the 
top, and only crystallizes at the oottom . 
The process discussed aoove is an extreme case where the new liquid 
is denser than the whole of the rest liquid. Turner (1978) and Turner & 
Gustafson (1978) have investigated the process occurr ing when a liquid is 
intruded into a density gradient (as would oe expected in a magma chamoer 
undergoing douole diffusive convection). In this case the liquid would 
rise to its own density level and then spread out laterally. 
The following discussion is speculation on the part of this author, 
as no direct experimental data are availaole. In view of the processes of 
entrainment and mixing discussed oy Germeles (1975), if a ouoyant plume of 
magma is intruded into a stratified rest liquid, mixing of the new liquid 
with the lower portion of the rest liquid may occur, up to the density 
level where the rest liquid is less dense than the intruding liquid . If no 
entrainment occurred the new magma would simply spread out at its own 
density level (Turner & Gustafson, 1978). 
The temperature of the intruding magma is cruci al to the processes 
occurring next. It is extremely unlikely that a new intruding liquid of 
roughly similar composition would oe cooler than the rest liquid which has 
oeen fractionating in a high-level magma chamber for some time. If it 
were, it would become superheated when it spread out at its own density 
level. The effect on the underlying magma would oe to induce copious pre -
cipitation of crystals from the cooled magma below (and possibly above), 
which should become more markedly stratified and convect more vigorously . 
The lower boundary would have a "diffusive"* interface inhibiting mixing 
and the upper boundary a "fi ngers "* interface promoti ng mi xi ng (s ee 
Turner, 1978). 
A more likely situation would oe if the temperature of the intruding 
magma was higher than that of the rest liquid. In this case the magma 
would rise to its own density level as before , but in this case the upper 
boundary would have a "diffusive" interface inhioit i ng mi xing, but the 
* See Kantha (1980) and Turner (1973 or 1974) for a description. 
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lower boundary would have a "fingers" interface promoting mlxlng. This 
process is clearly illustrated by Turner (1978) . The above mechanism 
coupled with entrainment of the rest liquid by the intruding magma 
(Germe1es, 1975) would result in a thorough mixing of the new magma with 
at least the lower portion of that previously present . Crystallization 
would cease as the new and mixed magma would be superheated, and possibly 
some resorbtion of the pre-existing crystal pile would occur. Once mixing 
was complete the liquid would stabilize, start to cool from the top and 
then again stratify into double-diffusive layers. Crystallization would 
then resume as proposed by Irvine (1980a & b) for a dense, hot replenish-
ment. 
Wa1lrock Assimilation and Contamination 
The possibility of country rock assimilation by the magma of layered 
intrusions has received considerable attention. In general, only a re-
stricted amount of assimilation can occur, as it is a self-limiting 
process (Morse, 1980). For a general background to the problem Carmichael 
et a1. (1974) give a brief resume, and McBirney (1979) a detailed review. 
The analysis of Irvine (1970a) and more recent work by Rice (1981) 
do, however, suggest a possible mechanism for large-scale contamination of 
the basaltic liquid in a magma chamber by melted liquid derived from the 
roof rocks. The process envisaged here is more correctly termed magma 
mixing even though the second silicic contaminating liquid is derived by 
roof-rock melting due to heating by the cooling mafic magma. Irvine 
(1970a) has shown that considerable roof-rock melting can occur, but that 
it does not necessarily mix with or become assimilated by the mafic magma, 
but floats on top. Irvine (1970b has suggested that periodic mixing of 
this magma with the basic magma of the layered intrusion could occur. He 
later showed that this could induce copious preCipitation of chromite to 
form chromitite layers (Irvine, 1975). But he 1 ater rejected the model 
(Irvine, 1977) as improbable due to the very large amounts of contamin-
ation necessary, but later re-introduced it (Irvine, 1980b). 
Rice (1981) has shown that hot basic magma underlying cool er, 1 ess 
dense, acid magma could eventually lead by multi-diffusive convection and 
mixing to a process termed "rollover", in which the basic and acid magmas 
homogenize, exsolve volatiles and initi ate explosive volcanism of hybrid 
(andesitic) rocks. In view of the probable existence of this configuration 
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(rhyolitic roof melt over basalt magma) in layered intrus ions this process 
deserves conside rat ion. 
Trace Element and Isotopic Mixing and Diffusion 
,Ii thin a double-diffus iv e convecting system the mixing of new magma 
i nfluxes a nd other possible liquids is governed by the temperature, den -
sity and composition gradie nts established by temperature and maj or ele-
ment composit ion. The mixing by diffusion of trace elements and res ulting 
changes in their rat i os is govern ed by a fu rther considerat i on of the 
chemical potential of that element with r es pect to t he two mi xing magmas. 
In t he case of a "fingers" mi xing situation the process of mixi ng is 
rel a tively thorough . However in the "diffusive" case two possibi lit ies can 
be vi suali zed. Consider a sit uatio n where a de nse hot magma underlies a 
cooler less dense magma and the system develops a ser i es of doub le-
di ffus iv e layers. If a particular trace element in the dense hot magma has 
a higher ch em ica l potent i al than Ul at element in the overlying cooler 
mag:nJ, t he eleme nt wil l mov e upward across the diffusive boundary i nto the 
overlying magma and thus prog ressi vely deplete the underlyi ng laye r of 
that component. Co nversely, if an element in t he over lying coole r magma 
has a higher chemical pote nti al it wi 11 move downward across the di f fusive 
inte rface enri ch i ng the dense r hotter magma in that component. The rate of 
movement (di ffu s i on) is determ i ned by the relative chemi cal potential 
(concent ra tion) dnd He di ffusivi ty of the element . 
Thus the di ffusion and mix ing of trace elements may be independen t of 
the di ffusi on of heat and majo r elements which drive the double-di ffusive 
pr ocesses . This may l ead to different chemical and iso topic profil es i n 
the convecting magma which may be recorded i n the cryst all izing products. 
Addition of Fluid Phases from Below 
The intrusion of hot basic magma into the sediments of the Transvaal 
Supe rgroup has metamorphosed the latter to varyi ng degrees. Most progres-
sive metamo rphic ch an ges in sedime nt ary rocks i nvolve dehydration, decar-
bonation and the producti on of a fluid phase (Winkle r, 197 4). Part of t his 
f l uid may have been consumed by the hydrat ion of the pre-~ushveld Complex 
si I Is wi thi n the Tran svaal sedime nts. The s e s i l is have suf fered some 
metamorphism to medium gr ade (Frick, 1Y73). ,~ everthel e ss , a substantia l 
portio n of the fluid liberated hy metamorp hism of the sediments 'oust have 
'ili'jrated upward and interacted with the layered rocks of tile Bushveld 
COInP 1 ex. 
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Irregularities such as domes and basins in the floor of the complex 
would have served to concentrate these supercritical volatiles in differ-
ent areas along the generally flat floor of the Rustenburg Layered Suite. 
Lateral migration and escape at the edges of this large blanket-like 
intrusion would have been restricted. Any faulting or jointing in the 
floor-rocks and layers already solidified at the base of the intrusion 
would allow access of the fluid to the magma chambel· possibly in restric-
ted areas associated with structural disturbances (De Waal, 1977). This 
ingress may well have been episodic and associated with new influxes of 
magma and adjustment of the floor of the chamber to the load imposed by 
introduction of new liquid. 
The concentration of gaseous constituents within the magma is thus 
influenced by four processes: introductions of new (dry?) magma, enrich-
ment by crystal fractionation of anhydrous phases, introduction of fluids 
from below and loss of volatiles from the magma due to volcanism initiated 
in the roof of the complex. 
Physical Processes in the Bushveld Complex Magma Chamber Recorded in the 
Study Secti on 
Introduction 
The 1 ayered rocks in the study section may have originated through a 
variety of processes, some of them not well understood. Evidence presented 
below and in Chapter Two shows that there is a distinct break in the 
accumulation of the layered rocks at the top of the Footwall unit and that 
a large new influx of magma occurred at this point. The rocks of the 
Footwall uni t and the overlyi ng r~erensky and Bastard cycl i c units are thus 
part of different but rel ated magmati c systems and are treated separately. 
Data gathered during this study (Fig. 2:3 in Chapter Two) refute the 
theory of crystal settling or deposition from density currents in a large 
body of magma (i.e. the whole of the overlying volume of liquid). The MMF 
ratio of orthopyroxene in the Merensky cycl i c unit changes from .!..85 at 
the base to .!..77 where orthopyroxene ceases to be a primocryst phase, some 
6m above the base of the unit. This marked differentiation ,lithin a few 
metres in a cyclic unit cannot be attributed to crystal settl ing from the 
whole of the overlying magma, as the composition of the crystals should 
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then be much more uniform as the overlying volume (thickness) of liquid 
(probably several hundred metres) could not be significantly changed by 
the crystallization of such a small amount of crystals. The volume of 
liquid that can account for the chemical variation observed is less than 
20m (see Chapter Five). The alternative model involving a density curtent 
from the roof of the intrusion also fails to explain the observed 
variation as there should be no systematic compositional variation in a 
well-mixed, turbid density current. Similar chemically graded layers have 
been noted elsewhere by Jackson (1970), Irvine (1980b) and McBirney & 
Noyes (1979) . McBi rney & Noyes al so reject crystal settl i ng as a 
s i gnifi cant process in magma chambers on thi s evi dence. Dens i ty currents 
and crystal settling from a large magma volume are thus not tenable in the 
context of the Merensky cyclic unit and other persistent chemically graded 
units in the Bushveld Complex. 
On the other hand, crystal settling from a limited layer (crystal-
lizing in isolation from the main body of magma) is a possible mechanism 
for the generation of the Merensky cyclic unit, but special conditions 
have to be proposed. Nucleation of any crop of orthopyroxene crystals must 
be fo 11 owed by thei r growth and si nk i ng to the floor of the magma chamber. 
The crystals that nucleated at the base of the liquid would be the smal-
lest and most Mg-rich; crystals nucleated at a slightly higher level would 
have further to settle and thus more time to grow and react becoming 
1 arger and more Fe-rich (Jackson, 1961). The residual magma in the crys-
tallizing layer, depleted of dense pyroxene component would become less 
dense, it would then nucleate an additional phase (plagioclase) or mix 
with the overlying main volume of magma, thus contributing to the gross 
differentiation of the intrusion . This scenario is very similar to that 
presented by Jackson (1961) for major units in the Stillwater intrusion . 
However, as indicated in Chapter Two, the crystal size decreases upwards 
in the Merensky cyclic unit and this tends to refute the model out line d 
above. Furthermore, the occurrence of the thin chromitite layer at the 
base of the Merensky cyclic unit, sometimes in an "upside down" position 
on the sometimes "overhanging" walls of potholes indicates that this unit 
must have crystallized ~ situ (for a description and possible explanation 
for potholes, see Chapters Two and Four respectively ) . The data of Murase 
& McBirney (1973) and McBirney & Noyes (1979) on yield strength and vis-
cosity of magmas also suggest any form of crystal settling in the magma is 
unlikely. 
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Strontium Isotope Data and the Identification of a New Magma Influx 
87S r /86S r initial ratios were determined on a suite of samples 
from the whole of the study section (Table 2:1). These are mainly primo-
cryst plagioclase separates but a few whole-rock data from the Merensky 
cyclic unit are included (see Chapter Two). Much of the following discus-
sion and conclusions in this section are reworked from a published report 
by the author and J .S. Marsh (Kruger & Marsh, 1982) . 
The variation of the initial ratios with height (Fig. 3:1) indi cates 
a step like pattern which confirms, in general, the findin gs of Hamilton 
(1977). His work indicated that the rocks from the lower 3m of th e 
Merensky cyclic unit and the top of the underlying Critical Zone (grouped 
by Hamilton as the "Merensky Reef Interval") have a constant initial 
ratio, whereas samples from the overlying Main Zone have higher but 
variable initial ratios. All but one of Hamilton ' s samples from this 
"Merensky Reef Interval" are from the Eastern Bushveld Complex and have 
initial ratios identical to the present author's feldspar separates (Table 
2:1) from the Footwall unit. Four of Hamilton's Main Zone samples are from 
the Western Bushveld Complex, but accurate details of their stratigraphic 
positions are not available and this limits comparison with the data 
presented here. Hamilton found that three whole-rock samples extending to 
3m above the Merensky pegmatoid had similar initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios 
to the rocks from below the Merensky cyclic unit. One of these samples is 
from the Western Bushveld, and the other two from separate localities in 
the Eastern Bushveld. 
The data reported by Kruger & Marsh (1982) (and reproduced in 
Table 3:1) show that there is a dramatic increase in the initia l ratio of 
the samples within the Merensky cycl ic unit itself from O.70637±2 at 
the base of the unit (which is identical within error to the Footwall unit 
samples), to O.70740±3 at the top. The latter value is similar to the 
values characteristic of the overlying Bastard cyclic unit (Fig. 3:1) . The 
data from the Bastard unit are much more uniform than those of the 
Merensky unit but there is some scatter with a slight tendency for the 
ratio to increase with height in the unit. Hamilton (1977) also commented 
on the scatter of ratios, from a much larger vertical interval in the Main 
Zone in the Eastern Bushveld Complex, but gives little information on any 
systematic trends. The sudden increase in the init ial 87Sr/86Sr ratios 
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Fig. 3:1 The initial 87Sr/86S r ratios, stratigraphic positions and 
1 ithology of samples on which Sr-i sotope ratios were determi ned. Note 
the difference in vertical scale between the Footwall, Merensky and 
Bastard units. The average Main Zone initial ratio (Ro) is from this 
work and that of Hamilton (1977) . Plagioclase separateO,Whole rock •• 
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in the Merensky cyclic unit correlates with evidence for a marked hiatus 
in the accumulation of the crystal pile at this point, such as the 
presence of a lateral disconformity and abundant potholes, described in 
Chapter Two. Significantly, it also correlates with the stratigraphic 
level of the PGE-rich Mere nsky pegmatoid and pyroxenite layers. This 
situation is probably not fortuitous as the PGE-rich UG2 chromitite layer 
is also probably associated with a step-like increase in the initial 
87Sr/86Sr ratio (Hamilton, 1977). 
The pattern of variation in the initial 87Sr/86S r ratios 
(Fig. 3:1) can help to constrain ideas on the types of processes occurring 
at this level during the accumulation of the Rustenburg Layered Suite. In 
general three main models can be envisaged, the main features of which 
have been described in the above section on physical processes. Firstly, 
the increase in initial 87S r /86Sr through the Merensky cycl ic unit and 
the high values (for mafic rocks) for Main Zone samples might reflect 
.:!..!!. situ contamination of the existing magma by assimilation of its wall 
rock s. Secondly, contami nati on and mi xi ng of melted roof rock materi alas 
a result of a "rollover" process (Rice, 1981) might be considered. This 
process would result in mixing of a large amount of liquid accumulated 
from a long melting history of the roof rocks. Thirdly, the lower part of 
the Main Zone rocks could have crystallized from an influx of new magma 
having a 87Sr/86S r ratio of 0.7075, or from a mixture of the magma 
already there and a new magma with a 87Sr/86Sr ratio of more than 
0.7075. 
Crucial to the understanding of the crystallization history of the 
study section are the causes for the general upward increase of the 
initial ratio within the Merensky cyclic unit itself. Two possibilities 
exist. Either the variation records processes occurring during the accumu-
lation of the primocryst phases in the Merensky unit and hence processes 
in the magma chamber, or the variation (a type of "smoothing" process) was 
subsequently imposed on an initially sharp step-like discontinuity at the 
base of the t~erensky cycl ic unit. 
Facts having a bearing on this problem are that the ratios determined 
on the basal portion of the Merensky cyclic unit relate to interstitial 
plagioclase and do not necessarily represent the ratios of the primocryst 
orthopyroxene of the Merensky pegmatoid or pyroxenite. There is also a 
significant proportion of interstitial plagioclase in the overlying Meren-
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sky norite . The plagioclase separates of the Merensky mottled anorthosite 
consist dominantly of primocryst plagioclase. Furthermore, the whole rock 
sample M-8 has an initial ratio considerably lower than the primocryst 
plagioclase separates M-7 and M-9 which bracket this sample (Table 2:1). 
These observations strongly suggest that the ini t ial ratios determined in 
the Merensky cyclic unit are a function of the proportions of primocryst 
and interstitial phases, and since the plagioclase contains almost all t he 
Sr in the rocks, this phase has the dominant influence on the initial 
ratio. The interstitial phases may thus have domi nant ly "Critical Zone 
characteristics" and the primocryst phases "Main Zone charac t eristics". 
However, this postulated mixed isotopic character has not been determined 
on a single rock sample. This suggestion may thaw light on the observation 
made by Hamilton (1977) that an abrupt increase in the initial ratio 
occurs some 3m above the base of the Merensky cyclic unit, as it is at 
this point that primocryst plagioclase becomes the dominant Sr-bearing 
phase. Further circumstantial evidence for an initial step-like discon-
tinuity is provided in the following discussion . 
The observed rapid increase in the initial ratio could conceivably be 
ascribed to assimil ation and thorough mixing with roof rock material 
(Rooiberg felsite?) with a high initial ratio, concomitantly with the 
crystallization of the ~lerensky cycl ic unit. However, the Merensky unit is 
very thin (0,34% to 3,4% of the Main Zone) and assimilation would have to 
have ceased by the time the base of the Bastard cycl i c uni t accumul ated. 
Aside from questions as to why assimilation should suddenly start and end 
as required by this model, heat budget considerations would allow only a 
volume of felsi te roughly equivalent to the volume of the Merensky cyclic 
unit to be assimilated. The felsite has a Sr content of about 70ppm 
(Lenthall & Hunter, 1977) but no Sr-isotope data is available. Assuming 
the magma before the postulated assimilation event had 250ppm Sr 
(calculated from a distribution coefficient of 1. 9 (Irving, 1978) and the 
plagioclase primocryst Sr concentrations of the Footwall unit listed in 
Table 2:1} and that there was 5% contamination, the contaminant would have 
to have had an 87Sr /86S r ratio of greater than 0.78 . This r atio is 
high for felsite with Rb/Sr ±2.5 that predate the Bushveld Complex, and 
whose crustal or mantl e precursors had very much lower Rb/Sr ratios. 
Contamination by assimilation of roof-rock felsite i s thus not a viable 
model. Contami nati on by any of the Transvaal Supergroup sediments woul d 
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not provide a solution either as these have low 87Sr/86Sr ratios and 
generally low Sr concentrations (Davies et al., 1970). 
A model i nvo 1 vi ng the gradual i ntroducti on of f r esh basi c ma gma wi th 
a high 87S r /86S r ratio (>0.7075 to >0.7086), which thoroughly mixed 
with the residual liquid as it was introduced, could also be invoked. I n 
this case crystallization of the Merensky cyclic unit would occur as the 
magma was introduced to account for t he upward increase in t he initia l 
rati 0 wi thi n the i~erensky cycl i c unit. Thi s model is refuted by the upward 
decrease in the MMF ratio of primocryst orthopyroxene in the Merensky 
cyclic unit, as the model requires very thorough mixing of each increment 
of new magma, which would have to be reflected in very constant t~MF ratio 
unless the new magma was very much more Fe-rich than the residual magma 
already present there. This could not have been so as the base of the 
overlying Bastard pyroxenite is also characterized by primocryst ortho-
pyroxene with a MMF rati 0 simil ar to the t~MF ratio of pyroxenes at the 
base of the Merensky pyroxenite. A slow i nflux of new magma coupled with 
mixing and crystallization is thus also not a viable hypothesis. 
From available data and the above discussion, it can be concluded 
that the initial ratios of the primocryst minerals of the Merensky cyclic 
unit had Main Zone characterist ics and that there was initially a sharp 
step-like discontinuity at the base of the Merensky cyclic unit. This may 
not include the Merensky pegmatoid but discussion of this point is re-
served for Chapter Four. The upward increase of the initial ratio within 
the Merensky cyclic unit is attributed to upward diffusion of Sr, or 
infiltration metasomatic addition of interstitial liquid (as proposed by 
Irvine (1980a)) with Critical Zone characteristics from the Footwall unit. 
Three further alternatives, each of which could explain the initial 
step-like increase in the initial ratio of the primocryst phases deduced 
above, are discussed here. The first model again involves the incorpo-
ration and mixing of roof rock material but this is mixed in as a pre-
melted liquid floating on top of the bas i c ma gma due to density differ-
ences. In this case no heat budget constraints are involved as the liquid 
would have been melted over a large time interval due to heat escaping 
through the roof of the intrusion . Indeed, Irvine (1970a) predicted 
considerable melting of the roof rock of the Rustenburg Layered Suite and 
suggested that the Rashoop Granophyre Suite (SACS) may represent this 
melt. Mixing of the residual basic magma which crystallized the Footwall 
unit with the felsic roof melt may have occurred by the "rollover" process 
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as envisaged by Rice (1981). This would involve sudden and complete homo-
genization of the roof melt and the underlying mafic magma. Small volumes 
of contaminating material «5%) are not viable as indicated in the discus-
sion on assimilation above. However, larger volumes of felsite contaminant 
would require lower Sr-isotope ratios. Contamination by large volumes of 
felsite melt (10-30%) should have a marked influence on the major element 
composition of the magma, and hence on its liquidus phase compositions and 
phase relations. However, this has not occurred. Firstly, the phase com-
positions of the major phases of the Merensky and Bastard cyclic units 
have not been significantly changed from those of the Footwall unit 
relative to the amount of contamination (e.g. plagioclase should have been 
markedly less calcic but is not (Fig. 2:3). Secondly, mixing of a very 
large proportion of very silicic magma should induce copious precipitation 
of chromite (Irvine, 1975) which has not occurred, there being only a 
relatively minute quantity at the stratigraphic level under consideration. 
In all, it appears that the incorporation of roof-rock melt (~situ 
contamination) is an implausible mechanism to explain the change in the 
initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio, or the mineralogy and chemistry of the 
Merensky and Bastard cyclic units and the rest of the Main Zone. 
The two remaining possibilities, both involve an influx of new basic 
magma similar in compOSition (apart from Sr-isotopes and some trace 
elements) to that already in the magma chamber. The only difference in the 
two models is the possible mixing behaviour of the new magma pulse. In 
both cases the introduction of the new magma was rapid and crystallization 
was arrested while magma addition occurred. These models were discussed in 
detail earlier in this chapter are applied here to the study section. The 
fi rst of these model s involves the introduction of a denser superheated 
magma with a 87Sr/86Sr ratio equal to that of the Bastard cyclic unit. 
This would then be cooled through a diffusive interface at the top, 
stratify into double-diffusive convecting layers and start crystallizing 
at the base. However, this model is not favoured by the available 
87S r/86Sr ratio determinations (Hami 1 ton, 1977) from above the Bastard 
cyclic unit (Fig. 3:2). These indicate that the initial ratio is variable 
but generally higher (except for one point) than that of the Bastard 
cyclic unit and the model requires that the initial ratio decreases with 
height reflecting mixing of the new magma with the old at its top 
interface. 
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The most plausible model considering the available data is one in 
which the new magma influx was less dense than that already present. 
This magma would rise up into the overlying liquid as a buoyant plume 
(Germeles, 1975) entraining part of the rest liquid. The mixing process 
that ensued probably involved the whole of the rest liquid in the magma 
chamber, as the same difficulties as with the alternative model would 
arise if only the lower portion of the rest liquid was involved and was 
separated from the upper less dense portion by a diffusive interface. 
Mixing would take place by turbulent convection and by efficient "fingers" 
regime homogenization. The new magma was probably slightly more primitive 
than the rest liquid and less dense only because it was hotter. The magmas 
would thus have been easily miscible. 
The initial ratio of the new magma influx must have been considerably 
higher than the value recorded in the Bastard unit, and this contention is 
supported by the high values obtained by Hamilton (1977) for some samples 
in the Main Zone. The high initial ratios recorded by Hamilton for the 
Main Zone could be due to small additions of magma after the main influx 
which did not mix completely . The highest initial ratio recorded (assumed 
to be very close to that of the new magma), the average Main Zone initial 
ratio and the initial ratio of the original magma in the chamber (recorded 
by the Footwall unit), can be used to infer an approximate proportion for 
the new magma influx, using a binary mixing model. This model al so rests 
on the assumption that the concentrations of Sr in the plagioclase 
separates from the Footwall and Bastard units imply real and proportional 
differences in the Sr concentrations of the Footwall and Bastard unit 
magmas respectively (a constant distribution coefficient is assumed). The 
calculation shows that the magma from which the Bastard and Merensky 
cyclic units crystallized probably consisted of a minimum of 30% residual 
magma and a maximum of 70% new magma. 
The above analysis rests on several assumptions and should be con-
sidered speculative and only applicable to the lower Main Zone, as only 
two Sr isotope determinations (Hamilton, 1977) with a wide spread are 
available from upper Main Zone (Fig. 3:2) and there is a strong possiblity 
of a further magma influx higher in the Main Zone (Mitchell , research in 
progress). Furthermore the Sr concentrations of the mixing magmas have to 
be known wi th greater certai nty for the esti mate of the ma gma vo 1 umes to 
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Fig. 3:2 This diagram summarizes all the 87S r /86S r initial ratios 
avalJable for the mafic layered rocks of the Bushveld Complex 
(Hamilton, 1977 0 and Kruger & Marsh, 1982. ). The stratigraphic 
pos i tions are the best avai lable and are purely relative. no 
di sti nction is made between samples from the Eastern and Western 
Bushveld Complex. Note the step-like chang es upward in the sequence up 
to the Main Zone and the ir regular scatter of points in and above the 
Main Zone. Possibl e magma influxes are indicated. 
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be accurate . The approach adopted here and the data available can only 
give approximate relative volumes of the new and residual magma and not 
the absolute amounts. 
Other Magma Influxes into the Rustenburg layered Sui te Magma Chamber 
As demonstrated in this work and the work of Hamilton (1977), sum-
marized in Fig. 3:2, there are step-like changes in the Sr-isotope initial 
ratios of the layered rocks below and within the succession studied here. 
If ~ situ contamination is excluded, this implies that at least two 
primary magmas with different initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios are involved in 
the evolution of the Rustenburg layered Suite. These initial ratios span a 
documented range of 0 . 7056 to 0.7086 (Hamil t on , 1977), and the ratios 
within this range could be a result of mixing between the two primary end-
member compositions. The first magma would have had a low 87S r /86Sr 
ratio and the second magma the reverse . Obviously, this is not proven and 
a range of primary magmas with increasing 87S r /86Sr ratios could also 
produce the pattern now seen. 
These observations go some way to resolving the conflicting views of 
Sharpe (198Ia) and others who postulate several magma impulses of dif-
ferent composition, and the proposal of McCarthy & Cawthorn (1980) and 
others who postulate only two major magma influxes. The magmas recognized 
in the marginal sills (Sharpe, I98Ia) could be regarded as mixed magmas 
extruded from the Bushve1d magma chamber and not as primary magmas 
intruded into the magma chamber. A complete resolution of the conflicting 
views awaits very detailed Sr-isotope and chemical work on the marginal 
sills and more work on the layered rocks of the complex . Clearly if the 
introduction of new magmas was episodic, with significant crystallization 
between pulses, each new impulse of magma would produce a shift in the 
87S r /86S r initial ratios recorded in the layered rocks unless the 
un1 ike1y situation arose where the 87S r /86Sr ratio of the inf10wing 
magma was identical to the mixed magma in the chamber. The exact nature of 
the changes would be a function of the mixing and double-diffusive 
convective processes outlined in the previous sections . 
The data presented here and those of Hamilton (1977) suggest that at 
least four magma impulses occurred either as influxes coupled with mixing 
of two original primary magma types as out1 ined above , or as separate 
magma types . Furthermore, Sharpe postulated that his third major influx 
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occurred above the Bastard unit and not at the top of the Footwall unit as 
shown here. Sharpe's hypothesis that further influxes may have occurred 
higher up in the Main Zone is supported here. 
The model postulated by McCarthy & Cawthorn (1980) is refuted by 
the data presented in this work (Table 2:1 and Fig. 2:1) and by the data 
of Hamilton (1977) (Fig. 3:2) on which their model is based. As shown in 
Figs. 3:1 & 3:2, there is no evidence for a smooth increase in the 
87Sr /86S r initial ratio as required by the McCarthy-Cawthorn model, 
which also requires an excessively long cooling time (10-20Ma) for the 
Lower and Critical Zones and an additional 20 -40Ma for the Mai n and 
Upper Zones. Furthermore, their model requires that the postulated second 
large magma influx above the Merensky cyclic unit had a low initial 
87S r /86S r ratio re1 ative to that of the Footwall unit, contrary to the 
observed increase in the initial ratio. The only evidence of a low initial 
ratio at this level is sample No. SA 1087 of Hamilton which is not from 
the layered rocks of the Main Zone at all, but is from a metamorphosed 
chill which may have suffered isotopic exchange with, or been contaminated 
by, the floor rocks with which it is in contact. The difficulties with the 
interpretation of this sample have been pointed out by Hamilton (1977), 
and need not be repeated here . Furthermore, Davies et a1. (1980) recorded 
a range of possible 87Sr/86Sr initial ratios (0.7037 to 0.7098) from a 
thin sill in the floor rocks of the Bushve1d Complex, indicating that 
severe problems could be encountered in using isolated determinations of 
Sr-isotopes of samples close to, or in contact with, the host rocks. 
The data presented here also imply that the Met"ensky cyclic unit was 
the first unit to crystallize from a mixture of a new influx of magma and 
the residual magma left after formation of the Footwall unit, and not one 
of the last units to form from the residual magma after an extensive 
fractionation process of Lower and Critical Zone magmas as proposed by 
McCarthy & Cawthorn (1980), Vermaak (1976a), Sharpe (1981a) and others. 
Mineralization at the Base of the Merensky Cyclic Unit 
The isotope data presented here suggest two possible origins for the 
PGE, Ni and Cu sulphide mineralization at the base of t he Merensky cyclic 
unit. Either the mineralization is associated with the init ia l step-like 
increase in the initial ratio and the economically important elements were 
precipitated as immiscible sulphide droplets from the overlying magma , or 
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it is associated with later infiltration metasomatic pro cesses as first 
proposed by Lauder (1970). 
Recently Keays & Campbell (1981) have outlined d rna de I accounting for 
PQ'.1, eu and Ni sulphide rnineralizat i on in the Jirnberlana layered intrus ion 
in Western Aust ralia i nvolv i ng the mixing of magrnas by processes simila r 
to the processes described here. Th ey extend their mode l to account for 
the formation of the Merensky mi neralization. Thei r magma mixi ng model is 
similar to the model outlined above, except for some details of the mixing 
process which are uncertain in any case . For example, they advocate 
convective overturn of the new magma influx whereas I prefer a "finge rs " 
type mixi ng to a ccount for the observed chem i stry of the Merensky and 
Bastard cyclic units. Both this author's model and the Keays & Campbell 
r.lOdel fit the PGE data of Page et al. (1981). Th us , in thi s author's 
opinion the base metal sulphide and PG1 mi neralization was derived from 
the overlying mixed magma and not from the infiltration metasomat ic 
process. However the l atter process may have altered and redi stributed the 
pre-existing sulphides and PGE as suggested by Brynard et al. (1976). 
Summa ry 
The be~lavi our and crystal Ii zation of magma withi n the magma chamber 
of a layered intrusion i s controversial. However, it does appear that the 
c rystal settling theory does not explain the observed features of many 
layered intrusions. tiOttOIll crystallization cf a magma unde rgoing double-
diffusive conve ction more successfully explains some features of l ayered 
intrusions, but at this stage there is still no agreement as to the exact 
role of the double-di ffusive process, and there are widely divergent 
hypotheses that invoke the process . 
St rant i um i sot op e and chemi cal data presented in thi s work i ndi cate 
that there was a majo r new impulse of basic magma into the Bushveld 
Complex magma chamber after the formation of t Ie Footwall unit. This new 
magma mixed with that already present in the chamber and the Merensky 
cyclic unit and subsequent layers were precipitated from the lended 
magmas. The mixing of a new, more primitive, magma with that already in 
the magma chamber may have resulted in the precipitation of immiscible 
sulphide droplets rich i n PGE whi ch accumulated at the base of the lIlagma 
cilJmber before or during the fonnation of the Merensky pyroxenite, thus 
accounting for the mineralization associated with this unit. 
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After the postulated intrusion and mixing of magmas recorded in the 
study section, the magma stratified into double-diffusive layers which 
then crystallized, from the bottom up, as partially closed systems to form 
the cyclic units. Subsequent or contemporaneous infiltration metasomatism 
from the Footwall unit modified the isotope chemistry of the lower part of 
the Merensky cyclic unit. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: The Subliquidus Stage 
Introduction 
The compositional changes and physical behaviour of the interstitial 
liquid during crystallization of the crystal mush i s examined in this 
chapter. The subliquidus stage commences when the crystal mush consisting 
of primocrysts and interstitial liquid is covered and prevented from 
equilibrating with the overlying convecting magma. The mixing of inter-
stitial liquid flowing out of the crystal mush with the overlying convec-
ting magma (Irvine, 1980b), is not precluded. The subliquidus stage is 
characterized by the presence of a liquid or which may be saturated with 
volatiles. Thus the subliquidus stage terminates when the rock becomes 
sol i d. 
Fractional crystallization at the liquidus stage produces chemical 
gradients with respect to height in both the solid phases and the inter-
stitial liquid with which the solid phases are in equilibrium (see Chapter 
Five). The changes in the primocryst phase assemblages with height in the 
succession are also accounted for by this liquidus stage crystallization. 
The composition of the interstiti·al liquid and the primocryst phases are 
thus intimately related. However, the proportion of interstitial liquid is 
not constant, but may vary as a function of the crystallization rate at 
the liquidus stage (Cameron, 1969). In the absence of adcumulus growth or 
expulsion of the interstitial liquid, the proportion of connate inter-
stitial liquid usually falls between 20% and 50% (e . g. Wager & Deer, 1939; 
Brown, 1956; Wager et al., 1960 ; Wager , 1963 ; Henderson , 1968; Wager & 
Brown, 1968; Cameron, 1969; Eales, 1980). 
Crystallization of the interstitial liquid usually proceeds from the 
base of the crystal pile upward. Thus in general the solidus zone is fol-
lowed upward by the subliquidus zone. However, where very little inter-
stitial liquid is trapped, or it is expelled, the mush may become nearly 
solid. Consequently slab-like layers of essentially solid rock may be 
present within the crystal mush. This is especially true of near-mono-
mineralic layers such as some mottled anorthosites , chromitites and 
pyroxenites (Morse, 1980). Such layers could form bar r iers to moving 
interstitial liquid or volatile components . 
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The Initial Interstitial Liquid and Primocrysts: ~ Qualitative Discussion 
In a highly idealized situation, bottom crystallization of a thin 
layer of magma at the base of the magma chamber that is relatively iso-
1 ated from the main magma volume, leads to changes in the residual liquid 
composition of the basal magma layer, induced by crystallization of each 
increment of crystals (Fig . 4:1) . This liquid is also interstitial to, and 
in equilibrium with, the phases which crystallized from it. Thus in any 
cyclic unit the composition of the interstitial liquid is variable with 
height in the succession and is directly related to the composition of the 
primocryst phases present. For exampl e, in the Merensky cyclic unit the 
interstitial liquid of the Merensky pyroxenite primocrysts was in the 
pyroxene phase fi el d, that of the t~erensky norite on a cotectic and that 
of the Merensky anorthosite in the plagioclase field . Furthermore, the 
changes in the composition of the orthopyroxene with height within the 
Merensky pyroxenite implies variat i on in the composition of the primo-
crysts and original interstitial liquid with height (Fig. 4:1). This 
applies to both the Irvine (1980b) and McBirney & Noyes (1979) models for 
the crystallization of layered rocks discussed in Chapter Three. 
These two models for the ~ situ formation of layers should however 
produce contrasting trace element distributions in the initial connate 
interstitial liquids. The process advocated by Irvine (1980b) involves 
fractional crystallization, from the base upward, of a strongly convecting 
basal liquid layer separated from the layers above by a "diffusive" 
interface. There is strong convect ive mixing of the residual liquid in 
this crystallizing basal layer afte~ the deposit'ion of each increment of 
crystals . The concentrations of trace elements i n this residual liquid and 
thus of the interstitial liquid in the crystal mush are controlled by the 
distribution coefficients of the various elements and the Rayleigh frac-
tionation law. In this case the incompatible elements (with respect to all 
crystal phases) should be enriched in the interstitial liquid towards the 
top of each cyclic unit. Conversely, compatible elements would be depleted 
upwards in each cyclic unit (Fig . 4: 1) . 
The alternative mechanism advocated by McB irney 8. ~joye s (1979), in 
which a double - diffusive layer stagnates and then crystallizes will 
produce a different pattern of trace element concentrat ions dependent on 
how the liquid in the layer crystallizes. In general, if the layer stopped 
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Ffg. 4:1 Schematic illustration of the extraction by bottom crysta1-
llzation of small increments of crystals and coexisting liquid. The 
residual liqui d is in total equil i brium only with the crystals of each 
infinitely small increment and is also interstitial to the crystals . 
This is equivalent to surface equil i brium on a large scale (the whole 
layer). There is no re-equi1ibration with the underlying increments of 
crystals and interstitial liquid . The composition of each increment is 
fixed at the time of deposition. Thus the composition of A i s dif-
ferent to that of B etc. Components with a Dbu1k < 1 the concen-
tration in A < B < C < 0 etc . Those components with Dbu1k > 1 the 
concentrations in A > B > C > 0 etc. 
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convecting and then froze ~ situ without any fractional crystallization 
on the scale of the layer thickness, the whole layer would have a constant 
modal and chemical composition. However, if it crystallized from the 
bottom up with no convection (or cryst al settling), the verical chemical 
variation in the layer would be controlled by diffusion within the static 
liquid or crystal mush to where the crystallization is taking place . 
The MerenSky and Bastard cyclic units are considered to conform to 
the model proposed by Irvine and adapted for this work, discussed above 
and in Chapters Three and Five. 
Processes Occurring in the Intersti tial Liquid: A Qualitative Assessment 
Crystall ization of the crystal mush generated by the liquidus frac-
tionation briefly described above as a closed system is the simplest 
process that can be envisaged. This assumption of a closed system is not 
always justified as various processes can occur which move or modify the 
liquid before crystallization is complete (e.g. Eales, 1980 and Irvine, 
1981a). 
Infiltration metasomation from below due to compaction of the 
crystal mush (Irvine, 1981a) is a common process in some intrusions. The 
infiltrating liquid continually reacts and modifies the primocrysts with 
which it comes into contact while moving through the mush. Furthermore, 
the compaction due to sintering (see discussion below) that occurs reduces 
the pore space of the rock and thus reduces the tota l amount of inter-
stitial liquid. This process may be important in the formation of chromite 
and magnetitite layers and some near ~onomineralic silicate l ayers such as 
mottled anorthosite. 
Contrasting effects on the chemical and mineralogical composition of 
the layered rocks will be produced by these processes. The possible 
effects are examined below. 
The Determination of the Composition of the Liquidus Primocrysts and 
Associated Parental Liquids which Crystallized as a Closed System 
Introduction 
The whole rock composition can be used to derive the composition of 
the interstitial l iquid by subtract i on of an appropr i ate amount of the 
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appropriate primocryst composition (e.g. Brown, 1956; Wager, 1960). In 
estimating the canposition and proportion of the interstitial liquid the 
procedure adopted here is bas e d on the assumption of total equilibrium 
between the initi ~ l primocrysts and the initial connate interstitial 
liquid.Q.!. each layer increment.Q.!. crystal mush at the liquidus stage. The 
crystal mush subsequently crystalli zed i sochemi cally. 
Accepting the model based on that of Irvi ne (1981b) and outli ned in 
Chapter Three, the crystals that precipitated ~ situ from the convecting 
basal liquid layer, a t the liquidus stage, are in equilibrium with their 
conna te int e rstitial liquid. This interstitial liquid is identical to the 
rest liquid in the layer at the time of crystallization. Thus the changing 
composition of the interstit ial liquid and the coexi sting primocry sts 
record the evolution of the crystallizing liquid layer (see Chapter Five). 
Once the layer i ncrelilent of primocrysts and liquid becomes isolated 
fran t he r-"st liq uid and cool i ng proceeds, a number of processes take 
place whicil modi fy both the primocrysts and the interstitial l i quid. 
Tilerefore the ~rimo cryst compositions now observed are not necessarily the 
origi nal l iquid us primocryst w npositions. FurthenllOre, the crystal mush 
rll ay not be a closed system, for instance, Cameron (1969) and Henderson 
(1970), di scuss some processes that could modi fy the composition of both 
Ule i nterstitial liquid and the primocry s t grains. However, this conpli-
cation is ignored in the treatment below and closel1 system behavior is 
assumed. 
It ha s commonly been assumed or inferred that the observe d conpos-
itions of primocrysts represent or approximate the liquidus compositions 
a s a result of a dcumulus growth (Brown, 1956; Wager et al., 1960; Wager, 
1963 ; Br own & Vincent, 1963; Wager & Brown, 1968; Atkins, 1969; Ferguson, 
1969; Nwe, 1975; Markgraaf, 1976). However, G.B. Hess (1972) has sho>>r1 
that interaction of prirnocrysts in the crystal pi le wi th the overlyi ng 
1 iquid cannot be a si'9nificant process, and thus adcumulus growth cannot 
be signi fi cant. Co nsequently, the primocrysts only interact wi th the 
interstitial liquid and liquid infiltrating from below, and mutual 
alteration occurs wi th cooli ny. 
Feryuson (1969) and :~we (1975) amongst others have shown th a t i nter-
stitial ferro - ma9nesian phases are Inore iron-rich than pl'ililocry sts froll 
closely associated rocks. In both these studies, however, tne primocryst 
phases were sti II aSSIJl:led to be approximately equal to tile initial 
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liquidus compositions and thus subliquidus changes to primocryst 
compositions were assumed to be of minor importance. ~e-equilibration of 
chromite witll silicat es, ttlUs changing the pril;lOcryst compositions, has 
been recognised by inter alia Cameron (1970) and Koeder et al. (1979). The 
importance of subliquidus re-equilibration and resorbtion of silicates has 
also been recognized (Keith et al., 1981; CallPbell, 1977; Ford, 1981) but 
not i nv e sti gated in detai I except by Paster et al. , (1974) a nd lrvi ne 
(1979). 
Selection of Samples for the Determination of Initial Primocryst and 
Liquid Compositions 
The me thod outli ned here for the calculation from a whole rock 
analysiS, of the origi nal primocrjst and interstitial liquid compositions 
of that rock, rests on the assumption that the crystal mush crystal"iized 
as a closed system. As noted above this assumption 'is not always justi -
fied, and di scretion must be execised in applying the method, es pecially 
in the selection of suitable roc k specimens. Several criteria ca n be 
appli ed to recognize s uitable mat erial: 
a) A high concentration of inco:npatible elements, which indicates trap-
~ed int e rstitial li q uid (ortho cuiTIulate texture).(~lager, 19 63; Hen-
derson, 1968 & 1970; Hender son et ai., 1~71; Campbell, 1977). 
However, some roc \( ; Inay have h-ld secondJry enridllnent (Eal~s, 19 50) 
of i ncornpatible, elements and other canponents, and tllese "lU St al so 
be avoided . 
b) The rock should not be very close to being lIIonoolineralic as this 
indicates exp Ulsion of interstitial liqui ,j. 
c) The composition (major and tr J ce eleme nts) and mi neral 09Y derive d by 
the calculations must be "reasonable" and not just "possible". Thi s 
is subjective in the case of a single prirnocryst pl'lase, but is in-
creasin~ l y constrained by a~uitional prilTlocryst phases. The derL e d 
liquid mu s t be capable of crystallizing the coexisting derived solid 
under the condi tion s s peci fi ed by pllase di agrallls and models for pre-
dictin~ l i quidus phases (e.g. Nathan & van Kirk, 1978). 
d) A "reaso nable" proportion of int e rstitial liquid ~IUst result fran 
the calcula t ion. This is also subjective, bu L Ida ny st'Jdies iqd i cat (~ 
th at between 21.l:,k and SIJ:; of interstitial li quid is reasonable (inter 
alia Eales, 1981l; "age r et al., 1960; Wa"er & flr own , lY6tl). 
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The process of selecting suitable rocks is one of trial and error, 
but some rocks, such as the feldspathic pyroxenites and norites, are more 
obvious candidates. The least suitable are anorthosites, chromitites and 
rocks such as pegmatoids in which obvious secondary processes have 
operated. Inability to produce "reasonable" coexisting primocryst and 
liquid pairs in feasible proportions indicates that the rock was not a 
closed system and is thus unsuitable for the der i vation of original 
compositions. 
Selection and Use of Major Component Distribution Coefficients 
The distribution coefficient (KO) equation of Irvine (1979) can be 
used to determine possible compositions of coexisting solids and liquids 
from the whole rock composition. Although the equations have been 
developed for Mg/Fe fractionation by olivine, they can be extended to 
include other components and phases. The general form of the equation 
relating KO to the compositions of the coexisting phases is: 
Where E1 & E2 refer to the element pair under consideration . 
Now: 
in cation fractions 
" 
and: 
XEl = 1-XE2 " 
The value of KO must be known ~ priori for the element pair under 
consideration. For most element pairs of interest experimental values are 
known or can be derived . 
KO for olivine is well known and lies between 0.30 and 0.36 and a 
value of 0.32 is a suitable value for haplo-basaltic systems that are not 
very iron-rich (Roeder & Emslie, 1970; Longhi & Walker, 1975; Irvine, 
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1979). This coefficient is independent of pressure and temperature in the 
case of olivine (see Irvine (1979) for a discussion). 
A KO value for orthopyroxene can be derived from that of olivine 
using the equation of Morse (197gb) : 
MMFopx ~ 0.85MMFol + 0. 15 
which is equivalent to the following: 
XMg opx ~ .85XMg 01 + 0. 15 
Now : 
and 
Combining and simplifying the last three equations results in the KO of 
orthopyroxene expressed in terms of an arbitrary 01 ivi ne compos i ti on. 
KO opx ~ [(0.85 - 0.85X) * KO 01(X/(1 -X)))/(0.85X + 0.15) 
Where X ~ Xr~g 01 
This function is relatively insensitive to a changing hypothetical 
olivine composition and hence liquid composition. Assuming a KO for 
olivine of 0.32, the KO of orthopyroxene only varies between 0 .24 and 
0.27 for changing olivine composition from F050 to FogO. An appro-
priate value for the rocks studied in this work is 0.26. 
Besides orthopyroxene, plagioclase is the only other primocryst phase 
in the study section as clinopyroxene and pigeonite do not occur as 
primocryst phases, and 01 ivi ne is of very restri cted occurrence. Unfor-
tunately, plagioclase/melt equilibria are very sensitive to temperature 
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" nd fluid pressure (e.g. Kudo & Weill, 1970; Orake, 1976) and consequently 
these have to be known ~ priori before a di stribution coefficient can be 
calculated. Furthermore, the An content of plagioclase coexi sting with a 
liquid can only be calculated with a precision of -t 12% (Orake, 1976). 
For these reasons the calculations are restricted to pyroxenites in this 
wo rk. 
Determination of the Major Element Composition and Proportions of the 
Phases 
The procedure used to determine the major element composition of the 
connate interstitial liquid (and hence tile magma canposit ion), is one of 
trial and error. A possible orthopyroxene composition (more Mg-rich than 
tnose present in the rock) is selected and incrementally extracted fr an 
the who le rock assuming mass balance (Fig. 4:2). Thi s produces a series of 
hypothetical liquid compositions and proportions . A KO is cal culated for 
each pair of liquid and solid. The concentrations of the canponents i n the 
residual (i nterstitial) l iq uid (Cl) and the apparent KO's are plotted 
against the fraction of residual liquid (F). The correct KO (known ~ 
pri ori) then gi ves the composition and proportion of the residual liquid 
coexi sting with that particula r orthopyroxene composition (Fig 4:2). 
This procedure is repeated wit h a number of di fferent orthopyroxene 
compositions spanning a ran~e of ;lossi b le MMF ratios. The determined 
1 iquid compos iti ons and proport ions are then pi otted aga i nst the MMF 
ratios of tile orthopyroxenes and a possible range of interstitial liquids 
are s e 1 e ct ed ( Fig 4: 3 ) . 
The two main \,eakncsses of this approach are firstly, the subjective 
nature of the liquid composition derived when only one primocryst phase is 
present, and secondly, the possibi Ii ty that the primocryst phases may have 
been compositionally zoned at tile liyuidus stage. The latter problem is 
part icu larly important in the case of plagioclase as the plagioclase of 
the study section and the r emainder of tile Rustenberg Layered Suite shows 
considerable compositiona l zoning (See Chapter Two, Fig. 2:3). This 
further cornpl i cates tile use of plagioclase for the derivation of liquid 
c anpo sit ion s. 
Only Si02, Al203, Fe2 03 , FeO , MgO, CaD and Na20 are taken into 
account in the calculations as the other components collectively con-
stitute only about 1% of most samples . Thes e mi nor components are treated 
with the trace elements. 
Fig. 4:2 Extraction of an orthopyroxene (MMF = .84) from M4 WR. The 
Mg/Fe ratio of the "residual liquid" continually changes as does the 
apparent KD' The only liquid that can coexist with the given ortho-
pyroxene (KD = .26) is given by the vertical arrow which also in-
dicates the fraction of liquid. 
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Fig. 4:3 Each composition and fraction as determined (see Fig. 4:2) is 
plotted to give a continuum of possible liquid compositions from which 
a initial interstitial liquid composition or range of possible com-
positions is selected (the thick vertical line corresponds to the 
composition derived from Fig. 4:2). See text for further discussion. 
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Trace Element Partitioning Between Phases 
Calculation of the proportions and compositions of liqu i dus primo-
crysts and the original interstitial liquid, allows the allocation of the 
whole rock minor and trace elements to the various phases according to the 
Nernst distribution coefficients for those components . In the case of the 
minor and trace elements, the concentration in the liquid (again assuming 
isochemical crystall izati on) is dependent on the concentration of the 
element in the whole rock, the distribution coefficient (0) and the 
fraction of liquid and are related as follows assuming total equilibrium 
between the primocrysts and liquid (Arth, 1976) : 
Cl = Cr/(O-OF+F) 
where 0 « 1 this simplifies to: 
Cl = Cr/F 
where: 
Cl = Concentration in the interstitial liquid. 
Cr = Concentration in the whole rock (crystal mush) . 
F = Fraction of interstitial liquid. 
The values of F are derived from the liquid fraction calculated using 
the major element technique described above or an independent estimate of 
the fraction of liquid. 
Application to the Merensky Cyclic Unit 
The only whole rock pyroxenite sample fulfilling most the criteria 
for estimating the liquid composition is M-4WR, but some assumptions have 
to be made . The sample contains chromite and sulp hides as additional 
liquidus phases, and thus Fe (expressed as FeD) is enriched in the sample 
as well as Cr, Ni, Cu and Co. The sulphide may have been added as Cu , Ni 
and PGE-rich immiscible sulphide droplets as outlined in Chapter Three. 
Iron (as FeD) is crucial to the applicat i on of the method outlined above 
and thus the amount contained in the chromite and sulph ide has to be 
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estimated. Thi s quanti ty is estimated to be between 1 and 2 percent, and 
the latter value is subtracted froo the whole rock Fe O concentrati on and 
the analysis is recalcula ted to 100% after also eliminating the minor 
elements. Fe203 was set at 0.56% for co nvenience as this gives a 
Fe 203/FeO rat i 0 of about 0.15 fo r the derived i nterstiti al Ii quid . 
Co rrection of FeD fo r the presence of su lp hide and chromi te and the 
estimation of a oxidation ratio for iron does not change the conclusions 
reached. The coexi sting liquids were then calculated using orthopyroxenes 
wit h a variable t~g/Fe ratio having the following form ula : 
CaO.07 (Mg+ Fe h.93 Al 0.03 Si 1.97 06' 
The Ca and Al were estirnated f r()f;1 probe analyses (Appendi x Two). Errors in 
the estimation of Ca and Al do not greatly affect the result as the con -
centrations in the pyroxenes are low. Sodium and Fe 3+ are assumed to be 
e xcluded frorn the ortllopy roxene. As the Na and Fe 3+ concentrations of 
the orthopyroxenes are very low, this assumption also does not materially 
affect the conclusions. The results for the major elements using different 
pyroxene compositions are presented in Fig. 4 :3. The curve s indicate the 
canpositions and fractions (F) of intel'stitial liq uids whi ch could coexist 
with pyroxenes with a variable MMF ratio. 
Examination of Fig. 4:3 snows that a range of derived liquids are 
pOSSible, but that liquids coexi sting wi til orthopyroxenes with a MMF ratio 
of -0 . 84 are unlikely t o have been the origi nal interstitial liquid as the 
high concentrati ons of A1203, CaO and Na20 and the low concentrations 
of FeO and MgO would favour the existence of pla gioclase as a primocryst 
phase, wh ich was not the case. The average MMF of the pyroxenes in M-4 
(probe data) is 0.775 to 0.790 and thes e clearly coul d not have coexi sted 
in equi librium with any init ia l interstitial liquid wit h the cooposition 
of norma l basic igneous liqu ids. 
The amount of interstitial liquid coex isti ng with the orthopyroxene 
(MMF = 0.85) i s ±30% which is not an unreasonable amou nt. Taking the 
upper limit as 40% (a subjective assessment) the coexisting orthopyroxene 
would have a r~MF of O.8t!. The se resu lts are summarized in Table 4:1a. 
If no FeD is subtracted fran tile analysis of M-4 to conpensate for 
the presence of chronite and sulphide the liquids derived are somewha t 
di fferent and Table 4:1b illustrates this. 
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Table 4:1a. Interstitial liquids to M-4 WR (- 2%FeO). 
F MMFopx Si02 A12Q3~2Q3 FeO MgO CaO Na20 MMFl i q 
.40 .88 54.3 12.2 1.4 10.0 11 .0 9.4 1.7 . 66 
.30 .85 54.7 16.6 2.0 6.2 5. 5 12 . 5 2.4 .61 
Table 4 :1b. Interstitial liquids to M-4 WR . 
F MMFopx Si02 A12Q3 Fe2Q3 FeO MgO CaO Na20 MMFliq 
.40 .86 52.1 11 .7 1.4 12.7 11.6 9.0 1.7 .62 
.30 .83 51.7 15.7 1.9 9.7 6.9 11.8 2.3 .56 
All the liquids estimated using the approach used here appear to be 
normal tholeiitic basalt compositions . For comparative purposes several 
different liquid compositions proposed as primary magmas for the Bushveld 
Complex are presented in Table 4:2. 
Table 4:2. A selection of magma compositi ons reported i n the 
literature that have been proposed as "parental" to the 
mafic laye red rocks of the Bushveld Compl ex . Compositions 
excluding minor elements reported by the authors. Analyses 
norma 1 i zed to 100%. 
Reference. Si 02 A1203 Fe203 FeO MgO CaO Na20 
Cawthorn et al. (1981) 56.4 12.9 1. 1 7.9 12 .6 7.0 2.0 
ditto 51.2 15.8 2.8 10.3 6.0 11.0 2.9 
Sharpe (1981) No. 10 53.6 11. 4 10.8 15 .0 7.5 1.6 
ditto 12 49.3 16.8 12.6 7.7 11. 3 2.2 
ditto 13 51.3 16.2 9.3 9.3 11.3 2.6 
Conclusi ons 
This analysis has indicated that fairly extens i ve cha nges to t he 
liquidus primocryst compositions can occur as a result of subliquidus re-
equilibration even if the crystal mush crystallized as a closed system. 
The analysis rests on the assumption of an idealized closed system which 
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is not entirely justified as infiltration metasomatism has occurred. 
Therefore the compositions of the primocrysts and interstitial liquids 
derived are not absolute or definitive of the liquids from which the 
Merensky unit crystallized. The trace elements are not dealt with as thei r 
concentrations are subject to even greater uncertainty as there is 
chromite and sulphide in the rock investigated, and the incompatible 
elements may have been enriched by infiltration metasomatic processes. 
Sintering and Infiltration Metasomatism. 
Introduction and Discussion of Irvine's Model 
Infiltration metasomatic effects in mafic layered rocks due to upward 
streaming of interstitial liquid were first invoked by Irvine (1978) and 
he has subsequently developed and refined the model (Irvine, 1980a). 
Irvine's model was developed to explain the apparent upward movement of 
interstitial liquid in the ultramafic layers of the Muskox intrusion which 
are rich in olivine and pyroxene, with no primocryst plagioclase. He 
invokes a mechanism for expulsion of the interstitial liquid due to the 
gravitational compaction of the primocrysts. 
While gravitational compaction is feasible for the ultramafic rocks, 
it is less efficient for rocks containing substantial amounts of primo-
cryst plagioclase such as norites, leuconorites and anorthosites. The 
reason for this is the lack of density contrast between crystal assem-
blages containing abundant plagioclase and the interstitial liquid, due to 
plagioclase being less dense than the liquid (Campbell et al., 1978; 
McBirney & Noyes, 1979). A more efficient mechanism for compaction of the 
crystal mush is the process of sintering used in many metallurgical and 
ceramic processes which does not rely on gravity as the driving force, in 
combination with gravitational compaction. 
Sinter1ng as a Petrological Process 
Many detailed works are available dealing with the theoretical and 
experimental aspects of sintering with applications to industrial 
processes (e.g . Harker & Parker, 1945; Smith, 1948 & 1964; Kingery, 1959; 
Kingery & Narasimhan, 1959; Coble, 1961; Coble & Burke, 1963; and Thummler 
& Thomma, 1967). The last named is a very detailed review, and the work of 
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Kingery and Kingery & Narasimhan deals specifically with sintering in the 
presence of a liquid phase, and is thus of particular relevance to layered 
rocks. 
Sintering is the process whereby crystalline fine grained materials 
with a high surface energy, that are loosely packed with much pore space , 
tend to coalesce, compact, and structurally readjust to reduce the pore 
space. This is accomplished below the melting point of the material . 
Sintering occurs due to the tendency for the crystal 1 i ne phase to reduce 
its total surface area and thus the total surface energy. The minimum 
surface energy results when the grains are all in contact with no pore 
space, and equilibrium angles between phases meeting at a triple point are 
attained, at which stage the process stops . In a single phase system the 
equilibrium angle is 120°. In the sintering process some grains tend to 
enlarge at the expense of others as the surface energy of a large grain is 
less than that of smaller grains. Sintering produces polygonal grains with 
straight boundaries, 120° triple point contacts and a considerable 
coarsening of the texture. 
Processes analogous to sintering have often been invoked to account 
for textures in metamorphic rocks and some sulphide ores have been 
attributed to processes analogous to sintering (De Vore, 1959; Voll, 1960; 
,-Stanton, 1964; Stanton & Gorman, 1968; Vernon, 1970 & 1975). Resumes of 
the process as appl ied to metamorphic rocks and ores are given by Spry 
(1969) and Stanton (1972) respectively. 
References to sintering as an igneous process are few but Voll 
(1960), Weedon (1965), Vernon (1970), Moore (1973) and Reynolds (1978, 
1979 & 1980) do invoke the mechanism to explain textures of igneous 
(mainly layered) rocks. The "resolution" process envisaged by Cameron 
(1969) and von Gruenewaldt (1979) is analogous to sintering . Vernon, Moore 
and Reynolds suggest that the mechanism of sintering leads to expulsion of 
interstitial liquid and a reduction in the volume of the crystal pile, 
especi ally if only one primocryst phase is present . The process of sin-
tering aided by gravitational compaction can therefore be viewed as a type 
of "magmatic pump" for the connate interstitial liquid, and the driving 
force behind the infiltration metasomatic processes. 
In layered rocks the process of sintering would start as soon as the 
crystals accumulate at the base of the magma chamber, and conti nue until 
the rock becomes solid. In practice sintering would proceed concommitantly 
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with further growth of the grains from the interstitial liquid and thus it 
will be interrelated with the processes described before . Thus the expul -
sion of the interstitial liquid from the crystal pile will be accompanied 
by a change in the composition of the expelled liquid. Expulsion of 
material woul d initially be rapid , but then slow as the pore vol ume and 
the total surface area of the grains ar e reduced . There is thus a con-
tinual flow of interstitial material from lower parts of the sintering 
layer through the crystal pile and this can be viewed as a process of 
auto-metasomatism (as envisaged by Irvine (1978). The liquid flowing pa st 
a layer of crystals would be continually changing in composition and 
decreasing in volume until movement ceased. The composition of the liquid 
would be buffered by the primocryst crystals and thus the major element 
composition would not vary very dramatically except where a phase change 
occurs (e.g. where a boundary between anorthosite and pyroxenite is 
crossed) . 
The changes in the chemistry of the interstitial liquid is due only 
to the crystallization of the interstitial liquid concommitantly with 
sintering and not due to the sintering process per ~, as sintering is a 
process of recrystallization only and the total volume and composition of 
the crystals is not being changed. 
Sfntering and Inffltration Metasomatfsm fn the Study Sectfon 
Textures of pyroxenites and anorthosites in the study section (see 
Chapter Two) bear a striking resemblance to the textures described and 
illustrated by the authors quoted above. The mottled anorthosites in par-
ticular have features that can be attri bu t ed t o this mechanism. These are: 
a) The marked difference in the size of the plagioclase crystals in-
cluded in the pyroxene mottles compared to those in areas of pure 
plagioclase . The latter are very much larger. 
b) The plagioclase included in the mottles is euhedral to subhedral and 
tabul ar, whil e that in areas of pure pl agioclase is subhedral to 
anhedral, with curved and straight boundaries not necessarily re-
lated to any crystallographic direction. The triple junctions of 
grains suggest an approach to equilib r ium conditions. The texture 
has the "foam-l ike" appearance described in many of the references 
quoted in the above sections. 
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The trace element compositi on of the anorthosites indicates that a 
considerable amount interstitial liquid has been expelled as they are l ow 
in incompatible elements and are almost monominerali c. Compositional 
characteristics of the Bastard pyroxen ite may al so present evidence of 
infiltration of interstitial material expelled from elsewhere . The ortho-
pyroxene at the very base of the Bastard pyroxeni t e i s depl eted in Ni, an d 
enriched in other elements such as Zn (Fig . 2:8) . The orthopyroxene at the 
base of the pyroxenite is also slightly more iron-rich than that imme-
diately above (see Fig. 2:3). This could be explained if the pyroxenes in 
this layer equilibrated with Fe-ri ch and Ni-poor liquid possibly infil-
trating upwards from the underlying Merensky mottled anorthosite. 
The Footwall unit characteristics of the 87Sr/86Sr initial ratio 
of the Merensky cyclic unit can be attributed to mixing of interstitial 
liquids infiltrating from the Footwall unit due to sintering processes. 
This upward migrating liquid would displace or mix with that in the 
Merensky unit, and the proportion of Sr with the Footwall unit isotopic 
characteristics would decrease with height in the crystal pile. The 
87S r /86Sr of the interstitial mater i al would therefore vary with the 
proportion of Sr introduced from the footwall, and the upward increasing 
initial ratios depicted in Fig. 3:1 would result. This could have occurred 
during the accumulation of the Merensky cyclic unit or as a post deposi-
tional process. The former alternative is presently favoured by me as 
expulsion of liquid must have been occurring continually and flowing 
through the crystal pile while deposition was occurring at t he liquidu s 
stage. The final liquids to be expel l ed from the Footwal l unit could have 
contributed to the Me rensky pegmato i d i n a simi l ar way to that suggested 
for the base of the Bastard pyroxenite. The Merensky pegmatoid may thus be 
a product of many processes as suggested previously . 
Zoning is very common in the plagioclase of the mottled anorthosites 
as illustrated by the great variations in the determined compositions from 
a single thin section . Zoning is present in large crystals that could have 
grown during sintering process outl i ned here. Thus the zoning might have 
been acquired du r ing the sintering process. This may be the result of 
changing liquid compositi ons dur i ng sinte r ing and reaction of adjacent 
grains with each other and with t he changing interstitial liquid . The 
mechanisms whereby th i s can occur are uncl ear at present and await a very 
detailed study of the zoning and growth patterns of the plagioclase. 
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The Behavior of Volatile Components in the Crystal Mush 
Introduction 
As the crystal mush normally crystallizes from the bottom up, 
incompatible volatile components could conceivably be enriched ahead of 
the upward moving interface between the solidus and subliquidus zones. 
This enrichment could be aided by these components being trapped beneath 
slab-like layers of rock such as chromitite horizons possibly produced by 
sintering as outlined above. 
The Merensky Pegmatoid 
The genesis of the Merensky pegmatoid (and other pegmatoidal layers 
and lenses in the Rustenburg Layered Suite) can be at least partially 
explained by invoking volatile (H20 & C02) enrichment due to trapping 
below more or less impervious layers. It is, however probably seldom that 
volatiles reach high enough concentrations in the interstitial liquid to 
form a separate fluid phase without the aid of impervious layers. This is 
due to the high concentrations of water required to saturate the inter-
stitial liquid (±5-6% in a basaltic liquid at 2-3Kb (Burnham, 1979)} . 
Basaltic liquids probably have ±0.25% water (Carmichael et al., 1974) 
and this or a slightly higher concentration may be typical of interstitial 
liquids. However, as is suggested above, the presence of impervious 
blocking layers allows an increase in the concentration of volatile com-
ponents in the final interstitial liquids below these layers. Saturation 
may have been achieved at sites such as the Merensky pegmatoid, the 
Pothole marker and the lower contacts of chromitite layers. 
The high concentration of volatiles would considerably lower the 
freezing point of the crystal mush which would then be much less viscous 
and remain partially liquid fairly long after the associated layers have 
solidified. This hydrothermal activity could explain the textural features 
of the pegmatoid and the associated unusually high concentrations of As, 
Bi, Te and other elements (Vermaak, 1976a) associated with hydrothermal 
ore deposits (Stanton, 1972) . 
This dual origin for the pegmatoid and the PGE, Ni and Cu mineral-
ization is further supported by the fact that often the PGE, Ni and Cu are 
not directly associated with the pegmatoid but are in the Merensky 
pyroxenite, the pegmatoid being relatively barren (von Gruenewa1dt, 1979). 
Where the pegmatoid and the PGE mineralizat ion coincide there is often 
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evidence for a two stage origin for the sulphides. This idea has also been 
supported in part by Brynard et a1. (1976) who invoke late stage hydro-
thermal redistribution of the sulphide. 
The volatile enrichment and trapping at the base of the Merensky 
pyroxenite is considered to have been late in the development of the 
Merensky cyclic unit, some time after the normal infiltration metasomatism 
referred to earlier. The Merensky pyroxeni te must have formed an effective 
vapour seal. 
The Origin of Potholes 
The enrichment and trapping of volatiles below impervious layers and 
the possible generation of a separate fluid phase in the not yet totally 
solidified footwall rocks al so offers a possible mechanism for the 
generation of potholes. A fluid trapped below an impervious layer will 
migrate laterally until a weakness or opening allows further upward 
migration. Any fluids trapped below layers such as the chromitite horizons 
would tend to be released along zones of weakness where structural re-
adjustment of the magma chamber occurs in response to changing conditions 
and additions of magma . These zones of weakness are very likely to be 
associated with faulting and jointing in the floor rocks of the complex. 
Weaknesses such as this may possibly also allow the influx of C02 and 
H20 from the floor rocks as envisaged by De Waal (1977) and described in 
Chapter Three. This may add to the volatiles trapped below impervious 
1 ayers. 
The fluid which is concentrated as "plumes" in the crystal mush due 
to the structural control would rise up and excavate a pothole in the 
crystal pile at the interface between the liquidu s and solidus zones. The 
fluid would tend to lower the freezing temperature of the crystal mush in 
the vicinity of the the fluid plume causing some dissolution of primo-
crysts. This woul d weaken the structure of the crystal "network", and this 
coupled with a lower density and reduced viscosity of the interstitial 
liquid could enable the fluid to excavate the potholes at the interface 
between the liquidus and subliquidus zones. The material excavated from 
the pothole would be swept up into the convecting portion of the magma 
thus explaining the "missing" material. 
The pits excavated in the footwall crystal pi le would subsequently be 
filled by the ~ situ crystall ization of t he Merensky cyclic unit. Renewed 
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f lu id streaming from below in the same site after the fonnatio n of the 
Merensky cyclic unit, wou ld resu lt in this unit also being pot holed and 
then s ubsequently fi Iled wi th ~astard cycli c unit material. This would 
result i n "s tack ed" potho l e s. The volati l es invoke d here considerably 
p r ed a te t h os e inv oked to accoun t for the Merensky pe gmatoid as the 
potholes predate the pegmatoid. 
Thi s mechan ism for the generation of potholes appea rs t o overcome 
ma ny of the problems that llave inva li dated some of the othe r proposal s as 
outlined i n Chapter Two . 
The Origin of the Ultramafic Pegmat ites 
The ultramafic pegmat i tes which are often associ ated wi th potholes 
mav r es ult fran the cont inu at i on of the process tha t gene r at ed the lat t er . 
The following discussion is mainly speculative in nature with l ittle 
di r ect evidence. 
The ultramaf i c pegmatites are rich in the cli nopy roxen e components 
and in Fe D as well as being some.lhat deficient in 5i02 (see sample FEP3 
as des c r ibed in Chapte r Two). They have considerable petrographic evidence 
fo r l ate stage fluid activity. They are also part l y magmatic an d partly 
metasomatic in character (R.N.Scoon, pe rs onal canmun ica t ion). Ultramafic 
pegma tites are also concentrated i n structurally favourable areas and are 
not r andoml y di stributed. 
All the components of tile ult r amaf ic pegmatites can be derived fran 
the layered r ocks . The high wate r conte nt of the last liquids may have 
caused them to be come ext remel y mo bile. These final liquids which would be 
rich in tlle components of cl i no py r oxe ne, which is the last important 
i nt e rstiti a l phase to crystallize in t he layered r ocks . These water-rich 
ultramafic liq uids could then be expe ll ed from the consolidating r ock and 
concentrate in zones of we aknes s. Due to thei r high wa t er pressure , the 
density of this liquid may be r e l atively low and it would t hen intrude 
upward through the zones of wea kness. This liq uid would be very reacti ve 
due to its extreme composit ion and high fluid content and cou l d thus 
intrude a s well as react with, conSU'Tle and r eplace the wall rocks. 
Simi lar i deas to tile above have been advdnced by Cameron & Des -
borough (1964) to account for large pipe-l i ke bodies such as Onverwacht. 
The :i i -rich sulphide pi pes of Vlakfontein (Vennaak, 1976b) cou ld also have 
a simi lar origi n. 
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Conclusion 
Volatile activity has been invoked here to account for three features 
of the study section: potholes, concordant pegmatoid and cross-cutting 
ultramafic pegmatites. If these hypotheses are correct, volatile activity 
of different types spanned a long time interval in the development of 
these rocks (liquidus to near solidus). 
Summary 
The above discussions have emphasised the changes to the primocryst 
and interstitial liquid compositions that can occur during the sub1iquidus 
stage. The chemistry and texture of the rock and minerals is a product of 
all these processes, and thus cannot be viewed as the result of liquidus 
processes only. A large amount of data is required to unravel the com-
plexities in the chemistry of layered rocks. 
Relatively marked changes to the MMF ratio of primocryst ortho-
pyroxenes can occur during solidification of the crystal mush as a closed 
system. The compositions of the orthopyroxenes are therefore not liquidus 
compositions and allowances have to be made for this. Sintering and 
concommitant infiltration metasomatism can also change the composition of 
the rocks and thus the assumption of closed system behavior of the crystal 
mush is not always justified. Volatile activity may have occurred over a 
long period in the crystal mush, and may have had several roles including 
the generation of potholes, the formation of pegmatoids and the evolution 
of the ultramafic pegmatites. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: The Liquidus Stage 
Introduction 
In Chapter Three it was established that a major new influx of magma 
occurred immediately after the deposition of the Footwall unit, mixed with 
the rest liquid and then crystallized the primocryst phases of the Meren-
sky and then the Bastard cyclic units. If this is valid then the Footwall 
unit represents a different magmatic system to the Merensky and Bastard 
cyclic units. 
The Footwall unit was derived from a magma with a considerable 
history of crystallization and fractionation. It may also have crystal-
lized from layers within a compositionally stratified liquid. Furthermore, 
a number of subliquidus processes may have modified the chemistry of the 
rocks in this unit, and as pointed out in Chapter Two the available data 
is not extensive enough to clearly delimit compositional breaks or trends. 
Thus no attempt is made here to model this unit. 
The Merensky and Bastard cyclic units have been considerably modified 
by subliquidus and subsolidus processes, but the coherent chemistry and 
extensive sampl ing do allow a more quantitative approach in attempts to 
explain features of these units. In Chapter Three it was po inted out that 
the crystal settling or density current hypotheses (e.g. Hess, 1960; Wager 
& Brown, 1968) fail to explain the chemical and mineralogical variation of 
the Merensky and Bastard units, and these models are thus disregarded in 
the following work. It was also pointed out that the chemistry was con-
sistent with bottom crystalliza ti on from a limi t ed volume of liquid, as 
suggested by the model of Irvine (1980a & b). The following discussion is 
based on that model as modified and set out in Chapters Three, Four and 
below. 
Fractional Crystallization in Layered Rocks: General Principles 
The General Principles 
As sugge s ted by I rvi ne (1980b) and di scussed in Chapter Three, the 
magma in the convecting crystallizing layer is undergoing almost perfect 
fractional crystallization, and this i s reflected in the chemistry of the 
primocryst phases and interstitial liquid. In simple systems fractional 
c rystallizat ion can be described in terms of the instantaneous solid 
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composition (ISC) and the instantaneous liquid composition (ILC) (Morse, 
1980). However, the fractional crystallization of layered rocks involves a 
variable amount of interstitial liquid as outlined in Chapter Four. The 
instantaneous fractional extract (IFE), (equivalent to the ISC in simple 
systems) thus consists of a mixture of crystals and interstitial liquid 
(Fig. 5:1) • As the interstitial liquid is the same composition as the 
overlying residual liquid it is equivalent to the ILC. The ISC (initial 
primocrysts) are, however, not equivalent to the extract of simple 
systems, but do represent the liquidus ISC before any subliquidus re-
equilibration. 
In the case where subliquidus crystallization occurred as a closed 
system (Chapter Four), the whole rock (crystal mush) represents the IFE, 
from the overlying convecting basal layer. The interstitial liquid repre-
sents the ILC, and the liquidus primocrysts represent the ISC. The whole 
of the extracted portion (in the cyclic unit or the whole intrusion 
depending on the boundaries of the system) could be termed the total 
fractional extract (TFE), and is the summation of all the IFE increments. 
Work on the Kiglapait intrusion by Morse and his co-workers, (e.g. Morse, 
1979a & c, 1981a & b, 1982 and references therein) involves the deter-
mination of the TFE at any point and the subtraction of this from the 
original bulk composition (BC) of the magma to determine the path of 
fractional crystallization of the magma (the ILC path). There may be 
problems with this approach, however, as the calculations are only correct 
in a gross sense as the model assumption is that each IFE increment was 
from the whole residual magma volume , and does not t ake the possibility of 
a compositionally stratifi ed magma i nto considera tion. 
The approach adopted here differs from that of Morse in that the 
continuous variation of the IFE, ISC and ILC with respect to "height" is 
used to determine the volume of the fractionating system, and hence in the 
case of cyclic units the thickness of the basal convecting layer of magma 
contributing to crystallization of the rocks. As a first approximation it 
is assumed that diffusion of material across double-diffusive boundaries 
is negligible and that the layer undergoing fractional crystallization is 
well mixed by convection after each IFE increment of crystallization. This 
aproach is in contrast to the mechanism invoked by Cawthorn & McCarthy 
(1980 & 1981) to explain the chemical variations with respect to height in 
the magnetitite laye r s of the Bushveld Complex. In their model they 
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attribute the variation in Cr content of magnetite to diffusion in the 
liquid above the crystallizing magnetitite layer coupled with periodic 
convective overturn of the liquid to account for reversals . 
Estfmating the Thfckness of Double-Diffusfve Convectfon layers 
The Raleigh fractionation law (Arth, 1976) for layered rocks is as 
follows (Fig . 5:1): 
rearrangement gives: 
F = e[ln(Cr/Cro)/(D-l)] 
Where: 
F = Fractionation of liquid remaining in the basal crystal-
1 izing layer. 
D = Bulk distribution coefficient between the IFE (crystal 
mush) and ILC (liquid in the remaining convecting portion 
of the layer). 
Cr = Concentration (or concentration ratio) of the components 
in the crystal mush (rock). 
Cro = Concentration in the ini tial crystal mush . 
The exponent in square brackets [] i s given t he symbol x in the 
following derivation and the last equation above simplifies to: 
F = eX 
Now consider a column of liquid initially of thickness t crystal-
lizing from below (Fi g 5:1). The accumulation of crystals is of thickness 
a and the "resi dua 1 1 i qui d" is of th i ckness f so that : 
t = a+f 
f = t-a 
Convect ing I iqu id uu 
Heat loss 
D i flu 5 i ve i nterface ~-'li=ttttt=t:t=l:tttiit~~-J:--T 
Convecting residual 
liquid 
( ILC) I f 
Current IFE Cr -+- """,,,,,,,;O= __ '9'eF='B'='OF~'e'"*--+--o D a t::7 c:;l c::l d c::Io ~ 
Crystal mush 
Initial IFE 
=c::::Jc:::2c:=rC3t:::J=0'~ 
<;::2~t::JCJc~t::>ot=3 
C3 = ~ C7 c::r t::l .:::::I c;:r ..:r 
C::J C2 ~ r=I &:I c:t ~ ~ 
c:::::I 1:2 r:::;3 c::I 0=:1 ~ c:=I = t=J. 
c::Jc:::rC::J'dr:::Zc;;3~c:J 
4:::1c::2~ = -=:r c=;:t.s;:::le=J~ 
C ro - / / / / 7 / / / / / / 
Previous unit 
a 
t 
Fig. 5:1 A schematic physical model of the crystallization of a cyclic 
unit from the basal layer of a magma stratified into convecting liquid 
layers separated by "diffusive" interfaces. The basal layer is crystal-
lizing from the bottom upward and i s "closed" by a diffusive interface 
from the layer above. 
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but the fraction of liquid (F) is fit, therefore: 
F = (t-a)/t 
and thus: 
eX = (t-a)/t 
rearrangement and recalling the expression for X results in: 
t = a/(1 - e[ln(C r /C ro )/(D-1)]I. 
This equation can be used to calculate the thickness of liquid from 
which a particular cyclic unit crystallized. Ideally, all that is required 
is the concentrations of any component in two samples (C ro and Cr ) 
separated by a known vertical distance and an accurate knowledge of the 
bulk distribution coefficient of that component or component ratio. 
However, a combination of elements with different D's in a number of 
vertically separated samples should be used to give independent estimates 
of the thickness, from which a combined assessment can be made. It is 
important to note that the thickness of the cyclic unit above Cro is 
determined, and the distance below Cro to the base of the unit has to be 
added if Cro is not from the very base of the unit. 
Fractional Crystallization with Interstitial Liquid 
As pointed out in the prev i ous chapter, subliquidus processes can 
change the composition of the primocrysts as crystallization takes place. 
Thus assumptions have to be made, or the influence of these processes has 
to be assessed using the techniques outlined in Chapter Four or other 
published methods. 
In Fig 5:2 the chemical profiles that would result if an assemblage 
of crystals and interstitial liquid are extracted from a certain volume of 
1 i qui d by Rayleigh fractionation. Curves for components with high and low 
distribution coefficients (Dxtalsl for the crystalline phases are 
illustrated (Dxtals = 10 and 0 .5). In all cases the interstitial 
liquid extracted with the crystals has a D of 1. The bulk distribution 
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coefficient (D bulk ) of the mixture of crystals and liquid is thus 
significantly dependent on the proportion of interstitial liquid as the 
bulk D is calculated according to the following equation: 
Dbulk = Dxtals * Xxtals + 1 * Xliq 
where: 
Xxtals + Xliq = 1 
The diagrams (Fig. 5:2) illustrate the variation in concentration 
that could be expected if there was 50% or 20% of interstitial liquid 
extracted with the crystals during Rayleigh fractionation. Inspection of 
Fig 5:2 reveals that the composition of the whole rock (crystal mush), at 
any point during fractionation, is dependent on the proportion of primo-
crysts and interstitial liquid. 
On cooling as a closed system at the subliquidus stage, re-equilib-
ration of the primocrysts with a shrinking volume of interstitial liquid, 
will change both the compositions of the primocrysts and the interstitial 
liquid. In practice the composition of the re-equilibrated primocryst 
phases would fall in the shaded areas in Fig. 5:2, i.e. the process 
reduces the concentration of the compatible elements in the primocrysts 
relative to the liquidus composition, and increases the incompatible 
element concentration in the primocrysts relative to the liquidus. This 
depends on the nature of the othe r i nterstitial phases which may crystal-
lize. 
Where sintering and immediate expulsion of interstitial liquid occurs 
as the crystal pile is being deposited, the extreme situation would be if 
all the interstitial liquid is expelled before any reaction occurs. This 
would result in a monomineralic rock, but the primocrysts would have 
liquidus compositions. In any event the interstitial liquid would be 
reduced and this is also illustrated in Fig 5:2 where the difference 
between the graphs of 50% and 20% interstitial liquid illustrate the 
effect. ~ situ crystallization and sintering thus have opposing effects 
on the composition of the primocrysts , whole rock and liquid. 
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Fig. 5:2 Rayleigh fractionation of a finite volume of liquid by extrac-
tlOn of crystals plus interstitial liquid. The interstitial liquid is 
considered to be an additional phase with a distribution coefficient of 
1: The Dbul k .i s thus dependant on the Dxtal s and the propor-
tlon of lnterstltlal llqUld. 
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Applications to the Study Section. 
Notwithstanding the extensive complexities and changes that can occur 
to the chemistry of primocryst phases as a result of subliquidus processes 
as outlined in Chapter Four, the chemistry of the rocks and orthopyroxene 
primocrysts from the lower part of the Merensky unit (the Merensky pyro-
xenite and the lower portion of the norite) can be used to estimate the 
thickness of the magma from which the Merensky cyclic unit crystallized, 
and hence the thickness of the basal convecting layer. Although the 
approach adopted can be fully quantitative , a large amount of data on a 
very closely sampled section is needed, and the problems and processes 
outlined in the previous two chapters need to be evaluated. This could not 
be done in detail, and thus the conclusions reached here are subject to 
considerable uncertainty, but nevertheless serve to place limits on the 
volume of magma the Merensky cyclic unit crystallized from. This may give 
an indication of the size or thickness of the crystallizing basal con-
vecting layer in the double-diffusive system. 
In the case of the orthopyroxene/liquid system dealt with here, the 
trace elements In, Mn and Ni behave in a coherent manner, even though the 
last named is influenced by the presence of sulphide. The MMF ratio of the 
pyroxene can al so be used. All the other components determi ned in thi s 
work give inconclusive results for a variety of reasons such as the 
presence of additional phases such as sulphide, chromite, mica and inter-
stitial plagioclase, and a lack of adequate precision in determination. 
The concentrations of the more incompatible elements, including Zn and Mn 
(D < 1), have probably also been changed by infiltration metasomatic 
processes . 
The Merensky Cyclic Unit 
The assumption made here is that the unit crystallized ~ situ and 
that for some elements at least their concentrations in the orthopyroxene 
can be related to the concentrations at the liquidus stage. The liquidus 
stage concentrations were controlled by Rayleigh fractionation of a con-
vecting layer of magma as outlined above. To account for variations in the 
amount of interstitial liquid two sets of calculations are made assuming 
30% and 40% of interstitial liquid. These are believed to bracket the true 
value (Chapter Four) and would also account for some of the error intro-
duced by the assumptions made. 
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Only the lower part of the Merensky cyclic unit is used to estimate 
the thicknesses as significant fractionation of two primocryst phases 
wou1 d change Cr such that it wou1 d no longer relate in a simple way to 
the Cro at the base of the pyroxenite, as 0xta1s and thus Obu1k 
changes. The most comprehensive data available is on the MMF ratio of the 
orthopyroxene, which as this is the dominant mafic phase to crystallize, 
reflects the Mg# of the bulk rock. Or thopyroxene is also the dominant 
liquidus phase. For the purposes of the calculations the inverse of the 
KO (.26) is used for Oxta1s (3.85) as the KO was originally defined 
as KO = X1iq/X so1id (Chapter Four, Irvine, 1979). In Fig. 5:3 the 
variation in the (MMF/1-MMF}opx (see Irvine, 1979) of the lower part of 
the Merensky cyclic unit is illustrated. Two extreme curves (A and B) 
within an envelope that includes all (MMF/1-MMF}opx values determined 
on the probe from directly above the Merensky pegmatoid are also illus-
trated. Curves A and B were calculated using the extreme ends (a & b) and 
(a' & b') as Cro and Cr respectively. The thickness of the frac-
tionating unit was calculated using the values of Cr and Cro shown on 
Fig. 5:3. The Dbu1k was calculated assuming a model with 30% and 40% 
interstitial liquid. The results are listed in Table 5:1. 
Table 5 : 1. Thickness of magma crystallizing the 
lower part of the Merensky Cyclic unit as -
sumi ng two extreme models (A & B in Fig 5:3) 
and 30% and 40% interstitial liquid. 
~px~30% 040%, __ a,--_C_·r. / Cro--.!30J; t40''!' 
A 3.85 2.99 2.71 2.7m 0.47 8. 6m 7.6m 
B 3.85 2.99 2.71 2. 7m 0.79 24 . 2m 21.0m 
This layer of magma (7 to 24m thick) brackets the thickness of the 
f4erensky cyclic unit (±10m), and the thickness of the cyclic unit could 
thus represent the approximate th ickness of the original convecting layer. 
Although there is a considerable margin of error in the cal culations due 
to factors out1 i ned previ ous1y and summarized below, and a lack of very 
comprehensive data, the model outlined here does indicate that if th e 
Merensky cyc1 ic unit fractionally crystallized from an "isolated" basal 
layer of magma, that layer of magma was roughly the same thickness as the 
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cyclic unit itself. This is subject to the correctness of the model 
adopted and the assumptions made. 
As a further test of the model some trace and minor elements (Mn, Ni 
and Zn) can be used. In the case of Mn much data is available, but it 
shows a wide scatter with a general upward increase in concentration (see 
Chapter Two). The distribution coefficient Dopx is ±0.7 (Irving, 
1978) but the bulk distribution coefficient Dbulk is between 0 . 79 and 
0.82. As pointed out above, greater precision is needed as Dbulk 
approaches 1, the scatter of data thus makes calculation of a thickness 
very imprecise. The thicknesses calculated are very variable depending on 
the data points selected and averages used, and vary between ±2m and 
17m, the latter figure being an absolute maximum, the other values clus-
tering between 3 and 5 metres. The upward increase in Mn is a poor test 
for the model but does indicate that a relatively thin layer of magma was 
involved in the generation of the rocks . 
Few data are available for the concentrations of Ni and the published 
distribution coefficients have a wide range (1.1 to 10 (Irving, 1978)). To 
test the model, a different approach is adopted. The thicknesses calcu-
lated using the Mg/Fe ratio (Table 5:1) are used to calculate two apparent 
distribution coefficients for Ni and these should then correspond to the 
published values after correction for the interstitial liquid . The two 
concentrations selected were of M-5 and M-7, as M-4 contains significant 
sulphide. No other data are available in this section. The distribution 
coefficients calculated are 3.3 and 8.5 for the minimum and maximum 
thicknesses respectively . and these fall wi th i n the range of published 
values. This also ind i cates that the t r ue t hicknes s of the convecting 
layer was probably close to the minimum determined using the Mg/Fe 
variation, i.e. similar to the Merensky Cyclic unit in thickness. 
Virtually no data are available on t he distribution coefficients of 
Zn for orthopyroxene. The data in this work suggest a very low value 
(D opx « 1). A Dbulk value of 0.22 to 0.25 was calculated using the 
approach above, but this is inconsistent with the probable amount of 
interstitial liquid. The explanation for the anomalous but consistent 
behaviour of this element in orthopyroxene probably lies in the sub-
liquidus processes , especially infiltration metasomatism and variations in 
the fraction of interstitial liquid. Much more data on closely spaced 
samples are needed to fully evaluate the roles of different processes in 
the distribution of Zn and many other elements. 
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The Bastard Cyclic Unit 
The MMF ratios of primocryst orthopyroxenes in the Bastard cyclic 
unit are not as consistent as thos e of the Merensky cyclic unit (see 
Chapter Two). On ly three samples are ava i lable from the Bastard pyroxenite 
and the lower part of this unit has been affected by infiltration meta-
somatism from the Merensky mottled anorthosite (see Chapter Five) . 
The Bastard norite and anorthosite also have inconsistent variations 
in the MMF ratio of the orthopyroxene . The trace elements on the other 
hand appear to be more consistent in their behaviour, but fewer data 
points are available . The chemical and mineralogical variation of the 
Bastard cyclic unit broadly resembles that of the Merensky cyclic unit 
suggesting similar process in operation, but detailed precise modelling is 
not possible without more extensive data on more closely spaced samples 
(especially in the Bastard pyroxen ite). Precise data on the amount of 
interstitial liquid within the norite and the modes of the primocrysts 
before reaction with the interstitial liquid is needed . The resemblance to 
the Merensky cyclic unit suggests that the Bastard cyclic unit also 
crystallizes from a convecting layer of limited thickness. 
Limitations and Problems 
There are several interrelated factors which can affect the use of 
the above approach to determine the thickness of the convecting layer and 
the course of crystallization. Some of these have been explicitly dealt 
with above or in other chapters , or i mrlic itl y assumed to be invariant. 
These are : 
a) Variations in the fraction of interstitial liquid. 
b) Variations in the composition of the interstitial liquid . 
c) Changes in the mineral distribution coefficient used as a 
function of the composition of liquid and solid. 
d) Diffusion ac r oss double-diffusive interfaces. 
e) Imperfect fractional crystallization. 
f) Subliquidus, solidus and subsolidus processes. 
g) Precision of the abu ndance data. 
These factor s weaken the simple model adopted here to calculate the 
thickness of the crystallizing basal double-diffusive layer. Nevertheless, 
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many of the data are explained using the simple model developed above, but 
refinement of the model is not justified by the data available. The hypo-
thesis advanced could be further tested with more closely spaced data 
points and by assessing and correcting for each of the above factors. 
Summary and Conclusion 
In this chapter the data available for the Merensky cyclic unit is 
shown to be consistent with the hypothesis of double-diffusive fractional 
crystallization as outlined by Irvine (1980b) and adapted to this work. 
The thickness of magma from which the Merensky unit crystallized (the 
basal double-diffusive layer of the new magmatic system) appears to be 
similar in thickness to the cyclic unit itself. 
The Bastard cyclic unit has generally similar chemical and mineral-
ogical variations to the Merensky unit, but significant subliquidus pro-
cesses obscure this general picture to some extent, and thus this unit 
cannot be interpreted quantitatively with the data available. The similar-
ities to the Merensky unit do however suggest a very similar origin. 
Data on the Footwall unit is not comprehensive enough to pronounce 
positively in favour of a model similar to that adopted here for the 
Merensky uni t or for the model as outl i ned by ~kBi rney & Noyes (1979) . A 
further detailed study of the Footwall unit is thus a pre-requisite for 
complete understanding of this magmatic system. 
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CHAPTER SIX : Summary and Conclusions 
I ntroducti on 
In this work the data gathered on the study section was interpreted 
using the concepts of bottom crystallization and double-diffusive convec-
tion coupled to the older idea of multiple intrusion. This interpretation 
reconciles many of the apparently divergent views of different workers on 
the Bushveld Complex. 
The Evolution of the Study Section: a Resume 
The Physical Processes 
The physical model that at present most successfully explains the 
features observed in the Merensky cyclic unit is one of bottom crystal-
lization of a stratified convecting magma. It was argued using Sr-isotope 
and other evidence in Chapter Three that a large new influx of magma oc-
curred after the deposition of the Footwall unit, mixed with the residual 
magma and then cry stall ized the Merensky and Bastard cycl i c uni ts from 
convecting layers at the base of the magma chamber. The convecting layers 
formed due to opposing heat (upward) and mass (downward) fluxes and are 
known as double-diffus i ve convective layers . The model adopted is based on 
that of Irvine (1980b). 
The Liquidus Processes 
The chemical variation within the st udy section is explained by the 
model outlined in Chapters Three, Four and Five. The chemical and 
mineralogical data can be used to quantify the thicknesses of the magma 
layer from which the Merensky cyclic unit crystallized. It was assumed 
that the lower part of the Merensky cyclic unit fractionated from a finite 
thickness of magma and that the Rayleigh fractionation law governed the 
chemical evolution. From the changes in the Mg/Fe ratio of the ortho-
pyroxenes with respect to height in the Merensky pyroxenite and norite, it 
was deduced that the layer of magma from which the cyclic unit crystal-
lized was similar in thickness to the thickness of the cyclic unit itself 
(t10m in the study area) . 
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The Subliquidus Processes 
A number of processes can occur during the subliquidus crystal-
lization of the crystal mush (primocrysts plus interstitial liquid). These 
are ~ situ crystallization of the crystal mush as a closed system, 
infiltration metasomatism and expulsion of interstitial liquid due to 
sintering or compaction of the primocryst phases. 
ir'. situ crystallization is the most easily modelled. During crystal-
lization the bulk composition of the rock does not change, but that of the 
primocrysts and interstitial liquid does as a result of fractionation of 
the solid and liquid phases. In most pyroxenites the ~ situ crystal -
lization proceeded as a total equilibrium system (with respect to the MMF 
ratio) resulting in relatively unzoned grains in the final rock, but in 
the norites and anorthosites surface equilibrium fractionation effects 
(such as zoning of some elements) relict from the subliquidus stage are 
still apparent. These have been briefly examined in Chapter Two. 
Sintering and compaction on the one hand and infiltration meta-
somatism on the other, are complimentary processes as the liquid expelled 
from one rock infiltrates and reacts with the rock above, unless the 
sintering process is occurring at the interface between the magma and the 
crystal pile. Infiltration metasomatism can account for some of the 
Sr-isotope results of the Merensky cyclic unit as outlined in Chapters 
Three and Four. Sintering and compaction may produce "solid" impervious 
monomineralic layers in the crystal mush which may form barriers to upward 
moving volatile components and expelled liquid . These may then be trapped 
to form pegmatoidal layers such as the Merensky pegmatoid, or migrate 
laterally to zones of weakness, move upward th rough t he crystal mush and 
excavate potholes at the interface between the liquidus and subliquidus 
zones. The late stage volatile rich liquids may also concentrate in zones 
of weakness and intrude upward to form the ultramafic pegmatites. 
It is important to note that ina si ngl e "rock" several of the above 
processes may operate simultaneously or in sequence. For instance, a 
crystal mush when deposited may start to sinter expelling liquid, but the 
mush below may also do this simultaneously, injecting the expelled liquid 
into the rock above where it partially replaces the interstitial liquid 
remaining (e.g. the Merensky cycli c un it ). The sintering may then cease 
and the rock proceed to crystallize as a closed system f rom then on. This 
goes a long way to explain the great complexities that are sometimes 
encountered in layered rocks . 
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Solidus and Subsolidus Processes 
At the solidus and subsolidus stages there is continued reaction in-
volving mutual exchange reactions between adjacent minerals and also ex-
solution of the pyroxenes. These processes may be aided by the presence of 
a intergranular fluid phase. Considerable disequilibrium may be present in 
rocks, which is not always eliminated or masked by subsolidus processes. 
These factors make the interpretation of mineral separates and probe 
analyses problematic in some instances. 
Conclusion 
This brief outline illustrates some possible processes that can occur 
in the generation of the present (observable) rock. A large number of 
factors have to be considered when interpreting the data on a single rock 
or suite of samples, and this increases the degree of uncertainty in any 
conclusions drawn. The only remedy is very closely spaced sampling and 
detailed evaluation of each sample with respect to its intensive proper-
ties (chemistry, texture, mineralogy etc . ) and with respect to its 
position in the succession as a whole. 
The Formation of the Bushveld Complex: Unification of Models 
The review in Chapter One indicated that two main hYpotheses have 
been invoked to account for the Bushveld Complex: multiple intrusions and 
~ situ differentiation with or without magma additions. More recently 
these opposing views have be come partly rec oncil ed as the multiple 
intrusion with subo rdinate in situ differentiati on (Coertze, 1974) school 
on the one hand and the multiple magma addition with marked ~ situ dif-
ferentiation school of thought , on the other. The former school of thought 
does not consider that magma mixing within the magma chamber is a major 
process, while the latter does. Controversy still exists within the latter 
school as to the number, timing and volume of the magma additions. The new 
ideas invoking double-diffusive convect i on in, and multiple magma ad-
ditions to, evolvi ng magma chambers provide a unified framework of 
physical processes within magma chambers. Double-diffusive convection and 
multiple magma additions can also be philosophically unifying concepts 
between the various schools of t hought di scussed above . 
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The process of double-diffusive convection results in a stratified 
layer of magma with slightly different compositions stacked one above the 
other. In the model outlined by McBirney & Noyes (1979) these layers can 
gel and crystallize .!..!!. situ . The layers are to a greater or lesser extent 
closed systems and can thus be viewed as "independent" entities and are in 
some ways similar to multiple intrusions. Magma additions to an evolving 
residual liquid in a magma chamber can behave in different ways and need 
not necessarily mix efficiently with the residual magma (see Chapter 
Three) and in some cases may form an independent layer within the liquid. 
The magma addition may thus have many of the characteristics of a indepen-
dent intrusion. Fractionation on a large scale and on the scale of in-
dividual layers may occur thus changing the composition of the residual 
liquid within layers, or the whole of the intrusion. This discussion 
emphasizes the similarites between the different points of view that have 
hitherto been adopted. 
The Compositions and Origins of Bushveld Complex Magmas. 
Introduction 
The compos i ti on of the magmas that gave ri se to Rustenberg Layered 
Suite is the subject of much dispute (see Sharpe (1981a) for a brief 
review). In view of the above discussion and the possibilities of multiple 
magma additions in a double-diffusive system the approaches adopted by 
various authors to estimate the parental magma compositions for the 
Rustenberg Layered Suite must be viewe with ~·ese rvati ons. 
The approach of estimati ng the modal proporti ons and the volumes of 
the various zones (Vermaak, 1976a; Cameron, 1978 & 1980) cannot give the 
magma composition from which a specific horizon crystallized by sub-
traction of the material below that horizon from the total, because any 
layer is a result of the complex interplay of the physical processes in 
the magma chamber and addition and mixing of new magma influxes. This 
approach is only valid if a single magma introduced as a single event 
differentiates as a closed system (Morse, 1979a) . 
The approach of Frick (1973), Davies et al. (1980), Cawthorn et al . 
(1981) and Sharpe (1981a) of investigating the nature of the sills in the 
floor rocks of the complex and from these selecting likely parental magmas 
to the layered suite is also fraugh t with difficulties as the sills may 
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not represent true samples of undifferentiated primary magma and may in 
fact represent mixed or partly mixed magmas instead (Sharpe, 1981a; Davies 
et a1., 1980) . They may also represent different fractions of a compos-
itionally stratified liquid and may thus be unrepresentative of any 
initial or final liquid composition. The approach of Sharpe (1981a) of 
equating the MMF of orthopyroxene from the layered rocks with that 
inferred to crystallize from the Marginal Zone sills is also s i mplistic, 
as the primocrysts of the layered rocks are not necessarily liquidus 
compositions, as shown in Chapter Four. 
The experimental approach of McBirney (1975) who partially melted 
rocks of the Skaergaard intrusion to determine the composition of the 
interstitial liquid holds some promise but is only applicable to the 
norites, gabbros and some fe1dspathic pyroxenites as the monominera1ic 
rocks may have had metasomatic addition or subtraction of components (von 
Gruenewa1dt, 1979; Chapter Four and M.J. Botha, work in progress). The 
approach outlined in Chapter Four has similar restrictions to the approach 
of McBirney (op. cit.). 
In this work (Chapters Three and Four) the magmas from which the 
rocks of the study section were derived are considered to be average 
tholeiitic basalts. ~ situ contamination was rejected as a possible 
explanation for the change in the 87S r /86Sr initial ratio at the level 
of the Merensky cyclic unit. Contamination or assimilation before 
introduction to the chamber was not considered. 
The Composition of the Primary M~goas 
Extensive controversy exists~s to the roles of mant l e heterogeneity 
and crustal contamination in produc i ng the diversity in isotopic and 
chemical characteristics of basaltic magmas (see e.g . Er1ank et a1., 1980; 
O'Hara, 1980; Moorbath & Thompson, 1980; Carlson et al., 1981; Thompson 
et a1., 1982) and it is outside the scope of this work to deal with the 
various proposals and models that have been published. 
Assumi ng that there was negligible .:!..!!. situ crustal contamination of 
the magmas that crystallized the layered rocks (Hamilton, 1977; Kruger & 
Marsh, 1982), the initial 87Sr/86S r ratios recorded are anomalously 
high (Hamilton, 1977 ) . This implies that the mantle from which the magmas 
were derived were anomalously enr i ched i n radiogenic Sr and had a high 
Rb/Sr ratio of ±0 .25 . or t her e wa s a cr ustal component in the magmas . 
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These considerations and light rare earth enriched REE patterns led 
Hamilton to suggest that the mantle from which the magmas were derived was 
enriched metasomatically by a fluid with kimberlitic or potassic affini-
ties. This suggestion of "kimberlitic" affinities for the Bushveld Complex 
magmas was also made by Vermaak (1976a) and others. Various models for the 
generation of the magmas are discussed by Hamilton, but a review of these 
is beyond the scope of this work. 
The minimum and maximum 87S r /86S r ratios recorded from the 
layered sequence are 0 . 70556 and 0.70853 respectively (Hamilton, 1977) . 
These two values thus represent possible end member initial 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios of a two primary magma system as envisaged by Davies et al. (1980) 
and Cawthorn et al. (1981). They could also represent the two extremes of 
a series of magmas with different and sequentially increasing ratios 
(Hamilton, 1977). 
The PGE have received a growing amount of attention but has centred 
mainly on the mineralized horizons in the complex and some of the layered 
rocks (see Cousins & Vermaak, 1976; Vermaak & Hendriks, 1976; and Page 
et al . , 1981). Sharpe (1981b) has presented PGE analyses of the marginal 
rocks of the Bushveld complex and reports concentrations that are con-
siderably higher than those reported in chilled margins of other layered 
intrusions, and at least in order of magnitude greater than mid ocean 
ridge basalt. The Bushveld magmas are therefore considered by Sharpe to be 
derived from a PGE-enriched mantle or were evolved before emplacement. The 
latter suggestion was also made by Allegre & Luck (1980) in interpreting a 
single anomalous 1870s/1860s ratio of Merensky "reef" laurite. 
There is some concensus that the early magmas of the Bushveld Complex 
were both magnesian and silicic and thus of unusual composition while 
later influxes were more "normal" tholeiitic compositions (inter alia 
Vermaak, 1976a; Hamil ton, 1977; Cameron, 1978; von Gruenewal dt, 1979; 
Davies et al., 1980; Cawthorn et al., 1981; Sharpe, 1981a). The magmas 
intruded at later stages (parental to the Critical, Main and Upper Zones) 
are considered to be tholeiitic in composition (inter alia this work; von 
Gruenewaldt, 1973; Vermaak, 1976a; Cawthorn et al., 1980; Sharpe, 1981a; 
Cawthorn & Davies, 1982). There may therefore be two main magma types 
parental to the layered suite, but this is a very broad definition and no 
certainty as to actual volumes and compositions or ranges of composition 
exists. Furthermore, it is unknown if there are di fferences between the 
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compositions of magmas intruded into different lobes of the Bushveld 
Complex although it is assumed that the lobes are broadly similar, at 
least in the upper parts. There is some evidence that the lobes were 
interconnected at the level of the Merensky Cyclic unit (e.g. Kruger & 
Marsh, 1982). 
Chromium is relatively insoluble in mafic magmas but the solubility 
is strongly dependent on the composition and inversely dependent the 
oxygen fugacity of the liquid (Hill & Roeder, 1974). The work of Hill & 
Roeder (op. cit.) indicates that the maximum solubility of Cr is less than 
1000ppm unless very low oxygen fugacites are indicated (Fisk & Be nce. 
1980). The very high Cr concentrations indicated by Davies et al., (1980) 
and Sharpe (1981a) (970ppm and 915 to 1497ppm respectively) for the 
earlier magmas may thus indicate that the magmas had unusually low oxygen 
fugacities or that there was enrichment with Cr bearing phases (chromite 
and pyroxene). Cameron (1978) also suggests a high Cr content for the 
early Bushvel d magmas. 
The magmas that intruded into the Bushveld Complex magma chamber 
appear to be of two main types or end members. An early magnesian and 
possibly silicic magma with a high chromium content and relatively low 
initial Sr-isotope ratio, was followed by later influxes (at least four) 
of magmas with more tholeiitic affinities and relatively high initial 
Sr-isotope ratios. The magmas may have been derived from a metasomatically 
enriched mantle with anomalously high Rb, LREE and possibly PGE. 
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APPENDIX ONE: Electron Microprobe Analyses 
A Cambridge Instruments Microscan V instrument utilizing wave length 
d i spersi ve crystal spectrometers was used for all the mi croprobe analyses. 
Data collection and reduction was on line using a Bence- Albee reduction 
routine (Bence & Albee, 1968) on a South- West Technical Products Corp. 
6800 micro-processor. 
A variety of mineral standards were used for analyses. These were: 
Standard 
St. John's Island Olivine. 
Kakanui Hornblende 
Orthoclase PSU-Or-1A 
Synthetic Spinel 
Nickel Magnetite 
Ilmenite 
Rhodonite 
Chromite (53-In-8) 
Wollastonite 
Pyroxene (PSU 5-182) 
Pyroxene (PSU-Px 1) 
Jadei te 
Institution or Individual 
Dr. J.V.P. Long, Cambridge. 
Dr. E. Gasparrini 
Dr . C.O. Ingamells. 
University of Cape Town. 
Dr. L.J. Cabri. 
Dr. C. Frick, Geol. Surv. S. Afr. 
University of Cape Town. 
Dr. L.J. Cabri. 
Dr. J.V.P. Long, Cambridge. 
Dr. C.O. Ingamells. 
Dr . C.O. Ingamells. 
Dr. J.V.P. Long, Cambridge. 
Counts were collected on peaks and backgrounds using series of up to 
seven 10 sec counting times . Aberran t counts were rejected before data 
reduction. 
The electron beam spot diamete r was between one and three microns, 
and the specimen current was set at 30nA and the accelerating voltage was 
set at 20kV. 
APPENDIX TWO: Electron Probe Analyses of Minerals 
All the data gathered using the electron probe are listed here. The 
analyses are grouped together under the appropriate mineral names . The 
first number refers to the sample (e . g. B15, M4 or F27) while the second 
is a serial number. 
In the computer listing 0.00 refers to an element that was not 
determined. 
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U • 11l 
U • ?< 
U.2li 
'J.2~ 
iJ. :17 
r} • ? ~ 
iJ.23 
n.21 
o • 1 iI 
TOTAL 
9'1.<'1l 
<;9.b7 
11lD.51J 
99."8 
lUU.lil 
99.Y9 
1()(I.U6 
l(I(J .ot! 
YlJ.~9 
lUlI.a 
Ii 9 • 49 
lU (I . 45 
<} Q .3 '( 
111 ~I , /16 
'J9.55 
':19.4[1 
lU'.I.63 
1(1 ,1.13 
QI} • .,,8 
9~.(,3 
Y 9 .14 
YiI.olI 
-)III).lJ3 
'J1J.'J7 
1 I.JI.i. t'.3 
If\1.12 
99 • r 3 
'17.75 
"9. n 
I}Y.'J9 
1 I\! I. (,4 
lUI).1l9 
YY. n 
1 fl1 .63 
1 UII • 4 r.1 
1(1').05 
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"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
M8 
1'18 
"'8 
1'18 
"'8 
"'8 
hiS 
hl8 
1'18 
"'8 
M8 
"'8 
1'18 
1'18 
M8 
M8 
1'19 
M9 
1'19 
1'19 
"'9 
"'9 
"'9 
"'9 
(J11~ 
U116 
011 I 
011H 
011Y 
017.U 
0146 
0141 
014H 
014Y 
015U 
0151 
015£ 
015S 
0154 
015; 
0156 
0151 
01511 
015Y 
0160 
0161 
016£ 
016S 
0164 
016~ 
0166 
0167 
016!! 
016'>' 
"'10 01H6 
1'110 0181 
1'110 018!! 
"'10 OHlY 
0<110 01<'>U 
1'110 01<,>1 
1'110 01<,>£ 
"'10 020S 
S102 ~L?()~ 
~O .36 
'1 .33 
~ (). 1\1 
~ 0.51 
~O.()H 
!>C.64 
49.lI5 
4<'>.29 
4H.7!l 
49.4Y 
49.58 
4~.t<2 
49.15, 
49.43 
49.63 
'U. "('" 
4Y.Y6 
~(1.2lJ 
48.41 
49.3U 
; 0.38 
48.73 
41:\.(;t-
4t1.o4 
48.76 
'0.37 
48. ?f) 
47.2(1 
4/1.11 
'0.17 
49. a 
49.131 
!>(I . fIO 
'0.11-
48.59 
49.66 
48.92 
3IJ.,1l 
5U.~0 
3U._~? 
50.37 
30.2il. 
30.37 
~ 1 .54 
31.5 1, 
31 • In 
51.1<) 
31 .31 
51.<'3 
31 .12 
31 • I)? 
3U .5< 
30.70 
51. n 
31 • 7~ 
31.27 
50.;>n 
31.06 
31 • Y 4 
)1 • Y R 
32.04 
3 2 .27 
51.~/, 
_;2,3 0 
:~2 ,34 
_~1,64 
32, un 
31,7"> 
j2,,.,1 
31-.11? 
31,'17 
52.111 
52.b fl 
3 2.,., 
32. ;1 
1I.75 
0.79 
(1.<3 
li.23 
[).~5 
1I.?8 
0.,2 
U,42 
U, -~H 
1J,3H 
(1.4 ,) 
0 .63 
U.A3 
U.511 
1 .1"1 
1I.43 
U,\7. 
U .Il{l 
I) • fJ U 
11 . f)" 
Ullfl i) 
U.ntl 
11 • (1 f.1 
() • (' I ) 
u • 3 \1 
II. ?Q 
LI • ? 7 
U • ~ 1 
1J.3x 
CAO 
14.73 
14,5[) 
14,63 
1 4.43 
1 4. ) 1 
1 4.74 
15.117 
1 5 • H 3 
1 5 , ( u 
15,Y7 
15 . 5 5 
1 5 • ~:5 
14.!j() 
14,157 
15 , 7:' 
16 ,lJ 7 
1 5 .64 
14.~6 
15.1)5 
16.79 
1 :; • If2 
16.U4 
15 , \11' 
15 , U1I 
15 . 117 
15.47 
15.b5 
, 5 • 4 (. 
16.4f.' 
15. n 
15.64 
1 5 • /)1 
16.4<) 
15.Y4 
15 .57 
NAZO 
4.47 
4.41) 
4.56 
4 .3 5 
4.<i! 
4.;>" 
3. < II 
2.\lY 
2. y d 
3.40 
3.<9 
3.UY 
3.1 .. 9 
3 • .s1 
4. u2 
3. ') 5 
3.47 
3.41) 
3.72 
4.,,5 
2. ) 'J 
2.n 
2.53 
2. (.6 
3.24 
2.4') 
2.70 
2. 70 
3.,-,1 
2.)6 
2.7U 
.3. ud 
2 • /\9 
2.:'0 
2,54 
2.77 
1(20 
O.~lJ 
0.31 
0,25 
O.Zo 
0.28 
0.3l1 
0,13 
ll.34 
0.12 
0.15 
0,17 
0.14 
U. 1 5 
0.34 
o • 19 
() • 1 <,> 
0.1 5 
0.10 
[l.1a 
O. 1 " 
0.21 
lJ.f)9 
O.()lJ 
O. ou 
lJ • ,ll! 
O. 'lU 
U.flU 
f) • !)lJ 
1).00 
D.IJU 
0.1"1 
0.17 
o • 1 4 
tJ, 1 Y 
f) • 1 4 
0.13 
0.14 
IJ. 1 2 
TOTAL 
100.69 
101 .lJIJ 
99.YO 
1lJD.15 
100.23 
1l)O.D2 
100.21 
1 no • 21 
100.32 
100.14 
lUO.51 
99.68 
100.S5 
100.<'6 
99.1:>1 
1l)1.I.9 6 
101 .40 
101.iS3 
Y9.4P. 
QR.il4 
11l1.11S 
Hl{J.3"I 
913.57 
9'1.25 
'19 .07 
HIU.25 
'19.65 
Y 8 • 1 fJ 
9a.L1D 
98.75 
100 .tsU 
If)1.2~ 
10ll.71 
101. 19 
lfJ1.20 
11)0 .49 
101.57 
100.27 
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NU",BER 
"'10 02(14 
"'10 02()~ 
",10 020t> 
"'10 0201 
"'10 0201l 
"'10 020Y 
"'10 021U 
"'10 0211 
"'10 U21~ 
"110 0215 
1~10 0214 
"'10 021:; 
"'10 U216 
"'10 021 I 
"'10 U211l 
"'10 02111 
10110 0220 
"'10 0221 
"'10 oa~ 
"'10 0225 
"'10 0224 
"'10 022~ 
M11 0226 
"'11 UUI 
M11 ond 
M11 022Y 
"'11 023U 
"'11 0231 
"'11 023£ 
"'11 0233 
R1 0234 
R 1 02 3 ~ 
R1 U236 
R1 0i!31 
R1 023/l 
R1 023Y 
R1 0241) 
R1 0241 
S It:? 
47,1''' 
47,72 
48,<2 
47,15 
47,79 
48,'13 
48,1 H. 
49 ,11 
4H , 1 " 
~ U. 1"1 
49. II~ 
49,11> 
48.£4 
48.24 
48.72 
4«.45 
49.55 
49.3"7 
41\,47 
48.'11, 
4B. :H 
41\,38 
'0.(;5 
~1I.(,3 
~U.35 
50,78 
'U, i1 
49.37 
49.36 
'0.17 
AL7(1~ 
32,'14 
5Z,H9 
32.6? 
53,In 
32,77 
31,llH 
3" • 7 ~ 
32,.5'l 
32,17 
.5 1 , l ~ 
33,7 1• 
S ~. 02 
51,bi! 
j 2, /'1 
33,()2 
3<,1 7 
3<.6'1 
32,4<1 
5i',/~ 
5.3,5~ 
32,7'> 
32.:;R 
3 ~ , 1"-
52.1')1 
32,4 0 
3 Z , S 7 
52 , 17 
3l,21l 
32.4~ 
31,Y'<' 
~U,'l 5U,LlI, 
'11.95 30,~ ~ 
'1 .3'" .30,~1 
~1 ,[11 51,1.1' 
'lI.t, iJ 30,42 
4il.54 51 .Y'l 
49.42 31,~1 
:, CI • Ill) .5 U • II ') 
P ' II 
I I , , .! 
U,,3 
U,~2 
tI.3 :S 
U"l 
II , .~ 4 
tI , ~? 
<.I,3S 
11,37 
tJ,:St,1 
U,3~ 
U.4lJ 
IJ • ~ 4 
II, 's 4 
",36 
U.,S 
u, ~ 4 
U.Cifi 
ll. ~ll 
U.nq 
O,l.1l) 
LJ,"1.1 
(). ntl 
l.I.fitj 
U. (If I 
CAO 
16,(8 
16.<=2 
15.74 
16,£2 
1b,15 
15,Ob 
16 ,H 
15.45 
15.; {1 
15.4{l 
16.5~ 
16,43 
15 . !l1 
16.4() 
11i,~g 
16,tJ3 
16.1ii 
16.U5 
10,:SU 
16.5U 
16 , 4 6 
15.118 
15 • /1 
1'; . )\1 
1:; .65 
15.43 
1 5 • 47 
1S,/l4 
1 5 • Y 1 
1 5 14 n 
U,211 / •• ((> 
1l,?l 14.1~ 
i.t , ~ 5 1 4 • :> \I 
t),,?d 15.l11 
lI,;>4 16.11) 
1i.3" 14.53 
2,1.9 
2,34 
2,~9 
Z • £ 1 
~, "1 
2,'14 
2 • to. S 
2.14 
2,44 
3 • L!'I 
~.49 
2, ) , 
2,7~ 
2,43 
2,50 
l. , /, (;> 
2, n 
2.Y7 
2,45 
7.,;6 
2 I i~ 7 
2,(;5 
2, I) / 
2 • .56 
:S,l ') 
3. :\6 
2"U 
2,45 
3,,,4 
K20 
(J , 1 3 
() , 1 4 
f) , 1 1 
U,09 
U,11 
IJ , 1 7 
U , 1 l 
'J,1!! 
() , 1 (, 
0,1 5 
U , 1 4 
t) , 1 2 
U • 1 <: 
U,17 
0,15 
f),flU 
1) ,11 
U,1 2 
0,15 
() , 1 1 
(1,16 
tl,OU 
O,I]U 
fI,nu 
a,DU 
U.Ul! 
D,OO 
I) ,llU 
I),IIU 
0,20 
Il, 1 3 
0.24 
U.20 
u • 1 2 
(j, 1 0 
O.1t> 
TOTAL 
99,1lS 
99,D4 
"9.MI 
"9,63 
99,64 
99,32 
1 00,29 
100,1.1 
"8.76 
1'')0,80 
102,12 
11)1,6" 
9>:\,'13 
10n.3U 
101,06 
99, tl'J 
lljl,45 
101,35 
100,42 
1Ul,75 
10ll,SU 
99,94 
1112,06 
101.48 
1 t)(), 98 
101.27 
11)11,52 
99, n 
11.10 ,26 
100,22 
91l,51 
1IJU ,.32 
lIJ O,35 
10U,61 
99,)4 
'19,54 
10CJ,12 
'i1l.!l4 
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lliU"IElER 
R2 024~ 
R2 0245 
R2 0244 
R2 024' 
R2 U241> 
R2 024( 
R2 0241l 
R2 024\1 
R3 025L1 
R3 U251 
R3 U25l 
R3 0255 
R3 0254 
R3 U2S~ 
R3 U2~6 
R3 U2S( 
"114 U251l 
'114 02511 
'114 U260 
'114 U261 
'114 U26l 
'114 U265 
'114 U21>4 
'114 026, 
P9B 0261> 
P9B 0261 
P9B 0260 
P98 026\1 
P98 027L1 
P98 0271 
P98 U27l 
P98 0275 
P9E1 U314 
P9E1 03" 
P9B 0316 
P98 031' 
P9B 0311l 
P98 031\1 
S1U2 AL?rn 
)0.311 51.P 
'0.4f> 31.4/" 
5lJ.O f,1 ~f). 77 
)D.!l S 51 J)(] 
'1.111 50.5'! 
'1.34 :S0.37 
'1.73 5f).5~ 
51.U5 ~(). 4 '~ 
~(;.H7 :S0.54 
51.35 5 1).1'" 
52. 2 4 <<1.61{ 
51.\15 211.n 
52.24 ~Y./}4 
51.35 31J.2 0 
'1. lI1151l.41 
'0.91 51).37 
4!1.Sf> 31.e1 
4b.65 31.44 
49.1651.32 
48.7fJ 31.61 
413.4431.54 
48.2'.1 51.,,/" 
4tl.95 31.12 
48.48 31.3f> 
'0.79 31.03 
,n.b7 3().1~ 
)(1,1.19 .51 • .56 
'!J,6!' 311.tli< 
49 , 78 3 I) • (\". 
49.56 30.7, 
47,t-1< 52.~~ 
47,94 32.1)'1 
4\1.<\ 4 31,,1, 
4\1."(>'0 5L.I.'" 
5[1.72 51.64 
'I'.n 32,17 
'1.12 '51.1>4 
51,66 3U.\! ~ 
FEll CAll 
11,1'1 15,13 
u.1'i 15.07 
U,1f, 14,!S1 
u,1K 14 !1 ~~ 
O,?, 14.l2 
fI,? :~ 14 .45 
'J , ? ,~ 1 4 , 06 
,1.?2 14,5~ 
U,?7 14 ,6~ 
LI,19 1 ~ , '10 
LI,?S 15,43 
(J, ~4 13,~7 
1),<1'. 1~,U3 
U,:>4 13,54 
f.l.11\ 14,<'1 
1.',2'114,5U 
1I,IlII 16,IJ5 
Il,flU 15,"'1 
0,"1) 15,'4 
U.'1t .1 1S.ts2 
lJ,fl(} 1~,1l7 
1),1)11 1) , '6 
U,n,) 1'),'14 
u,;>2 14 ,!So 
LI,?l 14,17 
ll,n 15,.51 
",22 14,)0 
u.19 lS,l'J 
0.1'1 15 ,U, 
ll.1) 10,!1l 
U.12 16.47 
1!,?115,4a 
U,?? 1),0"/ 
lJ,11 1),16 
11.1M 15 ,3,} 
P,14 14,51 
O,l~J 14.56 
NAIl) 
3. ,) 4 
2.'-14 
3,<'0 
3,46 
3 , 1'} 
3,.,5 
3, .34 
.5,62 
3, (,7 
3.43 
3,:58 
3, ,17 
2 ,17 
L,5.5 
2,':04 
2,4CJ 
<,,38 
2. i3 
2, ~9 
2,41 
2,.,,5 
~,S2 
l.bo 
3.03 
,~,("J 
2 • ,;0 
l , 1 1 
2,10 
2,n 
? ,(.4 
J • f' ~ 
2.71 
:3, 12 
K 2(1 
r) , 1 5 
I) , 1 5 
n,21) 
U,20 
0,2 () 
0,24 
1J,<l 
O,ZeJ 
(J,22 
U,2.5 
0,26 
1,1,27 
O,2Y 
0.26 
U,~U 
f).OIl 
G,nG 
(J,nu 
U.fJu 
f).flU 
O,IJU 
f). til) 
O,»U 
0.26 
1J.24 
0,10 
(J , 1 1 
(J , 1 3 
O,OY 
0.05 
0,0 4 
(J , 1 3 
n,ll7 
ll,14 
(),1U 
[).1 2 
0.15 
TDTAL 
1(1).1)2 
'IlJO ,115 
<;Y,!l2 
10(1,21 
99,85 
1 11(1, 14 
lOU,oil 
'lIlo) , 1.2 
99,60 
9 r; ,d 
'i'l,41l 
99.43 
lfi\.Y1 
99,06 
11<1,98 
'19,14 
'.ii5,59 
'! I! ,56 
lJiJ,~3 
9 g ,23 
9 .~,7 1 
Y", ,22 
98,19 
1U ll ,11 
98 ,'J 4 
10f),Ll2 
99,4tl 
'N,27 
\/8,73 
9 8,9 7 
9Il,82 
99,97 
111(1, 1.>" 
1rJIl.1l5 
1(lO,1l2 
11l1l,65 
100,67 
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NllMBER 
P98 u32U 
P9E' U321 
"12 033U 
"'12 0331 
"'1 2 033~ 
"12 U335 
10112 U3 34 
"'12 0335 
"'12 0336 
"'12 U33( 
810 U34b 
810 U34( 
810 0341l 
B10 034'1 
B10 035U 
810 U351 
810 U35, 
810 0355 
1o!14 U354 
10114 035~ 
"'14 0356 
"'1 4 035( 
M14 0351l 
M14 035\1 
M14 036U 
M14 U361 
M14 036, 
M14 0365 
83 037< 
83 U37.5 
83 0374 
83 0375 
B3 U37b 
B3 037( 
83 0371l 
B3 037\1 
P11 040l 
P11 04U5 
SlO? AL?O, 
~ r: , 47 .3 1 , b ~ 
~1.~H 31,37 
~O,36 31,5' 
~U,IJY :i1,!1 
49,(.3 32 ,ll~ 
413,47 3~,~1\ 
4U,34 31 , 1' 
4H,~4 32,HI 
41l,t.1 51. ,2<1 
4 !; ,6U 51,114 
4 0 , ~. 1 52,,~ 
4':1,56 52,li~ 
4K,61 31,5' 
49,32 31,95 
49,1,5 51,~4 
4K,64 52,n 
49,)1 52,10 
48,49 52,.5? 
49.US 51,"12 
49,:;0 51,S4 
48,"10 31,1J'I 
4H,4/\ 52,OR 
48,;3 31,5'> 
49,1432,2il 
49,17 52.35 
49,1,4 31.6'; 
4'1.44 32.19 
'5,111 "H.19 
:i5.112 iil,?t. 
~2,44 I'J.91 
~2,72 19.<i<; 
)4.111 tll.1" 
65.\1(' 1~.IJ'i 
~2,22 51).52 
52,26 CY," ~ 
, II , 1 5 3 1 • 47 
~U,lJ\i 30,7Q 
' FFO CAO 
1I,1S 15,54 
v,1~ 14,a 
LI"I; 15,5() 
1.1,41 15 ,5B 
D,'<) 15,1j() 
U, :~4 16,U6 
tJ , 41'1 15 . ~5 
u, I.() 1 5. '16 
(} , I.!, 16,29 
1.1,43 1 6 ,1() 
(J ,n 17,0(. 
[',,1 16,'') 
t),~:S 16,59 
",';-S 16,!l2 
'), .31,16,5(, 
l'.'i:~ 16,.51 
li,,4 16,42 
(' ,34 15,'1ri 
U , f, 1 1 6 , ; (", 
U,~1 1;,61 
('./,'115,65 
1),'i615,1.\(1 
(.',S~ 16.,1 
U,~7 16.21 
11.4'1 15,77 
(i,~6 16,U3 
1.'.56 15,!l1] 
l!."2 1s.()2 
Lt.1Q 11,44 
u.16 11,!l3 
[1,71 13 . 62 
,i . n 13.13 
'.'.11, 11,ti1 
0 ,15 U,U4 
lJ,~4 13,413 
(1 , 72 13,23 
1.', ~() 1!r,U4 
0.1.11;.3K 
2 • () ~ 
.~ ,41 
2,97 
? , ,Ill 
2, (. 5 
1.,44 
2.7 4 
2.:'7 
3,u',) 
c,d 
2, .n 
2,~1 
"1.,1',) 
2.31 
2,t,7 
2.45 
2.'1 .3 
~.,'1 
c.~o 
2,36 
? • 1,7 
7..-:4 
2.47 
? • (, d 
2 • () 2 
~ • u 1 
5 • u 1 
3. ::4 
3.\12 
4,'15 
1.17 
3. /9 
3.73 
2, /.,1 
2.\10 
K20 
(1.11 
() .17 
0.21 
0.2<-
II • 1 0 
0.16 
0 . 14 
0,17 
0.1 ; 
U.13 
0,14 
o , 1 3 
U , 1 0 
11 • 1 ~ 
0.11 
0.17 
0.11 
iJ • (Hi 
O. 1 ') 
("),18 
U, 1 is 
() • 1 4 
o • 1 6 
0,16 
n.19 
U.1 (, 
U,21 
0, , 4 
II • .n 
0.26 
U,3~ 
0.30 
ll,2\1 
'15.36 
0.29 
0,7.4 
0.21 
0,27 
TOTAL 
'1IO.5B 
1011.01 
11)0.75 
1 ,II),6Y 
1(1).72 
100.13 
'19 . 74 
99.4U 
99.01 
100,25 
10(J.24 
1011.58 
100.1l1 
99.40 
1Ufl.()6 
10n.56 
1 01).15 
1 11 0.()6 
l~JO.~O 
11)l'.1() 
'19.45 
~'I,75 
99.85 
99 , 49 
101l.U3 
1lJO.74 
'IO[J.ll4 
1n t).~3 
lUll.34 
1UI}.l4 
1 1)[J.Yl 
10u.24 
99.50 
11)0.67 
100.54 
<19.46 
100,il4 
99.1l4 
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NUMBER 
P11 fJ4D4 
p 11 04{)~ 
P11 U4{)o 
P11 ()4l'( 
P11 04lHl 
P11 040'1 
P11 041U 
P11 LJ411 
P11 U41< 
P11 041.5 
Pl1 041 .. 
Pl1 U41:> 
P11 U416 
P11041( 
B5A U411l 
~5A 041" 
BSA 04£LJ 
i:!SA U4£1 
BSA 04iU 
BSA 0425 
B5A U424 
BSA U4~~ 
F24 04~4 
F24 U43~ 
F24 0436 
F24 U43( 
F24 0436 
F24 043" 
F24 U44 U 
F24 LJ441 
F1 U461l 
F1 U46'1 
F1 U47LJ 
F1 U471 
F1 047£ 
F 1 047.5 
F1 U474 
F 1 U4 7 ~ 
S102 ~L?()~ 
~t'J,)4 511,/1 
4'1 ,I>~ 51.'17 
4'1, U4 5~.<~ 
49,r,7 51).~7 
4/!,42 il.:sn 
46./.2 52.4~ 
4 iI • t, 7 ~ 1 • 7"1 
49.<:'1 jl.1<4 
4V,Ilk 5U.'j{, 
4!l.e,? 51.(,(' 
40.4:~ 51.'lf, 
4Y.l'L' ,~1.'~ 
4 1; • t' 2 j 1 • I. A 
4~.t,/5 3;>.11) 
4'1.<'1 S1.1l~ 
4 Y,;:n 5<.<"<; 
4 0.:)4 n.n 
~(j . l) 11,47 
4'1,03 :~2.1~ 
4". )4 51.. ,SI, 
4 1/, . 1\ 3 '51.':1) 
4f\.<tJ 52.? '; 
4X.7? 52.1. 1\ 
4x.B 3'.Sf, 
49.22 51..41 
4K.1Q .5<.:;H 
4H.1 4 ~".,4 
4 /1 .<'11 :11..l fl 
40. 34 51.V' 
41:i.'J7 ,~£.lI() 
"Y.2K S1.~( 
49.1152.,,1 ''! 
('Y.bl> 51.1" 
4t,/.2" 51.7" 
FFIl LAO 
f: .4() 17.(1;: 
l l .bl, 1';,l'2 
U.7Il11.'14 
, J • '),~ 1 (, , u 3 
t! .<"16,ul: 
ll."~ 1 6.ul:' 
IJ . ,'41'i,.51 
lJ.~ · 1 1')"Y5 
I. J " ?') 1 () " U [ i 
\.' • ? ;, 1 ., • ~ II 
\1."1 \) '15.:' /1 
l • • -<;41{l"Lri 
l l" ~ 'I 1:, ,,0~ 
! I .~~ 'llJ.1~) 
U.:H ; 1')./4 
I .I .. ·-S . ~ 11).uS 
'.J.?"i 1~.4~; 
II " ~" 1 t.j " ;:i 1 
~~ A I ( I 
?..hL 
t ,,~, I 
(~ " :... 7 
I. " f.14 
i " ..,. ' .. 
? .. j .3 
? . ~ 4 
(~ " :. .5 
?,~,'1 
2 • (, I 
3. '.1 3 
( • (' '+ 
;~ .. v 3 
;. " ~ , J., 
? • I; 6 
~ . l) 
.~ " 1 !. 
2.d 
(~ .. i.;. 1 
? • 4 1 
d • 1 < 
[) , 1 1 
(I • 1 It 
'J • 1 Y 
'.J.2u 
1/ " l..'J 
0.1'(' 
o • 1 "( 
d.1~ 
Ii. 1 ( 
() • 1 I 
" , ? i 
l) " 1 (I 
L.l • 1 ~ 
'J • 2 ~ 
;',.11 
i,I • (. 1 
'1.1 j 
D.ll'> 
i.l. 1 b 
:")" 1 l 
~.l " 1 -+ 
I! • 1 1 
iJ" 1 4 
i1 • 21 
I) • 1 y 
,) • 1 ( 
T rlT A L 
l il' I.)!') 
1 11'1,29 
1 ~ ll., jl 
C; ,'l ,'Ill 
(J~.11 
'1<;,21 
<iu.41 
1'"1.41 
I.}Y.~4 
lIy. h 
111,1.:') 
1 i I ' ,I. 1 5 
1 ,'I r) • 1 '1 
1 111!.;1 
yo). '("1 
'j ni l" ) t.. 
lll :).'14 
Yt;.dc? 
'J'J • '12 
'I r IU • 51 
l ' lLl.,' l 
9<;. t,'1 
') ,,1<).<4 
'.;';./u 
9'-'.42 
' ) '1 .0) 
Y'I.SCl 
lJ9.
'
J5 
'I t) • L :> 
APPENDIX T~U *** • *** ALL PI_A~IOLLASt AUALYS~S, PAGE: ! 
=======:=================~====================:======= ======= 
NUMBER 
F13 04!l'f 
F13 04YLJ 
F13 04Y'I 
F13 04Yt 
F13 04<,13 
F13 04114 
f13 04'1' 
F13 U4116 
F13 04<,11 
M7 U5~d 
1o!7 U531 
1017 U53~ 
"'7 U533 
lot 7 0534 
""7 U53, 
"'7 U556 
1017 053( 
"'6 0546 
"'6 054' 
""6 05411 
M6 05411 
1016 U5SU 
1'6 0551 
M6 055l 
1016 0555 
B23 U563 
B23 U564 
823 056:; 
923 0566 
923 056( 
823 U561l 
823 05611 
823 0570 
813 usn 
813 U51:\lJ 
913 051:11 
913 051:1t 
813 05!!3 
S102 AL?t')~ 
411,47 51,/1 
49,3<.1 51,'i? 
49,45 31",~ 
.. 9.115 ,31.<7 
46,7!! ~1,l1 
'0.11 51,13 
49.54 S1,n 
49.25 j1.41 
"II.<!~ :'1.4<) 
'D.US 5£.il() 
'l'.18 ~1,7'l 
'0.35 51.3'< 
':>1.25 311.5~ 
49,97 31,12 
49.55 51.!>? 
""'.':>4 51,57 
4<,1,HZ 5Ll.6A 
49.f1932.5:> 
'0.24 51,49 
'0.b3 31.('IQ 
48 • t>Cl 3 1 • 'I f., 
4B.lll 32.3~ 
'Ll.11' 
4b,73 
49.IlY 
41:\.<;<,1 
49.b1 
4Y.'J~ 
49.Y6 
49.2<,1 
':>11.111 
49 • ':> 3 
, (I • j 2 
4b.76 
48.7 /• 
49.5i' 
1.9.31' 
4/j.'12 
31,1l4 
52.6~ 
51 .64 
52.0? 
51 ,65 
51.110 
5Z.U Q 
52.S1 
S 1 .0) 
52.~f, 
51.74 
S~.17 
n .4) 
51.1>0 
5l.20 
3 < .15 
FF.C) LAO 
".7 1\ 15.'2 
lI.)(\ 15.\1'1 
1J. :~4 1).6/\ 
o.~~ 15.41 
U.)t! 15,65 
U,35 14.Y7 
IJ,~'. 15.1.1} 
U.3/\ 15.04 
1). ,'\7 15.57 
U.~2 15,/1 
". ,~2 15.41> 
U.cY,'j,t:..s 
u,<>i 15.1 1,1 
11.31. 1',,\11 
u.n 16.1.12 
0.3, 1tJ.43 
U.'<5 n.b! 
u.?<,1 15.11 
v.?? 15.56 
u.~1 14.f7 
U.35 16.16 
(1.3 '3 16.02 
ll. 32 
u.~o 
u • ~ ti 
O.?~ 
l!. B 
li .2(,J 
l\. :s .~ 
1l.~1 
u. 3:~ 
(j.? :~ 
!J.t..1 
1.1 • ~ 1 
(). 'n 
16,44 
14./5 
1),)(' 
1 4,/7 
14.\19 
1S.n 
1 5 • , 1 
1 ... 64 
1 5 .) 2 
N~?O 
c.IlS 
2.4S 
2./5 
2.<,13 
2.)7 
3.n 
2.97 
t../e 
2.1\5 
2.,/ 
~ • (~5 
3.1).5 
".71 
1..42 
2 • t d 
2.4<) 
2.'1;; 
3.~4 
".74 
2 , ~ 7 
2.bU 
2.3 11 
3 • lI') 
2 • ~ 1 
2. '(6 
2. "17 
2.c.6 
2. ')-r 
2.<;15 
2.4-:' 
2.32 
2 • tl1 
2.55 
2.46 
K20 
i) • 1 0 
().17 
fj • 1 c> 
fJ.21 
0.1 Y 
0.13 
O. 1c> 
'J.21.J 
() • 1 4 
O.U 
() • 1 <;I 
0.09 
i).2Ll 
0,25 
<).17 
U. 1 ':I 
0.2j 
U.11 
0.?4 
0.21 
'.I • 1 \< 
u • 1 t5 
(1.2:5 
!J. 1 6 
0,2j 
0.15 
U.21 
fJ. 1 6 
0.16 
(J • 1 3 
0.21 
,) , 1 0 
'J. 1 6 
U.1 'S 
IJ • 1 1 
o • 1 9 
o • 1 6 
n. 1 4 
TOTAL 
9'1.47 
99.Y:S 
99.96 
1 :10.1)2 
99.<'8 
9<;.1.)6 
99.24 
91.).47 
1UU.\I/) 
11J(l. n 
'1 'In. 32 
1 till. 26 
'/<,1 .62 
100.44 
10'l.:iO 
99.33 
1') I) • 21 
1U'1.5:\ 
11)n.55 
9 Q • '" ,j 
1111).'3'7 
1 () II • '" 7 
1 fJr). bS 
99.79 
99.'70 
9CJ.65 
"1<.).\11 
10ll.5 ,~ 
1'.lU.S'1 
99.92 
100.52 
'IOIl.14 
99 • . F) 
99..,5 
99.61 
1L1f1.10 
99.~6 
APPENDIX TWO *** A *** ~LL PLA6roCLASl ANALYSES , PAGE: H 
============================================================= 
NUMBER 
813 05!!4 
913 05115 
813 05116 
B28 05!!l 
828 OSIlII 
828 OS!!II 
828 059U 
828 0591 
828 05\1£ 
828 05\15 
828 05114 
828 0511) 
828 0590 
828 05\1 ( 
830 06115 
830 0600 
830 060( 
830 06015 
830 06011 
830 061U 
830 0611 
830 061£ 
830 0615 
830 0614 
830 061S 
83 634 
83 63, 
83 630 
83 63{ 
83 6315 
83 6311 
83 64U 
83 641 
820 65L1 
820 651 
820 65~ 
820 655 
820 654 
, S I ll2 
48 , 32 
4H.74 
48 .", 9 
49.\13 
) 1 .44 
50.44 
) 1 .63 
'1 .31 
)[1,32 
51 • 5 (, 
5(1.",7 
51.45 
50,7(-' 
51. 61:\ 
4\1,4/\ 
51.lJ2 
)0.01 
51,42 
'D.U4 
)2.19 
) 1 ,63 
49,Il4 
49.\1(\ 
) 1 .32 
,l,4U 
'1 ,77 
)2,12 
51 ,34 
49 ,77 
SU,14 
4Y,I.17 
'1,1/\ 
)0,56 
49,'-17 
50,97 
51 , 1 '£ 
51 ,15 
AL20~ 
32,41 
32,5~ 
5'£,01 
31,4-' 
30,o~ 
11 ,3'" 
50,2[' 
50,v'" 
:S1,5~ 
50,4H 
3l1,93 
50,7[' 
31 • G7 
~U,S4 
,51 ,Ij~ 
3U.Y7 
51",7 
3U,37 
.3 1 .1 2 
30,~S 
3U,61 
31 ," ~ 
51,6(, 
50.5 9 
SU,""" 
50 , 5 1l 
30,6 9 
30.49 
.51.1C, 
31 • ~ 7 
ty,~O 
:52,1" 
S1.~1. 
51.'11. 
5l,n~ 
31 ,in 
31,\10 
5U,27 
FFO 
0,311 
U, 'q 
0,31 
0.39 
U,31:\ 
U,~6 
t! , :Il 
U,~4 
IJ, Yl 
U,~3 
I, . 31:l 
II ,35 
LI,:>;'? 
IJ , .i 9 
l ) , '\? 
(1,35 
1),3 :5 
I) , '14 
U,35 
I.J , 1 'I 
1J,?1 
'..! • 1 'I 
Ij. ? 4 
Ii . ? U 
iJ .39 
" , 39 
V,53 
LI, .H' 
CAO 
15,li9 
15,'(9 
15 ,71 
14,li2 
13,tl9 
14,()1 
13,.56 
13,'13 
14,66 
13,60 
14,v6 
13,Il6 
14,53 
14,,1/~ 
14,44 
13,51l 
13, '15 
13,16 
13, ':4 
14,46 
14,4~ 
13,0'£ 
13,()9 
12.116 
13,U5 
13,611 
14,v6 
13,\10 
11.1\1 
15,51) 
14,':2 
1 4, 'I (, 
15,U4 
1 4, S 6 
14,111 
14 , 66 
NAZO 
2,22 
2,~2 
2,46 
2,/jo 
3,S5 
3,1 u 
3,71] 
3,44 
.50 1 0 
3,:'4 
3.1 7 
3.76 
"C.69 
3 , 1 Ii 
:~ .LJ5 
3,74 
5,11 
3. /16 
3,01 
2.YO 
2.tJ6 
3.3\1 
3.44 
:, .'12 
3,~t) 
3.21 
2,,.2 
3,13 
4,~9 
3,~1 
2,11 
2,55 
2 , II il 
? , '12 
K20 
0,14 
0,15 
ll, 11 
[),2<' 
O,l5 
, 0,23 
O,2b 
0.2U 
0.15 
Ll,3, 
0,29 
1),1~ 
0,21 
0,24 
0,17 
0.21 
0,21 
'],27 
U,25 
0,24 
0.30 
U,21 
0, 1 \I 
0,25 
0,20 
0,23 
0,20 
0,24 
0.2,5 
U, 1 9 
0,23 
1J,13 
G.a 
0, 1 IS 
0,20 
0.5C1 
o , ,." 
U,17 
TOTAL 
99,38 
l1HI,07 
99,05 
9\1,IiO 
1Ull,16 
100,lfJ 
99,58 
luU,14 
100,18 
'N,1I6 
99,'14 
1(1 ~1,()3 
99,<;2 
, 10U,US 
99,50 
<19,93 
99,55 
'19,57 
99,'(5 
1 clO,l)S 
99,72 
99,50 
99,38 
99,49 
99,98 
99.36 
99,Ill 
9'1,12 
Q~, '16 
'fil ,92 
99,44 
'100,33 
1 Ul), 35 
106 ,"16 
1 UO, 18 
100,27 
101.19 
99,53 
ApPENDIX TWu *** A *** ALL PLAGII1CLASt ANALYStS. PAGE: 9 
====:======================================================== 
NUMBER 
820 65~ 
820 656 
820 65' 
B25 66' 
825 66/j 
825 66'1 
B25 67U 
825 671 
B25 67t. 
B25 675 
825 674 
B9 687 
89 61H! 
B9 6!!Y 
89 69Ll 
B9 691 
B9 69t 
89 6'15 
B9 694 
815 70 -7 
815 7Uo 
815 70'1 
815 71U 
B15 711 
815 71t 
B15 715 
B15 714 
RR1 725 
RR1 724 
~R1 72~ 
RR1 726 
RR1 70 
R~1 72/j 
RR1 72'1 
RR1 73Ll 
RR1 731 
RR1 73t 
RR1 735 
S 102 At ?,n 
~ 1 .31 
'2.32 
49. 2~, 
49.1 n 
48.41'-
:'LJ.4'f 
49.31 
:'0 .1>3 
49 . tiS 
49. U6 
~(l .lJ 4 
47 .66 
48.24 
47.\17 
47.'12 
41;.45 
48.74 
47.3\1 
47.t,8 
49.51 
48.'14 
48.",3 
48.4t> 
48.2\1 
48.42 
48.lIB 
41l.54 
5[1.08 
49.\I'J 
'O.p'! 
49.33 
49.01l 
;U. (> 7 
5(J.111 
4tl.7~ 
49.311 
49.93 
31 .44 
31 .0' 
.51 • 1 ~ 
32.1~ 
31.tl R 
31.2!\ 
~ 1 • Y 4 
3 1 • ,\ il 
31 • 11 
32.2~ 
51 .37 
33.0n 
52.511 
33.0f) 
32.8~ 
32.~X 
52.57 
,~3.17 
52.\1'1 
31 .72 
52.u5 
31./j/. 
51.IlS 
32.Y. 
S1.\I~ 
'!"t.37 
32.50 
31 .51 
S 1 .39 
31.~i\ 
.51 .63 
51 • ~n 
.52.2(\ 
.5:J. 71 
3 < • 1 S 
31 .6 4 
Fr-O 
0.6.8 
0.,'1 
11.7.7 
11.74 
li.n 
u.:? a 
LJ.?5 
ll.?i! 
1I.'1 
0. ,II 
U.?>?l 
I.l • l~ Q 
D. q 
IJ.>1l 
U.'5 
(1.40 
li._~\1 
LI, ~ 7 
u.~ H 
u.'3 
0.34 
L1.'4 
u.34 
lJ. f .. O 
u. /~ () 
CAl) 
14.;9 
14 • ~ 1 
16,U8 
15,li4 
1 ~ ,~1 
14.57 
15 , U4 
1 4,22 
14.12 
1 5 , 41 
14.43 
10.<5 
15.il3 
1S,1lS 
16.'11 
16 , ~ 1 
15,70 
16.47 
16.)7 
15 , u9 
15,71 
15, '0 
15./j7 
16,UI). 
1 5 , '9 
16,1(\ 
16 , Hi 
1 5 ,17 
14 , II 3 
14,\14 
15 • ~ 1 
15.17 
14 • .53 
14.1:11 
15,'11 
14.4H 
1'5.71 
14.119 
:'I~~() 
2.1,11 
2.l1 
2.71 
2.'71 
2 • ~ () 
3.(11} 
2.01.1 
3,22 
~s. ~ 2 
2.5U 
2.17 
2 • .5'.J 
2.a 
2.:n 
2.22 
2.3'1 
1 • \I ~ 
1 .1,13 
2,~\I 
2.u\l 
2.'11 
2.44 
2.31 
2.02 
2 • 1 \I 
2 .4U 
3.UU 
2.9U 
3.1)1 
2.'11 
? • 12 
:\ • 27 
).uO 
? • 5 -\ 
3.<'4 
c.5'1 
2.'12 
IOU 
O.2u 
l.l. 2 U 
0.24 
D. HI 
0.13 
ll.24 
U.1 7 
0.24 
U. 1 \I 
(J • 1 6 
n.2U 
0.11 
0.14 
II • 11 
0.13 
0.20 
0.14 
0.16 
O. HI 
U.13 
o • 1 3 
0.13 
0.14 
0.12 
0.14 
U • 11 
O.1U 
I) • 1 9 
0.23 
0.18 
rJ • 1 4 
O. HI 
() • 1 7 
0.21 
0.18 
f) • 1 9 
IJ • 1 3 
U.20 
TOTAL 
10n . ilO 
100 .'15 
99./15 
91} .45 
\11\.44 
9\1.1U 
99 . 34 
'I \I .41 
n.?? 
99.69 
99.39 
99.49 
911.40 
99.So 
99.75 
100.31 
'19.86 
99.58 
<J9.67 
99 .41 
99.YO 
1111.46 
99.16 
91}.47 
99.u9 
\I 9 .31 
10ll.0S 
10().~9 
9Y.7R 
100.07 
Y9.36 
'l<).1l7 
99.\16 
99.tl4 
\l1}.97 
99.66 
100 .36 
100.06 
ApPENDIX TWO *** A *** hLL PLA~It)CLASI:; AN.ALYSES. PAGE: 1U 
=============~============~=========================== ======= 
NUMBER 
F1 74t. 
F7 74S 
F1 744 
F7 74':> 
F7 740 
F7 147 
F7 74/j 
F7 74" 
F15 ?6tl 
F15 761 
F15 76t. 
F15 76S 
F15 764 
F15 7b':> 
F15 7b6 
F15 761 
F15 7b/j 
F15 76'1 
F 8 77'1 
F8 78tl 
F8 ?til 
F8 7'dt. 
F8 HS 
F8 7'04 
F8 78':> 
F8 ?8b 
B4 7'd1 
B4 78/j 
84 7'0'1 
84 7'fU 
B4 7111 
84 711 t. 
84 7'fS 
84 794 
97 81!> 
97 810 
97 81( 
97 81/j 
S I I) 2 A L ? \1 , 
~n.<1 :51.~t\ 
4\1.19 )/.3<) 
~O.3il 11.57 
49.7u Sl.7f' 
4'1.()2 32.11 
':>['.l,I~ 51. 7~ 
4\1.oY 52 • .12 
49 . 65 5 1.57 
49.54 51 . 5 '·i 
49.~~ 31.<,11 
5().14 51.~" 
49.2<; 51.'-7 
':>().34 31 . /1 
':>().1.'3 S1.41 
4'1.~S 51.0 " 
49.37. ~l.n 
4/j.ll1 31.11, 
':>0.~1 31.2~ 
49, "11 j1.Yl 
49,08 52.0f, 
4<,1,05 51.1l7 
!>[,,1/:j 51."1 
49,(11 .5~ • . Sil 
49,33 52.l' 
49."11 51.111 
49,51< 52.0~ 
'3.uS Sf). n 
5li,H 32.2'i 
52,61 5U.S' 
53.24 t'l.91 
':> l' • 1 2 3 1 • r ~ 
48.tl9 32.,? 
49 .b3 .~1 .6~ 
':>2,211 3o.:n 
4~.1l7 32.5' 
49.114 31.7'<' 
48.4(\ jl./)~ 
47.63 32 . 41 
CAe 
(1.'4 14,IJ2 
LI.I<i 15,':>t) 
U.4S 1),11) 
lJ,15 14,\1(1 
I!.~o 1!> . S7 
LI. -S~ 1:' , 15 
U.~1 15 • .56 
U.'1 15,S4 
11.3 :,14,1>1] 
u,3" 15,41 
lJ, :)1 14,(1 
1.'.25 14.b4 
V.?'-I 15,Li9 
lJ.q 15,Li6 
1.1.?1'I14,tl6 
\),,7 14,55 
U.3() 14,<,11) 
\)."7 1),15 
\:'.1.,) 14,<l1 
U.·~5 14,61 
u.~1 15.Y/ 
\'.3S 1S,iY 
U.34 1 1 .. 64 
I.' ." 15,U7 
\1,1712.47 
\,;.1'1 14,'Ii.J 
U.?5 12,6(' 
u.?3 12.U5 
~I • ? 5 1 4 , 6 U 
O.~3 1),<0 
\) .")214.53 
1.1,2512.('7 
!l.21> 15,t.4 
11.~1 15,12 
1J,'32 15.5:1 
;~ A t U 
2,<)1) 
2.62 
3 ,5 (J 
2.K4 
2. ?7 
2. n 
2. Ij 2 
2. \15 
2. 1,6 
2,"12 
3.u6 
2.68 
I. • tl6 
2.9 S 
3.16 
2.<;1.1 
2.'11 
3.u3 
~1.1tl 
2. (, 7 
2. "/4 
2.Y) 
2 • .,,1 
4.')4 
3 • [17 
4.ill 
3.21 
c.62 
3.1.3 
4.1);) 
2 • .56 
2.47 
2.4B 
7. .n 
K20 
[) • 1 3 
0.17 
0,14 
0,1 S 
[),14 
0.21 
IJ • 1 5 
0,12 
[J. a 
0.<1 
U.32 
(J.21 
0.24 
0.21 
U.1 II 
U • 1 Y 
0.24 
[).16 
[) • 10 
0.10 
0.16 
0.21 
u. 1 2 
O. , 4 
1).1(1 
0.1.3 
U.24 
(J • 1 9 
I). 35 
Ll.2C 
1.),25 
U.1) 
'J,21 
o .52 
0.117 
f) • 1 4 
0.10 
0,13 
TOTAL 
11)f1.26 
100.26 
1 on. 49 
99.96 
1 LlO , 2 II 
<,I 9 . 'i ')) 
lU Cl. 71 
99 . 7':> 
'11.0 r 
Qr:;.77 
94 , tsO 
99.88 
99.61J 
99.22 
<;Q.Uo 
Qll, 2:, 
'I9.l0 
Hl<J.UO 
10 1J.35 
1U11.12 
100.12 
9'1./j6 
100.lJil 
<;9.63 
1.)1).1~ 
11l0.60 
100.rS 
'11)0.44 
11)0 • .39 
10n.11) 
'/9.(12 
99.47 
'N.77 
99 •. n 
ApPENDIX TWu *** • *** ALL PLftb10CLASt ANALYSES. PAGE; 11 
===========================================:=========:======= 
NUM8ER 
87 B111 
87 B2L! 
87 B21 
87 8U 
B7 B21 
826 B3, 
826 B35 
826 834 
826 B3~ 
826 B36 
826 B37 
826 B31l 
826 B311 
821 855 
821 854 
821 85~ 
821 85b 
821 8St 
821 BS1:I 
821 8511 
821 86U 
821 861 
822 871 
822 BU 
822 875 
822 874 
822 !:l7~ 
822 876 
822 !:l7f 
822 811l 
819 !:l8t 
819 8tHl 
819 88Y 
819 BIIU 
819 8111 
819 811l 
819 8\1.5 
819 !:l94 
S1I.>2 AL?I)~ 
4t . • 99 
49 .17 
4!1.btl 
49.26 
48.1l1 
49.09 
49,6lJ 
'0,25 
49,47 
50,97 
48.54 
49,ll -' 
'1 • U~ 
49.1 2 
48.31 
49 , 112 
4fl. n 
49.26 
47. iT 5 
48.10 
49 ,31 
48,32 
4B.71 
49.(;6 
48.39 
49.71 
49,21:\ 
49,41 
4\1 .5 \l 
49,17. 
,a.1I1 
49, ,9 
4~.b? 
'U,1,-
4Y.LJIi 
47."" 
49.!i5 
'lI.I.'9 
31.ilS 
51.\ln 
52.26 
32,(l~ 
31 ,5 G 
31 .61 
51 • U4 
31 .62 
.50,57 
32.3? 
51 • Ml 
50.)/+ 
31 , 4 ~ 
31.l'1 
31.1"7 
31.5'1 
31.21' 
32.42 
37..2H 
31 • 4 ~ 
51.'17 
32.111 
.31.7f, 
52.0 7 
31 .4? 
31 • 5 ~ 
31.t1 
31.5" 
31..(10 
30.5<; 
51 .7-" 
32.3(1 
31. :n 
52.04 
32.<''' 
31 .~f, 
31 . 42 
FFI) 
,) , /9 
lI,~2 
LI.:~11 
'.1. (II 
('.n 
0.?6 
1I.3'o 
,.I. ~ 4 
u.31 
LJ, ~ 6 
0." 
1).,3 
U.~1 
0. -~4 
u. ·~6 
I,. Vi 
U.31 
(). ~ 7 
(j.31 
(1. ? 0 
LJ. :~1 
1).31) 
t.l.?1l 
U.21:! 
U. 3" 
u.14 
lJ. n 
l~.?1\ 
IJ • '4 
1.1.,'/ 
iJ.<::Y 
li. ~i' 
II. 31. 
1J.~6 
n.lO 
U. H 
CI\O 
15,U~ 
1S.lJ~ 
15,46 
14.'12 
15, bj 
1 4.75 
15.un 
1 1. , 41J 
1 5 ,liS 
13.1l7 
15 , 51 
15 . '-':1 
13.07 
14,69 
14. Y (, 
1 4.15 
15.16 
1 4./9 
16,UO 
15,!i4 
1 4.65 
1",64 
1s.,r~ 
15,U() 
15,~1) 
14.:>0 
1 4.'" '2 
14,l':l 
14,42 
1 5 • j 5 
1 3 . 63 
14,4:3 
1 5 ,~4 
13 ,',I 3 
15,lfJ 
16,1.6 
14.12 
14,U7 
'4 A IV 
2.37 
2.o5B 
2.23 
2 .4 7 
2.52 
2.b2 
2 • t! S 
:'> , 11 
2. '15 
~.4U 
2.77 
2. ()u 
.L55 
2.07 
2.~!:l 
3.16 
2,64 
(. • 77 
;::.24 
2.36 
2.09 
2.46 
t.4!! 
2,45 
2.97 
t-,Y4 
2,Il7 
2.,,2 
?.56 
2,93 
? , f)9 
5 • 1 6 
1..70 
2,03 
3.14 
:L 17 
K20 
Il • 11 
O.1S 
U. 1 4 
0.13 
O. 1 I, 
o • 1 ~ 
f) • 1 4 
(J • 1 9 
0.14 
n.21 
L1.09 
0.19 
'),20 
U .HI 
0,1 :, 
[J • 21 
0.22 
0.24 
0.13 
0.1 2 
U.17 
U. 1 4 
I) • 1 4 
0.15 
O. 1 ~ 
1l.1 1) 
(J • 11 
1.1.21 
() • 1 7 
U , 1 5 
o • 1 6 
o • 1 , 
U. ()!j 
n.2U 
0 . 2u 
U.1 U 
0 . 19 
0.1 7 
TOTAL 
'11\.66 
911 . '17 
99.U7 
99 • 11 
9iS.92 
99.2 :3 
99 . 56 
',19.41 
99.34 
99.38 
9Y.56 
99.16 
99.31) 
90.63 
'111.17 
n.d'" 
98.bil 
Q~. 69 
<; ':I. ,is 
9f.\.':ID 
9U.7H 
':IiI.ln 
99.21 
99.U6 
9R.<l6 
99.19 
99 .1 !:l 
9/1.83 
91l,62 
99,46 
99.l.ll 
99.17 
9<,l.!:l2 
99.06 
100.U4 
99,17 
9'1.55 
99.26 
ApPENDIX TWO *** ~ *** ALL PLA~IOCLASt ANALYSES. PAGE: 12 
======================================================:====== 
NU"'BER S1(12 AL?()~ Fe O CAO rl A 2. 0 K20 TOTAL 
F4 904 411.011 31 • 7 ~ li.~4 16.tsl 2.h5 II • 1 4 100 .57 
F4 90~ 41l.73 31 .9., u.~1l 1 5 ." 4 2.)5 () • 1 0 98.'19 
F4 900 49.1 X 31.4,~ L'I. 'H 16,.53 2.94 0.1 2 1!lO.39 
F4 9Uf 49,ux 31.7i\ ll.2'i 1 5 , "9 2 .74 0,13 99.31 
F4 \lots 47.61 ~ 1 • 'I 3 (!. y, 16.u5 2.73 0.0't 91,1.76 
F4 9011 49.01 .51.94 U. H 15.U2 2.65 (] .1:' 99.71, 
F4 \l1U 49.1)4 51 .71 LJ.34 14.52 2 .67 U. 1 4 '19.02 
F4 91 'I 49.26 .51 • .,,4 LJ.~2 15,16 2.74 U.l1 99.53 
F4 91< 50.Uil 31.<'1 0.40 14.<6 2.l5 U , 1 4 99.21. 
F4 91.5 4!l.67 .51.91 IJ.~II 15.U5 2. "('7 0.11 91l.lll 
P9C 9311 4'1. :, 1 51,;<) lJ, 1 Y 14. Y 5 2.':l1l U.l1 99.24 
P9C 939 4", t,'1 .52.54 lJ • ?2 1 5 .4 4 7. .:03 U.()9 9\/,51 
P9C 94U 49.0'1 .51.61 LJ • 1 l,I 14,41J 3.l1U U,l) 99,24 
P9C 941 49 . 52 31 , < n {l , ~p 14 ,tl2 ?./)4 U. 1 4 98.IlZ 
P9C \/4< 49 . l.I5 .51.511 II • 1 '5 14.)9 3.11 0.15 '19.45 
P9 C 94.5 )fl.H3 50,;? IJ.?~ 1.3 ,)2 3.~3 0.21 98.74 
P9C 944 )0.44 jO.i:<5 lI.?U 1.3.61; 3.<,4 U.2u 9/1.51 
P9 C \/45 ~ (1.73 30.3 1) (;.1>< 13.51 3.!>1 1l.2~ 'i8.48 
APPENDIX TWU *** R *** AL L ORTHOPYROxtNE ANALYSES, PAGE: 1~ 
============================================================================= 
NUMBER 
F27 3~ 
F27 36 
"'4 81 
"'4 
",4 
"'4 
"'4 
"'4 
"'4 
"'4 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
M5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
"'5 
8£ 
8.5 
84 
85 
!.16 
87 
88 
9' 
98 
99 
lOU 
101 
10~ 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
'11 
11 ~ 
121 
5102 
S4.9\1 
54.53 
54 . 30 
TIO? AL203 FEO 
0.33 1.54 12.89 
0.27 1.70 13.1)4 
0 , 21 0.97 13.'4 
U,Z~ 28,97 
0.2<: 29.88 
O,2b 27,27 
5~,3S 0,13 0 . 47 14.£8 O,3u 27.79 
54 , 84 0,05 1.1312.Y7 U.2( 26,82 
55 , 43 O,U7 1 . 15 13.84 U.2f 27,65 
54,78 0,13 
54 , 73 0 , 17 
55 , 23 0 . 29 
55,26 1],1<'> 
55,39 1),13 
55,25 0,09 
55,U8 0,14 
55,28 0,13 
54,80 1),17 
55,38 0 , 12 
54.82 o,n 
55,19 0,17 
54.80 0 , 29 
54.91 O,H 
55 ,01 (1,17 
55,11 fJ.13 
54.9U O,P 
1.1D 13.14 
1.08 13.58 
0.8':1 13.71\ 
1.0613.18 
1.Stl 13.15 
1.5113,42 
1.56 12.~0 
1.58 13.£0 
1.4214 . 15 
1.48 12.':10 
1.6114.17 
1.15 13.44 
1.16 14.19 
1 .47 13. U1 
1.34 13.66 
1.SH 12.58 
1.9513.87 
1I.2'" 28.0 5 
0.2:> 28,17 
0,35 27,93 
0.20 27.77 
U,2 e 28.01 
U,26 28,00 
U.2~ 26.77 
V.21> 27,95 
U.2l 28.32 
U.2<: 28,14 
U,25 21l.39 
U.2CJ 28.64 
lI,25 29.62 
V.24 27.11 
U.2:> 29.44 
U.U 27.67 
U.24 2il.99 
CAU NA20 CR203 
0.>;1 [l.00 0.19 
0.73 O. o 'j 0 . 23 
1.98 0 . 00 0.39 
NIO TOTAL 
0.11 100.08 
0.13 100,73 
0.00 99.12 
0,75 0 . 00 0.18 O.on 99.25 
2.34 0.00 0.51 O.on 9R.93 
1.01 0 . 00 0.50 0.00 9~.92 
1 .1 H 
0.96 
1 • !) 1 
1 .81 
0,95 
0.83 
2.71 
2.25 
0.90 
2.21 
1 .57 
2.25 
1 .05 
2.82 
[].90 
1 .54 
2.35 
0.00 
0,0(1 
0 , 00 
n.oo 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
f) • 1 7 
(J.ao 
0.00 
'1.03 
0.47 
0.45 
0.43 
0,44 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,42 
0.40 
0.44 
0.43 
0.42 
0.28 
0.44 
0.45 
0.52 
0.42 
O.on 99.74 
0.0'1 99,39 
0.00 99.87 
0.0[1 99.94 
o.or ':19,47 
0.0(1 90.36 
0.00 ':I9.U1 
0.00 101.09 
(1.011 100.43 
0.00 100.89 
0.0(1 101.37 
0.00 101.55 
0.00 101.62 
0.00 101).33 
0.0(1 101.22 
0.00 99.35 
0.00 107.87 
55.74 [1,2~ 1.4U 1l.a4 U.26 2~,U9 0.76 0.00 0.39 0.00 ~O.75 
APPENDIX TWO *** ~ *** ALL nRTHOPYR OXtNE ANALYSFS, PAGE: 14 
============================================================================= 
NUMBER 
1'15 12t! 
1'15 125 
1'15 1 24 
"15 12~ 
1'15 
1'15 
1'15 
"18 
"18 
"18 
"18 
"18 
"18 
1'18 
1'18 
1'111 
1'18 
1'18 
1'18 
"18 
1'18 
1'18 
1'18 
1'19 
126 
127 
12tl 
13U 
131 
13l 
1 35 
134 
135 
13 6 
137 
13tl 
13'1 
14U 
141 
14l 
145 
144 
1 4~ 
17U 
5102 
56,UO 
5~,14 
S4,67 
H ,'13 
~ 4,94 
~4,B2 
5~,U7 
54,66 
54,64 
5',35 
55,64 
S5,34 
55,34 
55,63 
5;,151 
54,41 
54,22 
54,32 
54,37 
54,61 
54,77 
,4,75 
54,24 
TIO? AU03 FEO 
0 , 24 1.26 12.78 
0,19 1.4'1 12.71 
0,22 1 . 5-' 11.'14 
o,n 1.49 12,'15 
0,15 
0.13 
0.13 
0,1 2 
0,1 4 
U,2~ 
0,30 
0,32 
0,21 
0,7.9 
0,30 
0,1 S 
r),11 
'1 , 11 
0,24 
0,25 
0,39 
0.29 
0,29 
1 . 81 11.64 
1.6h 13.UO 
1.69 12,41 
1,63 15,.55 
1,52 16,.5f> 
1.04 16,tS4 
0.9t> 16,Il9 
0,93 17 • .52 
1,23 17.12 
0.89 17.0 
0,95 17.16 
1.4517.59 
1.68 16.43 
1.75 17.37 
l , 3U 17.~9 
ll.90 17,32 
ll.>3i? 17,tl4 
0.91 17.1l5 
0.9~ 17,Il0 
MNU t·1GO 
U,21 28.37 
U,25 21:l,1I\ 
U.20 27,34 
U,3lJ 28.32 
U,2U 26,41 
U.35 2H,37 
lI.2'" 27,78 
U,35 25,20 
U.31 25,49 
U.3/ 25,82 
U.3b 25,5U 
U.3 4 25,60 
U,3~ 2.1,96 
O,3~ 26,(10 
(J,3~ 25,75 
U,3:i 26.27 
U.3u 25,50 
U,31 26,10 
U.3t 25,47 
0,3<' 25,9U 
U,3b 25,97 
U,3~ 25.tl9 
U,3U 2 5.64 
CAO 
1 .06 
1 ,4 'I 
3.40 
O,il4 
3.83 
1 .19 
1 • '11 
3,O/) 
1 .94 
1 ,47 
1. 1.1 3 
1,17 
1 ,D4 
1 , 1 II 
O,9S 
0,87 
2,49 
f) ,93 
1 ,84 
1 ,1 4 
0,86 
1 ,01 
1 .26 
NA20 CR203 
n.OD 0.43 
0 ,0 0 O,5i.l 
0, '10 0.55 
D.ao 0.46 
U,OO 
1) . 0 0 
r;. '10 
O.O U 
n.ao 
0, 0(1 
I). no 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0.00 
O.no 
0.00 
0.52 
0.49 
0 .49 
0,56 
0,49 
0,31 
0.26 
0,22 
0.44 
0.24 
0.25 
0.47 
0.57 
0.55 
0.42 
0.28 
0.22 
0.21 
fl,24 
NIO TOTAL 
0.00 100,41 
0.00 99,93 
0.00 99,95 
0.00 99,42 
(J,oo 99,50 
0,00 100,(11 
0 .0 0 99,67 
0.00 100,'11 
0.00 10n,89 
0.01) 101 ,43 
a.o n 10n,?4 
0.0r) 101.24 
a.on 101,69 
0.00 101,78 
I),on 101.52 
0.00 101.34 
0.00 101,311 
0.00 101,42 
0.00 101.25 
0.00 100.72 
0.001fJ1,23 
o,on 101,26 
o.on 100,09 
55,41 0,17 1.5S 16.6" U.3- 26, 1)1 1.29 n.D1 {J.32 0.03 99.81 
APPENDIX TWU *** R *** -LL n~ THOPYRoxtNE ANALYSes. PAGE: 15 
==============~================:=== ============== ===== == ==========:===:====== 
NUfo18ER 
1'19 174 
1'19 175 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
"'10 
"'10 
Ml0 
1'110 
1'110 
fo110 
"'10 
P98 
P98 
P9B 
P9B 
P98 
P98 
P9B 
17lS 
17'1 
18U 
181 
18l 
183 
184 
185 
194 
19~ 
19l5 
19'1 
20U 
201 
20l 
274 
275 
271> 
277 
271l 
27'1 
lllU 
SI02 
5~,57 
5i::,39 
55,91 
56,35 
51>,31 
5/l.MI 
56,40 
56,90 
55.94 
56,18 
50,97 
53,63 
54.28 
53.75 
53,58 
53, 71 
53 ,lSO 
54 ,71 
55,/l0 
55.11 
54.92 
55,56 
55.61 
55.42 
TI02 AL205 FEO 
0,14 1.62 16.lS5 
0.18 1.4116.45 
0,20 
rJ • 1 1 
n , 1 3 
0.21 
0,00 
0, 1 4 
0,11 
0,'''' 
0,30 
0,11 
0,21\ 
O,3? 
0,29 
0,13 
0.31 
0,09 
0,11 
0,27 
n,12 
0,1(, 
() , 1 9 
0.24 
1.16 11).1l2 
1.99 9.'>'8 
1.7U la.59 
1.13 10.40 
1.37 10.49 
1.16 10 .12 
2.112 1n.09 
1.41 '0,42 
1 . 13 18.40 
1.65 17.09 
O.~S 19,U7 
1.0, 111.40 
1.1218.'8 
1.62 16.37 
1.01:\ 18.% 
1.36 10.60 
1.7< H).Z4 
1.11l 12.25 
1.7110.02 
1.4411.3 r,l 
1.3211.53 
1.4f) 11.'0 
"'NV MGO 
0.54 25,84 
0.3b 25.49 
0,2' 30.65 
O,2~ 29,92 
0,2:' 30.02 
0.24 30,10 
U,21 29.59 
O,2~ 30,71 
0,24 29,65 
0,2 6 29,21 
0.3 6 25,88 
O.U 26,61 
U.45 26,64 
U,311 26 ,7tl 
U.3<l 26,72 
0,35 26, 11 
0,3'1 26,4 1 
U,2i' 31,95 
U,2<= 29,52 
0,21 2':1,99 
0,24 29.55 
0,2 0 30.16 
O,2b 29,89 
U,2t 29.88 
CAO 
0.91 
1.73 
1 , Do 
2.02 
0,82 
0,99 
1 .2 b 
0,82 
1 .46 
1 , il3 
1 .1\1 
1 ,85 
1 • 03 
1 .14 
0,96 
1 ,93 
0.91 
0,89 
2.97 
O,91l 
3,05 
1 .26 
1 ,15 
U.91 
NA20 CR203 
0.03 11.40 
0,02 0.35 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Q.O O 
0 ,00 
0.0 0 
0 .01) 
0 .14 
0,06 
0.r)5 
0 .09 
il. 'J9 
0,06 
0.09 
0.00 
0.00 
n.OO 
(l,On 
0.00 
0.00 
I.~ • 00 
0.45 
0.57 
0,51 
0.44 
0 . 46 
0,46 
0.58 
0.49 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.33 
0.50 
'1.33 
0.54 
0.42 
fl,45 
0,44 
NIO TOTAL 
0.116 9 Fl,76 
0.03 98,43 
O.on 100.52 
(J.on 101,16 
0.00 100,13 
o.on 100.19 
0.0i) 99.84 
0.0(' 10fl,53 
0.00 100.09 
'J.OO 99,96 
0.00 9R,n 
0.00 101,22 
0.00 102.63 
0.00 101,89 
0.00 101,42 
0.00 100.26 
0.00 101.97 
0.00 100.15 
0.00 10n,88 
0.00 100,33 
0.00 10 :1.15 
0.00 101.56 
0,00 1011,45 
O.on 10r),26 
APPENDIX TWO *** R *** 'LL n~THopYROX~NE ANALYSES PAGE' 16 ==========================~:=======================!== ==================:==== 
NUMBER 
P9B 281 
P9S 28<: 
P9B 285 
P9B 284 
P9B 265 
P9B 281:> 
P9 B 287 
P9B 288 
P9S 2811 
1'112 325 
M12 325 
1'112 321:> 
M12 3211 
B10 331l 
B10 34U 
B10 341 
B10 34' 
B10 344 
B1n 345 
B2 361:> 
B2 31:>f 
B2 31:>0 
B2 3611 
B2 :HU 
SI02 
5,.38 
55,88 
51:> . 39 
55,52 
55.31 
5,.02 
5'.39 
55 . 3il 
54.94 
5.3.90 
5:S,~6 
54.17 
5 4 ,15 
55.57 
55.27 
54.71 
54,h2 
53 , 85 
54.10 
55.24 
55.28 
54.98 
55,27 
55,UO 
Tl02 AL:>03 FEO 
0,14 1.6~ 11.12 
0,11 1.71 11.49 
0,1 2 
0,15 
0,13 
(1.1 ~ 
f) , 1 2 
'l,12 
0,1", 
0.26 
0,29 
0.26 
0,22 
0,21 
(l, 21 
0,25 
n,17 
0,27 
n,2R 
0.21 
n.1 ".1 
0,21 
'l,13 
I) , 1 4 
1.42 10.83 
1,4U 11.43 
1.60 11.'2 
1.8'1 10.1:>7 
1 .65 1 I) .64 
1,7611./ln 
1 .4~ 11.53 
0.84 19.28 
0,91 19.15 
0.1\5 1!l.~8 
0.83 18.88 
1.08 14.'13 
1 .1 (1 1 S. U9 
1.rJ215.<:8 
1.1114.1111 
1.13 15.M4 
1.0Z 15.85 
1.261.3.U2 
1 • .34 12.53 
1.4712.U8 
1.52 12.56 
1.34 12.1:>,~ 
. ':NU t·tGO 
0.24 30,08 
V.2t 29.13 
0.25 30.29 
U,24 28.42 
v.Ze, 29,57 
0,2' 27,08 
U.24 29,'5 
U,26 27,86 
0.2t> 28.38 
V,44 24.21 
U.45 24.25 
0.45 24.M4 
V.4U 24.47 
0,3< 27,40 
O • . 3~ 27,08 
U.3~ 27,32 
U.3u 28,10 
0.3< 26,53 
U,3~ 26,94 
u,2f 29.3n 
U.2f 211.15 
U.31 27.H2 
U.24 28,40 
0.211 211.83 
no 
0.96 
o .9 () 
0.71 
2.70 
1 .76 
3,43 
2.14 
1 • 3'1 
1 .99 
1 .04 
1 • 1 " 
1 ,37 
0,92 
1 ,09 
1 ,112 
a,flb 
[1.93 
1 ,13 
1 .20 
1 ,02 
, .48 
2.65 
2.30 
, ,55 
NA20 CR203 
0.00 0.4/l 
0.00 0.55 
rl,On 
~.l • 00 
n.OO 
0.'10 
0.00 
[J.OO 
D.1'J6 
r) .02 
0.05 
0.00 
n.Or) 
n.OO 
n.oo 
'1.01) 
1).1)0 
0.00 
0.00 
(1,00 
0.00 
1).01) 
fl,UD 
0.41 
0.53 
0,57 
0.61 
0.56 
0.44 
0.52 
0.27 
o • 1 5 
0,1 4 
O. , 1 
0.28 
0.35 
0.33 
0.29 
U.37 
0.30 
0.39 
0,43 
0.43 
0.47 
(] .1.6 
rHO Tf)TAL 
u.oo 101). ;J5 
0.111011.15 
0.13 100.53 
1).09 99.93 
0.11 10n,51 
0.09 99.14 
O.Oil nO.37 
0,13 99.16 
0,11 99.16 
0.08 10n,38 
0.04 10n.29 
0.0f) 1011.73 
1).11) 100..08 
0.07 10n.95 
0.05 10ll,52 
0.U4 100.15 
0.06 10n.76 
0,0/\ 99.50 
0.0(, 100.10 
0.09 1011.80 
0.07 101.1,47 
0.09 1UO.04 
0.07 10r).76 
0.1Q 10!l, :38 
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=========== ===========================================:====================== 
NUMBER 
P-11 39~ 
P-11 396 
P-11 391 
P-11 39~ 
P-11 39\1 
P-11 40Ll 
P-1 1 401 
9-5 42 () 
9-5 42'1 
9-5 43U 
9-5 431 
9-5 433 
F-24 441. 
F-24 445 
F-24 446 
F-24 44'1 
F-1 45l 
F-1 455 
F-1 454 
F _1 455 
F-1 456 
F -1 457 
F-1 4511 
F-1 4,)'1 
S102 
54. 94 
54.53 
54.1l6 
54.82 
54,68 
54.37 
54.65 
54,!J8 
54 ,'1 8 
54.96 
54 . 93 
55,06 
5',53 
54,92 
54,92 
5').17 
')',37 
5~.25 
5'.01 
5~.07 
55,15 
5~.32 
55.22 
5~.41 
TIO? ~L203 FED 
n,11 1.37 12.15 
0,14 1.57 12.'0 
0,18 1.55 12.1.6 
1),15 1.4'11?'.'?' 
0,09 1.7~ 11.65 
0,19 1.36 P.47 
'l.17 1."'U 11.d/) 
n.1A 1.3< 12.)9 
0.21 1.28 12.U1 
n,14 1.4112,60 
1),1~ 1.5~ 12.60 
0,20 1.34 12,11 
0,16 1,43 11.86 
0,21 
O,1/) 
n,23 
0,13 
0,09 
0,14 
r],22 
0,1.5 
0,26 
0,24 
0,17 
1.4212.U3 
1.5') 11.'12 
1.2'1 12.67 
1.63 11.60 
1,5111.'19 
1.39 12.58 
1.30 12.)5 
1.22 13.,6 
1.111 .3. 1)3 
1.2'1 12.52 
1.56 10.'13 
U.2" 30.14 
0.24 30.1l2 
0,21 28,86 
U.2) 29.')9 
0,24 29,34 
U.2) 29.69 
0,25 29,32 
U.3u 28.28 
u.2o 2/;,96 
U.zr 30.10 
U.25 28,67 
U,2' 28.23 
U.25 28,75 
U.2f 27.69 
U.zr 29,38 
o,3u 29,03 
U,N 30,26 
U.25 30.03 
U.25 29.51 
U.27 29./;4 
U.2b 30,0/\ 
lI,3u 29 ,!l() 
U.24 29,37 
U.26 30 , 52 
no 
0.89 
1 • 1 ~ 
1 • n I. 
0.75 
2 , 11 
0.89 
1 .26 
1 ,22 
1 ,01 
0.89 
1,79 
2.28 
1 ,73 
2,14 
2,09 
1 • 02 
1 .50 
1 .34 
1 ,4U 
1 .29 
1 .04 
1 .21 
2.02 
2.25 
"IA 20 CR203 
1).00 0.2 5 
1).90 0.39 
0,')0 0.39 
f).UO 0.23 
f).Or) D.S5 
d.OO 0.40 
0 . 00 0.4D 
a.oo 0.46 
o.on 0.51 
O. Or] 0.45 
0.00 0.45 
0.00 0,43 
D.OO 0.47 
0.00 0,45 
0.00 0.55 
il.OO 0.45 
0.00 0.52 
O.on 0.57 
0.00 0.53 
O.fJO 0 .47 
0.00 0.44 
0.00 0.40 
0.00 0.45 
to.O(1 0.~8 
I~ I (1 TOT A L 
0.10 100.1'" 
0.09 100,33 
0.09 99.48 
(1.09 99.39 
0.10 100.54 
0.14 99.76 
0. 11 99,1>2 
0.12 9 9 .35 
O.OS 99.32 
0.01\ 10n.9!) 
0.09 10(1.43 
0.07 99.99 
0.09 100,27 
0.11 99,24 
0.11 100.95 
O.llS 100.24 
0.08 101.36 
0.0 4 101.05 
0.09 100,90 
IJ .U71 n1.0(! 
0.09 101.79 
0.10 101.53 
0.11101.46 
0.061l!1.S7 
APPENDIX TWO *** R *** ALL nRTHOPYROXt~E A~ALYSES. PAGE: 13 
======= === ================== === == ======== == ===== ==== === ====================== 
NUMB ER 
F.13 47'1 
F-13 4 8U 
F-13 48l 
F-13 48.5 
F-13 484 
F-13 486 
MBC 516 
MBe 517 
"17 52<' 
M7 
M7 
"17 
M7 
"1 6 
M6 
M6 
"16 
"16 
"16 
B23 
823 
823 
B23 
B23 
52.5 
524 
525 
52'1 
53/l 
53'1 
54U 
541 
54.5 
54~ 
555 
551> 
55/l 
55'1 
56U 
SI02 
55.28 
5,.50 
54.36 
54.55 
54.43 
5 4 ,5 4 
55,2/l 
55,74 
54 . 35 
54,13 
55,99 
54,02 
53 , 41 
52,58 
54,02 
53,70 
54 ,0 6 
54,41 
') 4 .1 1 
5l,55 
5~,73 
53,72 
5),17 
53,26 
TIO, ~ L203 FED 
0 ,1 8 1.74 13.'8 
0,19 1.26 13.l1 
0,16 1.70 14.66 
0.20 1.4215,18 
0,15 1.S'} 15.75 
0,36 1.0216 . /l5 
0.12 1.52 '1 . 46 
0,17 1.52 8 . 54 
0,24 1 ,0 4 16 .l0 
0.1 ? 
0,13 
0,22 
0,211 
o. n 
0.10 
O.ZO 
0.27 
0,19 
0,3 4 
0,19 
0,31 
O,Z6 
0,19 
0,16 
1.6 2 1~. t6 
1.47 15. '5 
1.IlIJ 15./lr) 
0 .'1 1 1f,.lZ 
1.4 t! 15.01 
1.74 15.16 
1.3614.tl7 
1 • 0'1 1 5 • 1.7 
1.34 14.76 
0.88 15.10 
1.07 18.41 
O.8 .~ l 8 .IH 
0.\16 17.'11 
0.811 111.55 
LOll HI.lJ6 
~,~ U ", Go 
IJ.Zj 29,93 
0.21 30,2 6 
0,26 27 ,2 fl 
U,3LJ 28 , 27 
U.3lJ 27 , 72 
U,5u 26,98 
U.O\/ 31,46 
V,2l 3~.67 
U.3' 27 , 69 
U,3' 26,67 
0,20 27,16 
U,2\/ 2 7 .07 
U,35 26 , 10 
U,35 27 , 72 
U,35 26.43 
V,35 27.64 
D.31 27,83 
V,3lJ 27,97 
U.3' 27,54 
U,3 1l 25,07 
U.3 0 24,87 
U.3ti 24,67 
V,3D 24,79 
U,3 1 24,67 
ClIO 
0,67 
0,82 
2,95 
1. 36 
1 ,6Y 
1 .10 
1 , 02 
0.57 
0.43 
1 • fl6 
1 ,2 7 
1 , 7Il 
1 ,72 
1 • 7 t 
1 ,68 
1 .31:l 
0,94 
1 .13 
0.90 
2,00 
1 .54 
2, u9 
1 ,42 
1 .94 
~A 2 0 CR203 
n. ao 0 .19 
d, OO 0.14 
0.0[) 0.59 
0.00 0.48 
(J,OO 0,53 
(J . OO 0. 17 
!l , [lr) 0.48 
0 . 00 0.45 
O.fl O 0.31 
0 . 00 
0.0f) 
0.00 
O.OC! 
0.00 
0.00 
O. 'JO 
0,00 
0.00 
O.flO 
0. 00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.56 
0 , 50 
0,41 
0.24 
0.39 
0.49 
0. 41 
0.30 
0.39 
0.31 
0.20 
1).11 
0.22 
0.1 2 
0.3u 
~HO TOT AL 
0 .07 101,137 
0.09 101.74 
O.O~ 102, 03 
0.0 6 101.82 
0.09 10?.2S 
0. 051 01,37 
0.11 \/9.54 
D.09 99 . ,}6 
0.1 1 10fl.69 
0 . 10 99,84 
0.09 10fl,44 
O. OR 100,75 
0.09 99,30 
0.12 99,48 
0.14 100,1)9 
0,11 100,00 
0,07 10~J.14 
0.14 11)0.63 
0.10 99.60 
0.06 90.'1~ 
0.04 99.66 
O.O? 10n,23 
0.07 90.35 
V.05 99,8Y 
NU,.,8ER 
823 561 
813 571 
813 
813 
813 
913 
928 
828 
828 
828 
830 
830 
830 
830 
83 
83 
83 
83 
83 
83 
820 
820 
820 
820 
57l 
575 
574 
571 
59tl 
59." 
601 
603 
616 
617 
62l 
625 
624 
625 
626 
627 
62tl 
631 
644 
64~ 
641 
64." 
5102 
53.01 
54.58 
54.57 
54.5') 
54.31 
54.49 
5<:.50 
5£,67 
52,28 
52.16 
5£.28 
5£.23 
')1,50 
51 ,95 
53.96 
54.61 
54,2ll 
54.81 
54,34 
54,70 
5£,\15 
53,12 
5,.77 
5<:.82 
TIO? AL205 FEO 
0.32 11.86 113."'1j 
0,24 1.1015.57 
(1.26 
O,2? 
1) , 21S 
0.24 
O,2R 
0,7.6 
0.21 
0,24 
0,19 
0,27 
0,30 
0,27 
0,10 
0,1, 
0,2' 
n,24 
O,2~ 
n.oo 
0,25 
0,19 
0,21 
0,23 
1.1315.44 
1.09 15.39 
1.11 1~.54 
0.97 15.09 
0.80 73.'17 
0.7d ?4.~3 
1.1U 24.U1 
0.711 2S.lJ3 
O.f!1 ~4.66 
0.76 24.tl7 
0.7t! 24.t!5 
0.1\2 24.1(1 
1.48P.U5 
1.7311.111 
1.28 12.13 
1.59 11.\14 
1.20 12.19 
1.7.5 12.U4 
O.B6 ?'1.tl8 
0.70 21.1S8 
0.91 n.5o 
1. "36 21.01l 
"NO MGO 
0.30 24.52 
V.35 27,34 
U.3~ 27 .37 
0.3£ 26.98 
U,34 27.25 
0.3) 27.13 
0 ,44 21.10 
U.44 20,81 
U,41 20.90 
U.51 20.97 
U.41 2'.1.73 
U.4:> 19.85 
U.4b 20.23 
U.44 19.34 
U.2/30.4() 
IJ.24 29.80 
0.26 29.54 
U.21 29,65 
IJ.2) 29.54 
U.2:> 30.54 
U.4( 22.37 
U.40 22.42 
U.4f 23.09 
U,5l! 22,95 
CAO 
1 .14 
1 ,59 
1 • 31 
1 .5 V 
1 .14 
1 .32 
1 .36 
1 .1 u 
1 .6 V 
0.99 
1 .37 
1 .44 
1 .31 
2.39 
1 .33 
1 .55 
1 .35 
1 .1\4 
1.73 
1 .13 
0.90 
O.8U 
0.tl9 
0.92 
NA20 CR20 3 
0.00 'l.13 
0 . 00 0.35 
0.00 0.34 
0 .00 0.34 
0.00 0.32 
0 . 00 0.27 
0 . 00 0.10 
f) . no 'l.10 
11.00 0.08 
n. oo 0.08 
0.00 0.09 
0.00 0.07 
0.01) 0.07 
0.00 0.11 
n.oo 0.48 
P.OO 0.51 
0.00 0.1.1 
O.on 0.40 
0.00 0.37 
0.01) IJ.41 
0.00 0.n6 
0.1)0 0.03 
0.00 0.15 
a.oo 0.05 
NIO TOTAL 
a.olS 99.36 
0.10 101.20 
0.04 100.78 
0.06 100.45 
(J.OS 100.35 
0.06 100.52 
1).0 2 10P.57 
0.05 100.74 
0.09 100.74 
0.04 100.80 
0.fJ6 lUO.66 
0.1)4 99.98 
0.04 99.54 
0.06 99.48 
0.12 10::1.19 
0.12 1(1;1.60 
0.13 99.53 
0.10 100.84 
0.09 1!JO.02 
0.09 100.41 
0.04 99.78 
0.05 99.65 
0.04 100.8~ 
o.or, 99.96 
ApPENDIX TWO *** R *** _LL OR1HOPYROXt~E A~ALYSES PAGE: 20 
===================================================!==================:====== 
NUMBER 
825 65'1 
825 660 
82 5 66~ 
82 5 664 
89 
89 
89 
6 7 ~ 
67b 
6 711 
B9 68u 
89 68S 
B9 6 8 4 
B9 6 8 6 
B15 695 
815 696 
B15 70U 
B1 5 701 
B15 70~ 
815 705 
RR1 71~ 
RR1 71b 
RIl1 721 
RR1 7n. 
F7 734 
F7 735 
F7 B73~ 
SI02 
53.54 
53,24 
TIO? AV03 FEO 
0.17 1.11 17.55 
0 , 27 0.114 llJ.Y5 
HNV /foGO 
U.3 ) 25.32 
U.3>1 25,24 
53 , 79 n , 17 0.9H 16,~0 O,3~ 25,78 
53 , 11 O , 1~ 0 . 99 1~.27 U.3f 24,93 
CAO 
1 .37 
1 .2 0 
2 ,l li 
1 .9 5 
53,25 O,1n 1.68 15.~2 V,31 27.67 0.81 
, 
53,1 4 0, 18 1.30 15,~2 0,3< 27,95 1.29 
53,66 0,18 1.18 14.73 U,3j 27,15 1.43 
53, 7 3 
5 3 , 9 ~ 
53,8 9 
54, 2 5 
53,6 1 
55, 1 6 
5~ , 93 
52,62 
53 , 50 
)2,35 
54,55 
54 , 75 
5 4 ,76 
5 4 .59 
53.77 
53,22 
54,U9 
0 , 21 
O, 2? 
0 ,2 7 
o , 11' 
0 , 1 8 
0,34 
0 ,24 
0 , 3<) 
0 . 1" 
0 . 33 
0,23 
o,2~ 
0,31 
0,29 
0.2~ 
0,2(1 
0,2') 
1. 13 1 6.14 
1. 1614.f7 
0. 99 1 5.,,4 
1 . 20 1 4,/;\4 
1 . 45 16.i2 
1 . 00 17.97 
0.94 7.0.67 
O, '}3 20.26 
1.26 15.~1 
0.93 ?0.14 
1,57 13.79 
1.36 15.U3 
1.0114.'4 
1.1.3 14.~9 
1 • . 3116.Ul 
1.5115.46 
1.51 15.46 
0.3f 26,75 
0.2Y 26,99 
U.3j 27.08 
0.35 27.34 
U.35 25,62 
U,3Y 25,2<;) 
U.4~ 24,27 
U,31l 24.47 
U.31 26,33 
U.4U 24,62 
U.311 28.ll0 
U,3lJ 28.55 
O,3j 28,28 
U.2\1 28.49 
U •. 34 26. 19 
U.31 25.85 
0,31 26. 31 
0 . 78 
1 • B 2 
1 . 23 
1 ,6 b 
2.7 8 
1 .27 
0.93 
1 ,21 
2.B El 
0.99 
1 .62 
0.65 
O.'.!i' 
0.85 
1 .41 
1 .76 
1 .76 
NA20 CR203 
a.oo 0.35 
0.00 0.10 
(1 . 00 0,27 
0 . 0 0 0.24 
n.OO 0.51 
0 .00 'J.3ts 
(J .OO D.39 
IJ . OO 
" • ()O 
(1 . 0 0 
n.O O 
0.0 0 
0 . 00 
0 .00 
0.00 
1),00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
n.oo 
(l.00 
0.00 
n.OO 
0.00 
O.31i 
0.35 
1).26 
1).38 
0.58 
0,21 
0.14 
0.17 
0.45 
'J • 1 8 
0.39 
U.32 
0.20 
0.35 
0.39 
0.53 
0.53 
:>110 TOTAL 
').06 99.62 
0.05 10il,28 
0.04 10U,03 
0.03100, :)7 
0.06 9<),91 
0.05 99.83 
0.0f. 99,11 
(.1.011 99.57 
0.06 99.61 
0.03 99,32 
0.07 100.33 
0.06 1 UO,83 
0.02101.65 
0.06 1 00.60 
0.06 100.49 
0.06 100.49 
0.06 100.00 
0.09 100,34 
0.01\ 101.29 
0.04 100.54 
0.07 10f).4 5 
0.08 99.'b 
0.07 9R.91 
0.07 1(JO.24 
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============== ======================================= ======================== 
NUMBER 
F7 C73~ 
F7 736 
F7 7 31 
F7 73'1 
F7 74 U 
F7 741 
F15 75U 
F15 75 1 
F15 7St. 
F15 75 5 
F15 
F8 
Fa 
F8 
F8 
F8 
B4 
B4 
84 
84 
84 
84 
87 
87 
756 
77U 
771 
772 
775 
77~ 
795 
796 
797 
791!J 
80U 
80t. 
805 
805 
5102 TID? AL203 FEO 
53 . 46 n.20 
;'3 .87 0.14 
53 . !l6 0 . 15 
54 . 68 0,29 
54 ,61 0.34 
54,!l4 0 . 34 
55.17 D. H 
5;.93 0 , 17 
54.48 0 . 15 
1.51 15.46 
1 . 7215.U8 
LSD 15.14 
1.02 16.77 
1.17 15.111) 
1.0216.20 
1 . 54 12.71 
1.4'> 1 2 .69 
1.4112.63 
U.31 26.59 
1),31 27.30 
U,2\I 25.94 
U,3 4 27.U3 
0.35 27.09 
U.3) 27.27 
U.2Y 211.52 
u,2t 28.311 
U,24 2il.36 
~AU NA20 CRi'03 
1 . 76 
2,1 1 
2. 1 2 
0.8\1 
1 . 63 
1 • n c> 
1 • 4 't 
1 .9 b 
1 .72 
0. 00 
1).00 
'J .00 
Q.OO 
n. Ol) 
IJ . 00 
1]. 00 
u. Oo 
I} . OO 
0.53 
0.59 
0.56 
r). 26 
0.50 
0.31 
0.5< 
0.50 
U.48 
N.I0 TOTAL 
n.Q7 99. 119 
0.01\ 101.18 
0.11 '19.67 
1].0<'1 101,34 
U.0 9 101.66 
I).OR 101.45 
t"J.06 100 . 46 
o . 08 1 f) 1 • 45 
0.1(1 99.57 
55.36 0 , 27 1.21 12.115 U.2H 28.35 0.95 0 .00 0.40 O.OR 99.85 
55 , 07 0,1A 
53,71 0 . 15 
54 .01 0,21 
53,82 0,16 
53 .6 2 0 , 29 
53,62 0 , 35 
54,62 0.11 
54.14 o.n 
5~.28 0,21< 
5;,17 0,14 
5;.04 0,17 
55.17 0,24 
54.51 0,14 
5;.24 0.21 
1 •. 36 12.115 
1.4715.79 
1.49 15 .64 
1 .16 16.Ul 
1.1116. 4 1 
1.1616.I!JO 
1.56 11.64 
1.5'1 11.36 
1.2312.U7 
1.6<' 11.15 
U.24 27 ,87 
U.31 27.16 
U,3<:: 27.10 
0,31 27, 65 
tJ.35 27.44 
U,3~ 27,7n 
U,2 1 3U.DO 
0,26 29.69 
U.2; 3U.89 
U.2j 30.S1 
1.73 12.U9 U.2~ 30.96 
1.08 12.56 o.2t> 31.07 
1.60 11.41\ U.2421l,99 
1.2111.711 U.2129.33 
1 .36 
1 .88 
2.27 
1 .27 
1 .10 
1 .00 
1 .59 
2.()4 
n.B4 
1 .90 
0.79 
0.84 
1 .95 
1 .!) 3 
0.00 0.51 
D.no 0.45 
0.00 0.51 
f).00 0.56 
0.00 0.32 
f).00 0.32 
0.00 0.50 
0.00 0.53 
0.00 0.44 
!J.OO 0.49 
O.UO 0.48 
'J.on 0.31 
n.Of) 0.54 
n.no 0.48 
0.1(1 99.64 
O.OR 101.0f) 
0.06 1U1.fJ1 
O.OS 101.39 
O.OS 1UO.67 
0.n9101.36 
0.11 100.411 
0,12 99.1J6 
0.11 101. ·3\1 
0.10 1U1.'I1 
U.13101.64 
0.1<') 10 1.63 
0.07 99.82 
0.09 9·~.b4 
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NUM8ER 
87 806 
87 807 
87 80<'> 
87 811 
826 824 
826 825 
826 826 
826 827 
826 828 
826 82<'> 
826 83tJ 
826 831 
826 843 
821 844 
821 84 ~ 
821 847 
821 84<,> 
821 850 
822 86<' 
822 865 
822 
822 
819 
819 
864 
866 
87'1 
880 
SI02 TIO?AL ?03 FEO 
5; , 39 
54,86 
!>4,OS 
54,24 
5<',71 
5.3,34 
51 , 92 
5<,,36 
51,7 ') 
5~,01 
51 ,51 
5<' .01 
51 .59 
5S,70 
54.01 
53.82 
5.3.75 
53,69 
54.49 
5 4 ,21 
0,20 
0,20 
0,20 
0,1/\ 
o • 1 6 
o .15 
0,3 .3 
0 ,2 3 
O.3i1 
0,32 
(1.2~ 
(1,24 
0.24 
a , 18 
(l • 1 2 
0,1H 
0,17 
0,1 4 
0.17 
f).30 
!>5.H7 0.31 
54 .2 3 fl.1? 
53.31 fl.19 
53.3!l 0.17 
1.a 11.b6 
1.26 11.;7 
1.3 tl 11.43 
1.0512.57 
1 . 31 ?0 . 75 
1.16 7.0 . 72 
1.015 24.09 
0.94 22.51 
0.71 ('5.01 
0.75 74 ./6 
0.73 26 .1 0 
0.91 U.17 
0.78 ('S.1l2 
1.15 16.;7 
1.3116.11 
1.1(J 16.<'>8 
1.10 16.67 
1.2916.5[) 
1.1217.15 
ll.1l311l.14 
0.95 111.V/' 
1.39 16.19 
1.51 17.511 
1.121'l.tD 
MNV MGO 
0.25 29,43 
V.26 29.43 
(J , 2t> 29,25 
0.26 29,60 
U,3'1 22,9G 
V.37 22,89 
U,4b 21.U4 
U,41 19,43 
(J,41l 20,')6 
U,41:1 20.1 1 
U,4 6 19.73 
U.41 19,30 
U,51 18.95 
U.3) 26,12 
U, 34 26.08 
U,34 26.40 
U.3t 25.20 
U.3t 26.13 
U.34 25.10 
(J,31 26,08 
U,3 0 25.14 
U,3j 26.63 
(J.35 25.70 
l!,3~ 2~.53 
CAO ~A20 CR203 
1 .02 
1 , '15 
1 ,07 
1 .09 
1 , 72 
1 .62 
1 • IJ 2 
4.53 
1 .2:' 
1 .2 V 
0.>34 
4.37 
2.25 
1 .68 
2. 34 
1 .29 
1 .69 
1 .94 
2, 31 
1 .17 
1 .27 
1 ,65 
1 ,6U 
1 .52 
O.OG 0.40 
0.00 ').43 
0.0 0 0.S1 
0. 00 0 .3 3 
0,00 D.32 
0.00 G.30 
u.O O 0.11 
').() O 0.10 
U.O O 0.CJ8 
n.O O 0.04 
'.1 .00 0.04 
D.DO 0.07 
0.00 0.(J2 
0 . 00 0.29 
n.[)() 0.34 
'J.O'1 n.28 
'1.00 0.31 
a.Oo 0.35 
a.oo 0.28 
D.OO 0.12 
G.OO 
0.00 
0.00 
fl.OQ 
0.[18 
0.4(1 
0.30 
0.28 
NIO TnTAL 
0.011 99,69 
0.08 99,14 
0.07 98,22 
D.DP. 99.18 
O.O? 100,28 
0.07 100.62 
0.02 1U0,09 
0.04 100.55 
0.03 99.75 
0.06 99.73 
0.06 99,72 
G,02 99.50 
0.04 100.20 
0.(16 100,08 
0.06 100,71 
0.05 10n.44 
(J.07 99,28 
0.08 10n.44 
0.061G1.02 
0.07101.29 
(J.O! 100.09 
0.06 101.00 
0.01i 100.50 
0.06 99 , 61 
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NUMBER SI02 TI02 AL20.5 FED ~lNU MGO CAO NAZO CR?03 Nro TOTAL 
B19 881 53.55 0,16 1.07 16.57 u.3) 26.10 1 .53 (J.OO 0.24 0.07 99.64 
B19 886 53.12 0,31 0.96 19 • '> 2 U.3'1 23.71 1 .42 0.00 0.16 0.05 '19.64 
F4 899 52,42 0.3'; 0.98 22.57 U.4~ 21 .66 1 .18 0.00 0.06 0.05 99.52 
F4 900 52,62 0,25 0.84 22.47 U.4~ 21 .93 1 • 01 0.00 0.05 0.03 99.65 
F4 901 52.87 0,25 0.92 22. ~ 8 U,4~ 22.14 0.97 0.00 0.10 0.04 100.02 
F4 902 5",31 0,35 0.92 22.16 U,4~ 21 ,48 1 .33 0.00 0.07 O.O? 99 • (}9 
P9C 93U 54,33 0,1 n 1 .8.3 1 1 .97 U.25 29.97 0.89 1).00 0.51 0.09 99.92 
P9C 931 54.8U 0,1 2 1.U 11 .52 U.2~ 29.79 1 .32 0.00 0.53 0.11 100.16 
P9 C 932 54.31 0,17 1 • IS 0 11.26 U.23 27,25 5.62 0.00 0.57 0.09 101 .10 
P9C 935 5!>,08 0,09 1 .79 1().\l2 U,2 4 30.84 1 .00 0.00 0.48 0.14 100.58 
P9C 934 55,19 0,11 1 .89 10.!!2 0,2'+ 29.69 1 .67 0.00 0.48 0.09 100.18 
P9C 93~ 54.86 0 , 11 1 • '} 9 11 .57 U.25 29.87 1 .33 0.00 0.58 0.11 100.45 
P9C 936 5!>.11 0.13 1.87 11. 68 0.20 29.36 1 .62 0.00 0.52 0.14 100.69 
P9C 931 55.90 0,19 1 .56 10.U2 U.25 31 ,50 0.80 0.00 0.39 0.12 100.71 
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NUMBER 
RR6 25 
RR6 26 
RR6 27 
RR6 2'1 
RR6 30 
F27 31 
F27 31l 
1'15 10\1 
1'15 11U 
1'19 171 
1'19 172 
1'19 17 3 
1'19 176 
1'19 171 
1'110 1\/6 
1'110 197 
"'12 32£ 
1'112 324 
1'112 321 
"'12 321l 
B10 33\1 
810 343 
B2 364 
82 365 
SI02 
51 .62 
TID;> AL203 
1.09 1.41 
5U.75 1.5f> 
50 . 92 1.4/\ 
51.55 1,2f) 
,' .3 1 1,44 
5£.10 0,(,,3 
5~.10 O,6fJ 
52,25 0,66 
52.34 0,2'" 
51.77 0.37 
51.45 0,29 
51,23 0.29 
51.05 0,32 
51 , 23 0,41 
5~.56 0,51 
51 , 37 0.57 
52,63 0,41; 
5l,45 0,42 
53,12 0.40 
1 .65 
1 .6!l 
1 .4 b 
1 ,76 
2.35 
2.1 4 
2.5~ 
4.51 
1 .87 
2.17 
2.1 4 
2.01 
2.01 
1 .7 () 
2. 1 ~ 
1 .57 
1 .53 
1 .60 
FED 
1;.54 
8,45 
7. \14 
!l. 1.7 
/j.t.2 
5 .'6 
!>.33 
5.61l 
6.42 
6.57 
7,U3 
6.58 
6.!l2 
6.1S2 
P,.~6 
1. '13 
8.40 
9 • t.1 
1<.'>13 
"GO CAu 
U.OU 14,93 t.iJ.7/j 
u,1u 14,85 lO,)( 
u,1~ 15,21; £IJ , 80 
U,1~ 15,45 20.47 
U,1'1 14,':19 20.69 
U.1b 15.56 Z3.29 
U,1b 15.16 n,n6 
U,11 14,93 <'1.86 
(J • l' 21J, 1 7 1 1 , 9 6 
U,1Y 14,77 22.71 
0,21 15,34 20,62 
U.2< 14.74 22.39 
u.1'1 15,19 n,05 
U,21 14.71 n,75 
U.2£ 15.tlO 19.96 
(J,2S 15,72 <'0,02 
U,2" 14.85 a.15 
u,2 b 15,35 ~O,83 
U,2£ 15,71 Z1.75 
NAZO CR203 
~).11 0.10 
(1.34 
0.29 
o • 21 
0.20 
P.oo 
0.00 
.j • 1 4 
.) • 71 
r).31 
0.21 
n.42 
(j • . 34 
0.27 
n.28 
0.33 
1).27 
L'. 24 
0.24 
0.1 4 
0,20 
0,19 
O,ou 
0.44 
0,57 
D,uG 
0,82 
0,51 
0,54 
0.00 
0.63 
0.42 
0.f)0 
0.00 
0.30 
0,23 
0.26 
NIl) 
0.04 
TOTAL 
9R.4g 
0.04 \I.?,48 
0,03 9g,81 
0.0:'> 9 Q .02 
(1,0(1 9i1.tlD 
0.07 1Ur).16 
a,us 10r).17 
D.un 911.24 
c.on 97.!'''' 
0.01 99"l!! 
0,02 97,88 
0.0(1 97.81 
O.O!' 9P.6H 
0,06 91'.,89 
O.Or) 99.29 
0.00 \/11.34 
0.04 100.91 
0.06 10().~8 
C,05 102.26 
SZ.42 0,41 1.ft() 7.1l6 U.2" 14,89 21,69 n.3? 0.27 0.06 \19,76 
51,82 0,40 1.73 6.<'1 U.16 15,58 <'3.69 0.28 0,51 0,03 100,41 
5<',82 n,38 
53.08 0,7('1 
53,52 n,2'" 
1 • fi9 
2 • 1 [) 
4.25 
~ .90 u,16 15.91 n,79 
5.58 U.16 16.2 1 "2,08 
5.'16 0.1u 19.87 1 2.52 
fI.31 
f) .44 
1.1.59 
0,53 
().72 
0.29 
0.03 1(':1,'12 
(1,06 101,13 
0.12 97.48 
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NUIiiIBER 
B2 371 
B-5 421 
B-5 4211 
B-5 43, 
F-24 443 
F- 24 444 
F-24 447 
F-24 4411 
F-13 48 1 
F- 13 4/.!1I 
MBC 515 
FEP3 51!! 
FEP3 51'1 
FEP3 520 
FEP3 521 
M7 526 
M7 527 
M7 52!! 
M6 542 
l1li6 544 
B23 557 
B23 557 
B23 56£ 
913 575 
S102 
52 . 61 
5£ , 42 
5£. 41 
5£ , 70 
5l.30 
52,48 
53 . 29 
52 , 68 
53 , 02 
52 , 69 
52.00 
51 ,67 
52 . 68 
52,77 
52,97 
52,67 
52,70 
51 ,19 
52,49 
52,59 
52,10 
52,36 
52,07 
52,67 
Tl02 AL?05 
0.61 1.90 
0 , 39 2.37 
0 , 41 2.33 
0 , 43 2.41> 
0,52 2 . 35 
0,44 2.15 
FEQ 
5.59 
5.08 
5.07 
4 . If 4 
4.94 
4.1l2 
0,34 
0.41 
0,34 
0,41l 
0 , 33 
0,42 
0,40 
0,4[1 
0,40 
0.52 
0,41 
0,46 
a,56 
0,52 
0,46 
0.48 
0,48 
0, 5 2 
1.41l 4.)3 
2.40 4.73 
2,13 6.1>5 
1,1\3 6.14 
2.34 3,78 
2.02 10,52 
1,779,73 
1.71> 9.15 
1,81> 9,97 
1,916,1:10 
1,n 6.67 
1.65 6,1>6 
1,50 6,39 
1,83 5,09 
1.51 1\.51 
1,45 7,92 
1.H l.ll2 
1.66 "'.04 
r·1N v CAv 
0,1" 16,20 22.0b 
0," 15 . 28 22,96 
0,14 1S.76 23,35 
0,1) 15,1>7 22.54 
0 ,1' 14,90 23,34 
U.14 1 S ,08 d, 15 
0.1U 1S.67 ~4.3 2 
O.D 15,45 d,17 
0,11> 17,88 20,1/l 
0,11 15,77 23,48 
U,1£ 16.91 23,36 
0,24 13.76 21,99 
0,2 4 13,33 £2,33 
0.21 13,51 22,71 
0,20 13.83 i!2,04 
0,1'1 15,36 23,57 
O,1 Y 15,25 23,44 
0,20 14.83 23,80 
0,17 16,17 21,58 
U,17 15,90 22,40 
O,2~ 14,94 20,il6 
0,2115.41 £1,2/l 
U,1I 14,95 22,24 
ll,D 15,53 22,12 
"'A20 CR203 
0.37 0.60 
0,00 0,86 
0 . 00 0,86 
fl , OO 1) ,82 
0 ,00 0 ,81 
n,oo 0 , 89 
(l,OO 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0.00 
0,00 
D,OO 
11,00 
1),00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
0,0(1 
0.00 
0,00 
0,00 
0 , 61 
0, 9 1 
0, 42 
0,45 
0,94 
0,18 
0,20 
0,17 
0,15 
0,57 
0.50 
0,54 
0,20 
0,53 
0,21 
0.15 
0,22 
0,53 
NIO TOTAL 
0,07 10n,17 
0.07 99,58 
0.03 100,36 
0 . 07 99,78 
0,01' 99,33 
0.04 99,19 
11,02 100,36 
0,04 99,94 
(l,05 100.8S 
0,07 101,08 
0.05 99,83 
0.04 100,64 
O,Of, 1(1).74 
O,OIl 101,3f, 
0,04 101,52 
0,04 101.63 
0.0(, 101,UO 
0,06 99,39 
0,07 90,13 
0,09 99,72 
0,05 98.66 
0.06 99,32 
0,07 91\, 59 
0,04 99,26 
NUfIIBER 
B13 576 
B13 571S 
828 A60U 
828 B60U 
928 C60U 
928 602 
930 611S 
B30 61 '1 
830 62U 
830 6 21 
83 62'1 
83 63U 
820 64~ 
820 646 
820 641S 
825 661 
925 665 
825 665 
925 666 
99 
99 
99 
89 
99 
677 
67'1 
6111 
682 
68, 
S l 02 
52 . 92 
5 2 .66 
T IO? AU\) 3 
0. 4'" 1.67 
0 , 56 1.71! 
1J.1O 15,72 n.U4 
1I.1'1 15.69 21,72 
'IA 20 CR203 
0 . 00 u.51 
(J oll a 0.51 
NIO TOTAL 
0.03 99.36 
O.Oll 99.71 
51.88 0. 37 1.63 10.48 U.24 13.39 ~0.8h 0 . 0 0 0.18 0.03 99.1)8 
52.02 0. 44 1.87 10.18 U.24 13.91 20 . 85 O.o n 0.16 0.04 9Q.71 
5 1 .79 
51.04 
:; 1 . 60 
51 , 58 
50.58 
51. 47 
5 t!, 08 
51 .74 
52 , 40 
51 .99 
51 .82 
5 £. 89 
51 ,79 
51 , 33 
52.42 
52 . 1I4 
52.08 
52,U4 
52.36 
5£, 65 
0 , 4? 
0. 26 
0 . 41< 
a.30 
1 . 44 
0 ,3 1\ 
0,6) 
0.64 
0.41 
0 , 3 0 
0 . 47 
0 , 41 
0 . 33 
0,30 
0.37 
0.31 
0,37 
0.39 
0.24 
0,38 
1.f!71Il , 1/\ 
1.71 11 . 77 
1. 6 411 . 10 
1.2'1 11.26 
1 . 57 12.'3 
1 . 60 1 2.'9 
1.1l6 S.UR 
2.25 5.UO 
1.558.67 
1.46 R.13 
1 . 37 9.12 
1 . 1.1 7.'13 
1.';9 8.'16 
1.47 e..l8 
1.297.15 
1 • Il , 
1 • 'I I! 
2.flU 
2.07 
1. 73 
6.1S8 
/).20 
5. 'I 3 
7.UO 
5.'17 
LI.24 14 , 33 ~0.85 
U.20 13 . 18 20 . 71 
U,2~ 13.15 2U , 64 
O,2!> 12,1l4 21,28 
U,46 13 , 25 18 , 15 
u,zr 12,66 19.41 
U.1" 11) , 40 21 . 83 
U," 15,92 22 , 311 
U,2 4 14,55 21 , 79 
U,21 14,84 22 , )6 
U,2 4 14,70 22 , 21 
U,25 15,19 a,04 
V.2< 15.51 bJ,74 
U.21 15,49 ,a,74 
U,1'1 15.34 22,17 
U,1 o 15.72 ~0.21 
U,l o 15,64 21.77 
U.21 15,42 22,21 
D,1\' 15,1:16 ZO,60 
L' • H, 1 5 , Z 7 n, 36 
0 . 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0 .00 
'.l . o t) 
8 .0 ll 
n . OO 
O. OQ 
fl , OO 
(1.00 
(l , OO 
fl . OO 
a , Of) 
n.no 
0.00 
(' , 01) 
a.ot) 
n.Of) 
O.Of) 
0 .00 
P.OO 
o . 1 6 
0 , 07 
o • 1 5 
0 .05 
fj, 09 
'l , 1 0 
11,69 
0 .79 
0,22 
D.?7 
D,09 
0.17 
0.26 
0.28 
0,19 
0,54 
0 .66 
0,63 
[J.55 
0.52 
0,04 9<),88 
0 .(10 99 , ')3 
D,()( 99 , Oil 
0.05 'iil , 9 0 
n,o" 9P,.u7 
[1, 0 5 9 P, , 73 
n, 02 9i'. , 7S 
0 .01 9Po , 8 3 
0,01 99.84 
0.00 99 , 135 
0.03 10n.u5 
'.1.05 1 0 0, 32 
(j.03 99,4~ 
0.03 98,6 :5 
(J.06 99,18 
1l.03 
0.05 
n,os 
(J.04 
G,Ol 
97.78 
9il,95 
'til,dl:l 
91\,91 
90,07 
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NUfolBER 
815 697 
815 69!l 
815 699 
RR1 717 
RR1 71!l 
RR1 719 
RR1 72U 
F7 73 M 
F15 7 5 3 
F15 754 
F15 757 
F15 758 
F15 75'1 
F8 774 
F8 776 
F8 777 
F8 77'0 
84 79'1 
84 801 
87 804 
B7 80'0 
87 810 
826 841 
B26 84' 
SI02 
53.3D 
53.3U 
53~61f 
52.50 
5l.94 
52.41 
52.57 
52,71 
52,38 
52,61 
52,46 
5l,36 
53,10 
5l,07 
51 ,60 
52,04 
51,88 
52,18 
53,40 
53,06 
52,38 
Si!,27 
51,50 
51 ,41 
TID? AL20.3 FEO 
0.37 
0,39 
0,47 
0,64 
0,51 
0,54 
O,5t, 
o • 21 
0,6~ 
0,60 
0 , 43 
0 . 53 
0 , 60 
0,63 
0,64 
o,7f. 
0.69 
0.3Q 
0,44 
0,37 
(1.3i\ 
1 .1 U 
2.05 
1 .84 
2.00 
1 • !i U 
1 .96 
1 • <It 
1 .5 u 
2.19 
2. tJ 1 
2.flY 
2 • 1 !l 
2.16 
2.03 
2.07 
2.01 
2.04 
2.87 
1 .34 
1 .1l2 
1.77 
lI.tJ9 
If.oS 
)\ .1 6 
5./6 
5.4(1 
6. j4 
6.51 
5,7 4 
5.27 
5 .10 
4.'19 
5.l9 
5.58 
6.49 
6.80 
7.16 
4. n 
4.!S9 
4.6(] 
4.17 
0,30 1.74 4.10 
0,57 1.47 11.67 
0,46 1.5211.111 
0.14 14,24 -a.Oi' 
V.V 15.U3 19.47 
0.2< 14.32 l1.1l4 
U,,, 16,05 l1.93 
U,15 15,76 n.7S 
(J.n 15.69 n. 07 
U.21 15.80 .!1.51 
(J,1 ( 14,78 n.77 
U.lt 15.58 ~2.76 
V. D 15.16 d. Oil 
U.14 15.18 22.61 
0.15 15.0(1 <'2.35 
O.D 15.19 n . 40 
tJ.l1> 16.D7 21.80 
0.14 15,72 ~1.90 
U.l\1 15.78 <'1.79 
0.17 15.97 W.B'I 
0.15 16.12 ZZ.2U 
0.13 17.24 22.20 U." 16.01\ iZ.23 
u.n 15.'14 C1.I!S 
(I.P 1S.7H n.t,6 
U.2f 13.04 19.63 
0.2Y 12.91 20.4b 
NA20 CR203 
0.00 0.33 
1).00 0.46 
a. oo 0.36 
0. 0 0 0.56 
o. on 0.50 
11. 0 0 (l.27 
0 .00 U.27 
n.oo 0 .38 
0.0(1 0.88 
n. ao f).78 
0. 0 0 0.90 
0 . 00 0.80 
0.00 0.86 
0.00 f).56 
n . OO 0.60 
0 . 00 0.62 
'l.00 0.60 
0.00 0.97 
0.00 0.43 
0.00 0.80 
0.00 0. 77 
0.00 0.82 
G.Oo fJ.ll 
0.00 0.03 
~HO TOTAL 
U.03 10rJ.2(j 
0.04 10f).65 
0.04 10f).94 
O,OS 99.tl4 
0 . (14 9Q.tl3 
0.01 9Q.46 
0.02 9Q.27 
0.04 99.3t) 
0.03 'I9. tl 6 
0.06 9C;.5~ 
0.04 9 [' •• 84 
0.05 911.69 
0.07 99.'11 
0.05 '1Q.88 
0.06 99.34 
0.05 10n.ll4 
0.04 94.44 
O.OR 99.67 
o.o.~ 10Cl.15 
0.05 '1Q.12 
(J.D7 Y7.46 
0.f)5 '1"'.IlS 
a.07 9R.33 
0.04 '1!l.95 
ApPF~DIX TWO *** C *** ALL CLI~npYROxtNE ANALYSES. PAGE: 2S 
============~=================~====================== = ======================= 
NUM8ER 5102 TI02 AL?O$ FEO t·,N 0 !\1GQ CAO NA20 CR?03 tHO TOTAL 
821 84b 5 ~. 41 O.2il 1 .50 6.33 U.1 ( 1 5 .79 22./]7 0.00 0.52 U.04 99.11 
821 84!! 5',15 0,44 1 .44 7.55 O. 1 b 1 5 .69 21 .26 f).00 U.21 lJ.06 9R.98 
821 851 52,67 0,43 1 .41:1 7.14 0.2[; 15,31 21 .67 0. 00 0.30 O. O~, 99.26 
821 8S;'! 52,29 0,47 1 • ~ <; H.35 0.21 14,42 l1 .35 G. Of) 0, 1 a l) • 03 91\,61 
8 22 865 52,86 0,47 1 .4'1 7.1l2 u,2u 15 , 50 20.77 11. 00 0.13 (J.G1 99.25 
822 867 52 , 67 0,44 1 .4 '1 7 . bO D.Z< 14.98 ~ 1 .83 f). OO 0.22 0.ll7 90.52 
822 86!! S3,22 0,4/\ 1 .44 i:\. 43 U.24 1 S . 16 21.0.3 0. 0(1 0.21 0.04 10(J.25 
822 86'1 5,.58 0,4 7 1 .45 ~ • 1 (1 u,2~ 14. <; 6 <: 1 • 4 1 'J. on f) • 1 7 0.04 '19.40 
822 117U 52,2 1 0,45 1 .44 7.';18 U,2<: 14 . 92 ~ 1 .66 0. 00 fJ • 1 2 a.01 <;C).111 
819 811l 5l,70 0,24 1 ,8 I'> Ij • 1 4 u,2< 15.96 20.37 0. 00 0 .47 0.03 99.9'1 
819 885 52 . 63 O,2~ 2.[)5 7.69 O,1\< 15.36 lO.25 ') • 00 0 . 57 0.04 9'l,1J3 
819 884 5l,54 0,37 1 .94 il.59 U.2~ 14 . 89 20.6" 1).00 0 . 54 0.04 'I'l,Il? 
819 885 5, . 21 O,2~ 2.02 9.34 V.2l 14,75 19.50 0.01) 0.50 0.04 98.84 
F4 895 51 ,33 0.4fl 1 .55 'I.tS9 U.2b n.75 t1.00 n.on 0.17 0.02 9~.37 
F4 896 51 • <; 4 0,3(' 1 .43 9.~1 V.2f 13.28 21 .3 5 11.00 0.13 0.03 9 g. 3i) 
F4 8'17 52 ,11 0,48 1 .7 1 9.~4 U.24 13.43 21 .01 O.Ofl 0.27 0.03 9P..B2 
F4 89!l 51 .97 0.4'" 1 • 5 Il 9.55 0.3LJ 13.22 t1.40 n.oo o. , 4 U.02 9P..44 
F4 903 5',17 0.55 1 .71 ll.tS6 0.21 13.77 ~ 1 .31 1).00 0.17 0.04 '1P,.'79 
APPENDIX TWO D CHROMlTE 
Analysis No. Ti02..-f.!::.203~203 Fe2Q.3 FeO MgO MnO NiO Total 
M4 89 2.66 37.38 6.96 18 .85 28.69 3.49 .54 .39 98.96 
M4 90 2.41 36.76 6.96 19.65 29.17 2.98 .56 .42 98.91 
M4 91 1.59 38.33 7.05 19.69 29.72 2.31 .57 .40 99.66 
M4 92 2.54 35.92 7.78 19.42 29.27 3.12 .51 .43 98.99 
t-14 93 2.55 35.68 7.80 19.60 28.99 3. 30 .53 .37 98.82 
M4 94 2.48 37.64 7.74 19.10 28.37 3.93 .52 .41 100.19 
M4 96 2.11 37.47 6.53 19.63 29 .02 2.79 .55 .40 98.50 
P9B 290 1.61 41.44 10 .09 14.51 28.03 4.09 .79 N/A 100.56 
P9B 291 2.17 41.47 10.09 14.69 25.60 6.10 .74 N/A 100.86 
P9B 292 1.30 41.75 12.56 12.19 27.15 4.75 .78 N/A 100.48 
P9B 293 1.43 43.98 11.80 10.86 25.44 5.81 .75 N/A 100.07 
P9B 294 1.24 41.91 14.22 10.59 27.12 4.99 .80 N/A 100.87 
P9B 295 1.53 41.12 12.67 12 .80 25.33 6.05 .75 N/A 100.25 
P9B 296 1.35 42.11 15.68 10.19 23.09 7. 95 .44 .26 101.07 
P9B 297 1.28 41.34 15 .51 11.11 22.84 7.95 .46 .30 100.79 
P9B 298 1.40 41.80 15.49 10.44 22.91 8.00 .45 .27 100.76 
P9B 299 1.53 41.58 14.97 10.50 23.60 7.47 .46 .30 100. 41 
P9B 300 1.43 41.64 15.62 10.21 23.25 7.77 .44 . 32 100.68 
P9B 301 1.11 41.58 14.72 11. 95 26.04 5.98 .51 .19 102.08 
P9B 302 1.11 41.59 14.72 11.02 23.72 7.64 .49 .31 100.60 
P9B 303 0.82 41.77 16.48 10.26 23.30 7.58 .46 .18 100.85 
P9B 304 0.73 41.72 15.03 11.17 25.87 5.64 .51 .22 100.89 
P9B 305 0.87 41.12 14.72 11.33 27.65 4. 51 .54 .24 100.98 
P9B 306 0.89 39.95 16.21 12.05 23.62 7.30 .45 .25 100.72 
P9B 307 0.90 39.01 15.58 14.02 23 . 50 7.32 .48 .32 101.13 
P9B 308 0.88 39.42 16.83 11.87 23.75 7.26 .49 .24 100.74 
P9B 309 2.22 40.16 7.84 16 .62 30 . 81 2.43 .59 .25 100.92 
P9B 310 0.76 40.07 17.03 11.61 23.29 7.59 .50 .21 100.56 
P9B 311 0.88 39.09 16 . 49 12 . 64 23.42 7.41 .48 .26 100.67 
P9B 312 1.13 41.52 14.27 11.60 24.67 6.47 . 49 .24 100.39 
P9B 313 1.52 41.35 14.76 10.95 23.79 7.34 .49 .24 100.44 
F1 460 1.31 36.21 14.23 17 . 10 24.19 6.92 .47 .20 100 . 63 
Fl 461 1.65 35 . 47 14.27 17.62 24.77 6.90 .46 .23 101. 37 
Fl 462 1.20 35.24 14.62 18.13 24.45 6.79 .45 .27 101.15 
F1 463 1.59 35.21 14.63 17.39 24.63 6.90 .48 .22 101.04 
F1 464 1.72 34.92 14.60 17.10 24.77 6.79 .50 .20 100.60 
F1 465 1.34 35.13 14.86 17.28 24.27 6.90 .47 .22 100.47 
Fl 466 1.52 34.75 14.16 17.70 25 . 25 6.24 .49 .22 100.33 
F1 467 3.08 34 . 75 14.09 14.61 26.93 6.07 .48 .24 100.25 
MBC 498 1.52 39.94 17.64 9.26 22.01 8.81 .33 .17 99.68 
MBC 499 1.09 40.75 16.81 10.65 21.69 8.67 .49 .22 100.37 
r~BC 500 1.22 41.22 16 .07 10.11 22.09 8.29 .47 .21 99.68 
MBC 501 1.56 41.08 15.51 10.18 22.34 8.24 .48 .22 99.61 
MBC 502 1.41 41.14 16.04 9.91 22.00 8.18 .43 .25 99 . 09 
MBC 503 1.24 41.20 15.49 10.30 21. 97 8.18 .48 .22 99.08 
MBC 504 0.86 40.37 18.11 10.36 21.31 9.03 .44 .20 100.68 
MBC 505 0.98 40.44 17.28 10.66 21.24 8.92 .47 .24 100.23 
MBC 506 1.00 40.44 17 .69 10.05 21.29 8.96 .45 .19 100.07 
MBC 507 1.26 40.91 16.11 10.87 21. 77 8.64 .44 .23 100.23 
MBC 508 1.60 40.04 15.24 12.08 22.46 8.31 .47 .24 100.44 
\ 
Analysis No. TiQz~203~203 Fe203 FeO MgO MnO NiO Total 
MBC 509 1.63 39.22 16 . 04 12.08 22 . 97 8.11 .50 .28 100.83 
MBC 510 1.53 40.53 14.61 11. 75 22 . 58 7. 97 .46 .25 99068 
MBC 511 1.58 40.02 15 . 17 12.08 22.69 8. 14 .46 .22 100.36 
MBC 512 1.38 42.55 14 . 47 10.85 22.17 8. 33 .44 .21 100.40 
MBC 513 2.01 41.42 16.11 9. 19 23.15 8. 34 .46 .19 100.87 
I~BC 514 1.28 41.02 16.22 10.88 22.23 8.47 .46 .23 100.79 
B15 704 1.05 27 . 41 5.99 32 . 14 31. 72 .62 . 53 .16 99.62 
P9C 914 1.23 40.34 15.25 11.20 23 . 65 7.11 . 53 .21 99.52 
P9C 915 1.34 40.87 15 . 32 11. 33 23.78 7. 35 .50 .24 100.73 
P9C 916 1.37 40 . 55 15 . 21 11.31 24 . 12 7.09 .46 . 22 100.33 
P9C 917 1.43 40 . 82 15 . 28 10.81 24 . 03 7.17 .46 .23 100.23 
P9C 918 1.42 40.54 15.38 11.03 23.78 7.33 .44 .22 100.14 
P9C 919 1.55 40.26 14.47 11. 31 23 . 64 7. 14 . 51 .22 99 . 10 
P9C 920 1.66 39.80 13 . 68 12 . 21 23.74 7. 01 .48 . 21 98 . 79 
P9C 921 2.64 40.68 11. 91 10 . 90 25.17 6. 38 .47 .26 98.41 
P9C 922 0.94 39 . 69 17.11 11.00 23.08 7. 64 . 47 .29 100.22 
P9C 923 1.04 39 . 87 16.55 10.83 22.91 7.66 .44 .25 99.55 
P9C 924 0.61 38.05 18.09 10.04 24.98 5. 99 . 45 .24 98.45 
P9C 925 1. 94 41.80 11. 13 12 .60 25.55 5.89 . 48 .23 99 . 62 
P9C 926 2.02 37.12 14.12 13 . 80 25.77 6.02 .49 .35 99.69 
P9C 927 1.06 41.71 13.86 11. 18 24.20 6. 46 . 48 .22 99.17 
P9C 928 0.79 40.90 16.30 9.94 23 . 25 7. 20 . 46 .17 99.01 
P9C 929 1.53 40.86 14.99 10.68 22.93 7.75 .44 .25 99.43 
APPENDIX TWO E OLIVINE 
Analysis No. Si02 FeO MnO MgO CaO NiO Total 
F27 33 38.58 20.28 .23 39 . 98 .03 .53 99.63 
F27 34 38.62 20.45 .23 39 . 86 .05 .51 99.72 
Pll 387 39.06 19.15 .21 41.41 .05 . 53 100.41 
Pll 388 38.96 19.34 .26 41.02 .05 .46 100.09 
Pll 389 38.97 19.75 .26 39.97 .03 .50 99.48 
P11 390 38 . 88 19.62 . 27 39.93 .04 .48 99.22 
Pll 391 38.57 19.72 .21 40.66 .04 . 50 99.70 
Pll 392 38.57 19.71 .25 40 . 57 .02 .51 99 . 63 
Pll 393 38 .62 19.47 .28 40.30 .03 .48 99.18 
Pll 394 38 . 90 19.57 .26 41.00 .04 .44 100.21 
F1 450 39.07 17 .84 . 23 42.92 .04 .36 100 . 46 
F1 451 39.27 17.86 . 22 42 .88 .06 . 33 100.62 
F13 476 38.93 19.10 .26 41.81 .03 .35 100 . 48 
F13 477 39.17 18.62 . 25 41.81 .01 .34 100.20 
F13 478 39.01 17.90 .23 42.43 .04 .34 99.95 
APPENDIX TWO F BIOTITE 
Analysi 5 No. 5i02 Ti02~03 FeO MgO CaO K20 Cr203 Total 
---
M4 73 38.84 5.61 13.52 8.69 17.11 .14 9.34 1.30 94.55 
M4 74 40.25 5.51 14.11 8.95 17.80 .09 9.01 1.36 97.08 
M4 75 38.18 5.45 13.71 8.81 17.45 .14 9.46 1.43 94.63 
M4 76 39.96 5.28 13.63 8.63 17.76 .15 8.96 1.34 95.71 
M4 77 39.43 5.58 13.62 8.21 17.85 .14 9.23 1.19 95.25 
M4 78 39.37 5.27 13.93 8.50 17.74 .14 8.99 1.35 95.29 
M4 79 39.73 4.70 13.96 8.68 18.17 .10 9.14 1.30 95.78 
M4 80 39.04 5.20 13.86 8. 34 17 . 83 .12 9. 23 1.41 95.03 
M5 113 38.94 3.06 13.25 12.77 17.18 N/A 8.35 .92 94.47 
M5 114 39.91 1.99 12.90 9.66 20.17 N/A 9.29 .69 94.61 
M5 129 40.92 3.92 12.71 9.00 19.33 N/A 9.29 .71 95.88 
B2 380 40.69 1.45 14.40 8.64 20.74 .10 9.76 .65 96.43 
B2 381 38.83 4.70 13.94 9.16 18.47 .24 9.60 .77 95.71 
B2 382 39.24 4.92 13.60 9.02 18.65 .24 10.04 .73 96.44 
B2 383 39.85 3.56 14.10 9.01 19.39 .12 9.72 . 59 96.34 
B2 384 40.01 3.17 14.01 8.51 19.70 .14 9.64 .97 96.15 
B2 385 39.02 4.92 13.70 8.77 18 . 43 .18 10.01 .84 95.87 
B2 386 40.34 .58 14.10 7.98 21.78 .20 9.44 .55 94.97 
B15 706 38.28 2.28 14.02 13.78 17.28 N/A 9.59 .24 95.51 
B15 705 37.96 .39 14.62 15.07 16.90 N/A 9.36 .03 94.43 
B7 813 40.01 .24 13 . 96 6.99 21.87 N/A 8.50 .33 91.94 
APPENDIX TWO G OTHER (ILMENITE & AMPHIBOLE) 
Anal No. 5i02 Ti02---A!.203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2.Q......£.1:.203 Tot 
Ilmenite 
B20 658 46.51 48.67 2.27 0.64 .11 98.37 
B28 604 48.48 47.23 3.09 0.20 .08 99.19 
B26 840 46.53 48.85 0.78 0.91 .07 97.14 
Amphibole 
F13 485 48.46 1.33 7. 20 9.33 0.08 16.94 12.49 0.59 1.05 .37 97.84 
B7 812 54.03 0.03 3.01 5.29 0.14 21.12 11.76 0.38 N/A .16 95.92 
APPENDIX TWO CONTINUED Mineral descriptions. 
In the following listing of analysis points and their descriptions, 
the first column is the sample name, the second is the serial number. 
Both these numbers occur in the listings that follow, thus identifying 
the analysis. 
The third number refers to the analysis point recorded on 
photographs of the slide in the author's possession. 
obtained from me if necessary. 
These can be 
The series of letters is a code briefly describing the mineral and 
this is as follows 
First letter: (F) Footwall unit, (M) Merensky unit, (B) Bastard unit, 
(p) Merensky pegmatoid, (R) Rolling reef area footwall. 
Second letter: Mineral code: (H) Orthopyroxene, (C) Clinopyroxene, 
(S) Spinel, (P) Plagioclase, (0) Olivine, (I) Ilmenite, (M) Mica. 
Third letter: (p) Primocryst/Phenocryst, (I) Interstitial. 
Fourth letter: Size: (V) Very large, (L) Large, (M) Medium and (S) Small 
relative to the size of other gralns of the same mineral. 
Fifth letter: (C) Core, (R) Rim, (Z) Zonation. 
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APPENDIX THREE: X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry 
A Phillips PW 1410 semi-automatic X-ray fluorescence spectrometer was 
used for the determination of all major and trace elements using the 
standard techniques employed at Rhodes University. (Marsh, 1979). A 
variety of international and secondary (Rhodes) standards were used for 
calibration. The concentrations used were based on those recommended by 
Flanagan (1973). 
The major elements, excluding Na, were analysed using the fusion 
method of Norrish & Hutton (1969). Na was analysed on pressed powder bri -
quettes. 
All the trace elements were determined on briquettes. Full correc-
tions were made for instrumental drift, dead-time, background, tube and 
spectral line interferences. Matrix effects were corrected using the mass 
absorption coefficients calculated from the major elements using Hein-
rich's (1966) values. Where major elements were not available the 
Mo-Compton method (Reynolds , 1967 and Nesbitt et al., 1976) was used to 
determine the mass absorption coefficients. 
Rb and Sr concentrations used to calculate initial 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios were determined using the Mo-tube (as it is the most efficient for 
exciting Rb and Sr) and extended counting times. The counting times were 
400secs on the Rb peak and 200 secs on the Sr peak. The Rb backgrounds 
\~ere counted for 200 secs and Sr backgrounds for 100 secs. 
Typical running conditions and instrumental settings used in the 
laboratory are listed in Marsh (1979) and reproduced with permission 
below. (Tables A2:1, A2:2 & A2 :3 ). 
Table A3:1 Typical Instrumental Settings for Major Element Analyses 
Element Mn Fe Ti Ca K Si Al Mg P 
Crystal 
Collimator 
Angle 
Thresho 1 d 
Wi ndow 
Filter 
Count Time 
LiF 200 PET ------------ T1AP Ge 
C Coarse Fi ne 
63.08 57.53 
200 
350 
F F F C C 
86.19 113.16 136.79 109 .20 145.20 
F 
45.18 141.11 
250 
300 
380 
440 
In 
20 
Out -- - - - - ----------------- - ------------ -- - ---- - --- -------------- -
20 10 10 10 40 40 
All analyses carried ou t using a Chromium tube energised at 50KV and 40rnA. 
Attenuation set at 21. Analyses carried out with the Vacuum ON. 
Table A3:2 Sodium Analysis 
KV rnA Counter Coll imator Crystal E E Att Peak 
55 40 Flow EHT=553 Fine T1AP 150 400 21 200secs @ 55.13° 
200 40 
Background 
100secs @ 57.00° 
Table A3:3 Standard Instrumental Settings for Trace Element Analyses 
El ement Line Tube Hol der Crystal Vacuum Coll imator Counter 
Nb Ka W W LiF 220 No Fine Scinto 
Zr " " " " " " " 
Y " " " " " " " 
Sr " Mo, W " " " " " 
Rb " " " " " " " 
----------------- -- ------- --------------------- ---------------- ---- -- --
Zn Ka Mo Al " Yes " Flow + Scint o 
Cu " " " " " " " " " 
Ni " " " " " " " " " 
--------- ------- ----------------- --------------------------------------
Co " W W " " " Flow 
Cr " " " " " " " 
V " " " " " " " 
Ba Cr w " " " " 
Sc Ka " " LiF 200 " " " 
======================================================================= 
APPENDIX FOUR: Mineral Separations 
The sample was prepared" by crushing and sieving. The fraction between 
72# and 150# was retained, washed to remove the fines, rinsed in distilled 
water and dried at 110°C before separation. 
An electromagnetic separator was used to separate orthopyroxene, 
clinopyroxene and plagioclase. The technique adopted was to separate first 
the mineral with the highest magnetic su sceptibility and then those with 
lower values . A trial and er ror up proac h was adopted initially to estab-
lish the optimum inclination and sideways ti lt of the separator (25-30° 
and 10-15° respectively) and the best feed rate. The cur rent was progres-
sively increased so that only the pure hi gh susceptibi 1ity fraction was 
removed at each stage. The optimum current was determined by inspection of 
the separated fraction under a binoc ular microscope. 
Orthopyroxene: A very pure separate was easily obtained. Purity was 
estimated at >98% (Visual estimate). 
Clinopyroxene: Less pure separates of this phase were obtained as the 
magnetic susceptibil i ty is between that of orthopyr oxe ne and t hat of 
plagioclase. Nevertheless purity was estimated at ±95% or better . 
Plagioclase: Extremely pure separates (>99%) were easi ly obtai ne d. The 
only contamination of not e would be al kali feldspar and quartz , both of 
which may occur in very small quantities in the rocks an d co uld not be 
removed. 
IPL Pefers to intersti tial plagioclase f r om pyroxenite . 
PL no differentiati on bet ween cumulus and intercumulus. 
CPL C.u!<'ulus F l agioc l a s e oerived f r om pyroxene mottles of 
mottleci anorthosite . The mott led ma teri a l \'las hand picked 
from coarse crushes ( l c m) before fina l crushing a nd 
separc tion . 
l!!P Fon - mottle p l agioc l ase . Pure p l agioclase almost devo id of 
interstitial pyroxene oeri v ed fro I.1 the same samples as the CPL 
fraction . 
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